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PREFACE.

I MAKE no apology for this book. No

book of my theological acquahitance, British,

Continental, or American, quite realises the

ends I have in view, or seeks them by the

plan and in the spirit that will be found

to pervade this work, in which, from the

wide range of theological topic considered,

an exhaustive mode of treatment must give

place to one which can at most only be sug-

gestive. References, generally fragmentary

or fugitive in character, have not been al-

together wanting in connection with the

progress of modern Christian theology, but

the subject has appeared to me to call for
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some more adequate treatment, and the

attempt to supply this want cannot fail to

meet with approval in all competent quar-

ters, whatever may be thought of the

present execution of this task.

The book is apologetic in its aim, and

constructive in its tendency. Its prevail-

ing method is critical rather than historical,

but it retains so much at least of the his-

torical spirit and method, it is hoped, as to

seek, through self-effacement of the writer,

the objectivity needful when we come, in

Spencer's phrase, "to take stock of our

progress " recently in Christian theology.

This consideration should be sufficient to

prevent readers from identifying, as of

necessity, the author's own theological posi-

tions with every noticed phase or attitude

of recent Christian theology. I feel free,

however, to admit In the frankest manner

my perfect sympathy—without which the

present work would not have been under-
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taken—with all the main lines of recent ad-

vance in our most Christian thouQrht, believ-

ing the poet's words applicable to such recent

theological movement, as

" A mainly moving forward, never wholly retrograde."

I have sought to serve the interests only

of Christian truth, not caring to write a

line that should subserve the interests

merely of theological school or party : there

is no school or party to which I do not

gladly own myself debtor ; this holds true

even if I should be found most in accord

with a liberal and progressive Christian

Theology, whose life is in the freedom of

the spirit rather than in bondage of the

letter.

If the book should wake a deeper in-

terest in the subjects of which it treats in

any of its readers, I shall be abundantly

rewarded.
JAMES LINDSAY.

Kilmarnock, April 1892,
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THE PROGRESSIVENESS OF MODERN

CHRISTIAN THOUGHT.

CHAPTER I.

THE PROGRESSIVENESS OF MODERN CHRISTIAN

THEOLOGY.

T T is hardly open to doubt that theology, as ^^^ j

the science of relio^on at once in its ob- {^'i^l^A,^

jective and subjective aspects, admits of end- ?^^/^<

less research, and is an eminently progressive -^^-A^*-^

science. But doubt has largely prevailed as to '^ '
V.

whether such progressiveness is predicable of . ^ /fc^*t^>

Christian theology, using that phrase in the

broad sense of th£__QmstiaiLJ:eligiott" in all the

forms of its scientific treatment. From the ' 1
'*^'^-^

scientific, the literary, and the religious side, the a. y

A
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objection has been preferred that, hopelessly

bound down to the "beggarly elements" of

original revelation, it is, and can only be, un-

progressive, is even an obstacle to man's pro-

gressive intellectual development. An impres-

sion is thus created w^hich has, we believe, not

a little to do with that '' recession of the theo-

logic tide " which marks our era. The need

emerges that Christian theology be set in a

true light as not only susceptible of substantive

and perpetual progress, but as itself the highest

inspiration of all intellectual advancement. The

most powerful apologetic of Christian theology is

here taken to be the exhibition of that theology

itself, not merely in its dogmatic contents or

results, but also in its susceptibilities of progress,

the inherent power it possesses to put itself into

positive harmony with the whole world of know-

ledge, volition, and thought. Now that every

modern theologian speaks in ready, even ardent,

recognition of the enormous advances and splen-

did possibilities of the scientific spirit within the

physical realm, it is the less easy to escape

wonder at that absence of the '* scientific con-

science," which allows the stray scientist, in
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ill-starred hour, to intrude into the theologic

sphere with an innocence of the massive gains

and superb capabilities of Christian theology

that would be amusing if it were less absurd.

From the literary side, the objection has been

forcibly enough stated by Macaulay, in the well-

known passage where, in contrast to the progress-

iveness of the sciences, he represents theology as

hermetically sealed against

" Progress, man's distinctive mark alone."

They who, from the religious side, regard the

progressiveness of Christian theology as no more

than a modern conceit, ipso facto show they have

failed to catch or understand the spirit which

informs what is here regarded as the most real

and the most inspiring of all modern develop-

ments, and cannot be expected to judge aright

a movement alien in its progressive spirit to

their own. " Why should there be progress in

everything else, only not in religion?" "There

is nothing in the idea of revelation that excludes

progress, for whatever definition of revelation

we may adopt, it always represents a com-

munication between the divine on one side
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and the human on the other. Let us recognise

that the divine element in revelation is immut-

able, 3'et the human element, the recipient, must

always be liable to the accidents and infirmities

of human nature." " But as in every other

pursuit, so in religion also, we want less and

less of darkness, more and more of light ; we

want, call it life, or growth, or development,

or progress ; we do not want mere rest, mere

stagnation, mere death." ^ The past stands wit-

ness to the fact that vast progress has been made

by Christian theology: many theological monu-

ments meet us on the highway of the past, the

hope of whose builders for their successors was

—

" Forsan et hasc olim meminisse juvabit :

"

the theology of to-day is only the nearest and

greatest memorial reared by the scientific spirit

in its instinctive homage to consistency and

orderly demonstration of the truth. We apply

the words of Richter, " Only from lofty heights

can the backward road be surveyed and the

future estimated,"^ to the Christian theologian,

^ Prof. Max Mliller, Natural Religion, pp. 9, 10.

- Levana, § 31. Nur auf Anhohen kann zuriickgclogter Weg
bcscliauet wcrden, \\\c kiinftiger bercclinct.
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taking many a backward survey and many a

forward glance from the niveau on which he

stands to-day. He sees advances on the past

which prove theology, when keyed to true

spiritual life and thought, to be no stationary

science, but so living and progressive as, always

dissatisfied with its own highest thought and

knowledge, to be ever pressing on to higher

and worthier conceptions of the Deity, and His

relations to man and the universe. Not that

he fails, through any obliquity of moral vision,

to note with sad regret the wretched timidity too

often displayed by theology in the past in daring

not to pass beyond the '' Hercules Pillars " of

fixed dogmatic truths as finalities of thought, and

venture on the broad and open *'sea of faith"

that lay a limitless expanse beyond. But the

progress of the past taken in whole is to him a

pledge at least of the greater progress of the

future, a progress undoubtedly guaranteed by the

nature of theological science. Far as any pro-

gress of the past has been from sounding the

^clOt] of the self-revelation of God, as little will

any progress of the future find resting-place for

its plummet in the *' Godhead's deepest sea."
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The analogy of the past makes the progress of

the future nothing short of a moral certainty to

faith : faith cannot give up tasks which for her

ever remain unfinished : the inherent impulse of

faith, always more strong and masterful, is ever

towards a more complete intussusception of the

Christian contents : the living faith of the present

cannot but believe that before the Church of to-

day lies a progress in Christian theology magnifi-

cent and unparalleled. The progressive spirit of

Christian theology was seen in the original mental

attitude of that greatest of Christian theologians,

who, having forgotten " things behind " {ra

oTTiaco), was ever '' stretching forwards" (eVe/c-

retvofievo^) to the things that lie before : with

the watchword eirl ti^v reXeLoTTjra cpepcofMeOa,^ it

can brook no retrogression which forgets that

ra apyjua TraprjXOev ^
: the course of its develop-

ment is " from faith to faith," until it attain

the fulness, strength, and unity of a perfect,

harmonious, and symmetrical organism, within

which no foreign material is encysted.

It is now recognised that the starting-point

of the development of Christian theology lies not

^ Hub. vi, I. - 2 Cor. V. 17.
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in the completed revelation of the Scriptures, \

Crf-«^

but only in the initial attainments of the Church

under the apostolic teaching, which, as compared

with the unapprehended fulness, perfectness, and

sufficiency of the Scriptures, we may surely say
j

were modest enough. The theologising faculty

asserted itself in the early Christian centuries in

the power with which the Greek masters of

theology— Clement, Origen, Athanasius — set

forth the completed grandeur of all that had

been going on since Creation in the massive

fact of Incarnation, and depicted in Revelation (ja^ (t^

the process whereby the immanent Deity was

continuously revealing Himself to finite reason

;

in the skill with which the Athanasian Trinitar-

ianism and the Augustinian Hamartology were

forged, and the inadequacy of such forms of

theological thought as the Arian, the Apollinar-

ian, and the Macedonian, was exposed ; as well

as in the way in which Augustinianism evolved

its elaborate representations of God, the God-

man, and grace. When, after a large interval

—

an intercalated period of comparative stagna-

tion, not unmarked, however, by theological ad-

vances in Anselm, Abelard, Aquinas, and Duns
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Scotus—we come upon the Reformation, we find

it to be itself a revolt against finality, a regress

to, and a progress in and by, the Scriptures,

a vindication of the freedom of faith and of

thought, and a paving the way for those advances

which three succeeding centuries, spite of formal

orthodoxism, unillumined Deism and rationalism,

dogmatic Agnosticism, and other uninspiring in-

fluences, have seen, as also for that Reformation,

new and nobler, which we to-day still await.

In our own century, theology has evinced a

wondrous capacity for growth—meet source of

satisfaction to quickened faith that the century

of rapid and brilliant advance in science should

also be instinct with theological as with philo-

sophical energy—and is still growing, attaining

conceptions along the whole lines of her thought,

larger, purer, more truly Biblical, more thoroughly

ethical, and more profoundly Christian. For the

Christian theology of to-day, called to higher

intellectual planes and to new and difficult views

of truth, has learned to be_vvi^ply pns.siy^ iindfr

the inbreathings of God's supremely illuminating

Spirit, and nobly positive in the forth-putting of

faith's endeavours to bring within the broadening
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domain of theological thought all the facts of

revelation and experience, as ''the old order

changeth, yielding place to new." From the

ever - accumulating treasures of exegetical ore,

she is coining afresh the current theological con-

ceptions, sending forth, for those that had been

relatively pure and true, expressions of the truth

more perfect and more v^orthy of herself as the

exponent of the Spirit's mind.

A theology w^hich shall be the living offspring

of a religion_^of insight, not merely of tradition,

we need, and this can be ours only as we put
,

ourselves into as original and immediate rela-

tion and contact with the realities of the spiri- I

tual universe as to faith and consecration may
}

be possible. The Church of this and every age

is bound to claim the right to build up its own

theology, scientific and free, unfettered by tra-

dition and unconfessional in type, upon the

Scriptures as, to the divinely enlightened con-

sciousness, the credible records of the pure

authoritative self - revelation of God consum-

mated in Christ, since the needs of every age,

themselves peculiar, impose peculiar tasks. The

truths with which, as the precipitate of the
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religious consciousness, Christian theology is

charged, need not be held in mere solution or

in constant flux without being allowed to crys-

tallise into definite forms, but no angular and

oppressive incrustations of system, no dogma

which has ceased to be the offspring and the

minister of progress, must be suffered to retard

the course of theological advance. No blind

mechanical conservatism, under the guise of

fidelity to the past, can be allowed to impede

that soul of religion which cannot live without

progress and forward movement, which, in their

turn, demand new scientific expression ; and no

cry for progressive movement, for perpetual ad-

vance towards perfectibility, must keep us from

fidelity to the already known, the real heritage

of the past, in wise using of which the con-

tinuity and consistency of a true progress are

alone possible.

The law of progress must be that we take

up the inheritance of the past into which we

arc come and which none can renounce, what-

ever the legacies of unreason it may seem to

bring with it, and, by faith's individual effort,

eliminate the misapprehensions of the past, and.
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in a gradual enlargement, expand in their occult

implications and extend in new directions the

vital truths given us in this inalienable inherit-

ance, so that the outgrowths of knowledge,

reason, reflection, and experience, may be seen

in a progress whose continuity and symmetry

shall prove it to be, as one has said in another

connection, " a logical and graduated evolution,

in which the idea of to-day is connected with

that of yesterday, as the latter is to a still

more remote past." The law here as in all

progress must be that, as the theology that is

to be increases and that which is decreases,

the becoming theology will in its waxing life be

absorptive and assimilative of everything that

is discoverably new. "The real question is,

whether the whole of the past can be so

wrought into the life of the present as to be-

come the guarantee of the future. Bare ex-

ternal tradition is lifeless : the utterly new is

formless : what we need is eternal and historic

truth born fresh in the living soul. ' Not fixed-

ness nor revolution,' says Ullmann, * but evolu-

tion and reform ' is the motto for our times." ^

1 Dr H. B. Smith, Faith and Philosophy, p. 127.
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Whereas the bane of theology has been the ex-

cessive and burdensome authority wielded by

systems that could only be provisional state-

ments of the Christian contents, the fascination

and inspiration of theological study lie in the

free appropriation of the truth achieved in the

course of theological progress—a course strictly

independent of, and sublimely indifferent to,

any churchly sanctions of its methods and

results.

We do not dwell on the transience of all

theological systems for the Mephistophelean

reason that ''All that grows deserves to de-

cay," ^ but because, while the theological or-

ganism preserves, at every stage of its develop-

ment, a rounded completeness, an apocalypse

of progress always gathers before the vision of

its maturest attainment, and beckons it to

higher fulness and perfection. The state or

" law of becoming," rather than of being, is,

according to the cardinal idea of this progress-

iveness or Christian evolutionism, to be taken

as characteristic of our theological systems : to

them we may apply the words of Plato,

—

li to

^ Faust : " Allcs, was cnlstchl, isl wcrlli class cs zu Grundc gcht."
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'yt/'yvofjievov /lev koI airoWv/jievov, oWco? Be ovBeirore

6v. Man's theology, like himself, '' partly is and

wholly hopes to be." Of philosophy it has been

said that ''each great philosophical system is

in its tarn set aside ... a dead-looking seed

of thought from which, by the combined agency

of intelligent experience and speculation, a new

philosophy will one day spring." ^ The same we

here hold as true of theological thought.

The Christian theology of to-day, with an ab-

solute faith in the moral and spiritual, hesitates

not to say to the timid guardians of defunct

theologies or superannuated S3^stems, Non tali

aimliOy nee defensoribtcs istis. For it is fully con-

scious,—while admitting no possibility of true

progress by dispensing with, or departing from,

those essential facts and truths whereby men

are saved according to those elements or as-

pects of Christian truth which are unchange-

able,—what need and room exist for unlimited

progress, indefinite expansion and improvement,

in the human apprehension and verification and

exposition of the questions relative to these facts

and doctrines. This is not to undervalue past

1 " Prolegomena" to Wallace's Logic of Hegel, p. xli.
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prof^rcss, or depreciate the revelation committed

to the earHest centuries, that we may gain for

our own age the appearance of progress and the

sensation of growth ;
^ rather, it is to magnify

that revelation which, in its pure full substance,

the enjoyment of the earliest times not less than

of our own, is a treasure - house which yields,

before the unwearying process of living Christian

thought, always larger stores of truth, brighter

gems of spiritual reality.

Progressive theology keeps in view that, in

every realm, a truly scientific progress postu-

lates basal beliefs, ascertained facts, as the

groundwork of further progress. The forms of

Christian theology may vary from age to age,

but there is an inner essence or substance which,

as we take to be now well understood, is constant

;

and the law of progress which obtains in theology

as in other spheres of scientific inquiry may be

taken as finely typified in the lines of Dante,

—

" Ripresi via per la piaggia diserta,

Si che il pic fermo sempre era il piu basso,"-

^ xMozley, Theory of Development, p. 158.

- Dante, " Inferno," canto i. Mr Gary's rendering is,-

" I journeyed on over that lonely steep,

The hinder foot still firmer,"
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or, in words of a modern poet,

—

" Who climbs keeps one foot firm on fact

Ere hazarding the next step."

The fitting motto of a truly progressive Chris-

tian theology may be found in the word of St

Vincent of Lerins, " Profectus non permutatio "

—progress not change, expansion not displace-

ment, extension not extermination, advance by

the fusion or interpenetration of the conservative

elements of the " faith once delivered to the

saints" with that progressive spirit which is of

the essence of living faith. ''The past is no

more a whole without the present than the pres-

ent without the past." So rooted in the past is

the theology of the present that, while welcoming

fresh light from every quarter, it forgets not

that, as the human heart has altered little essen-

tially with the growth of the generations, the

saving truths by which it lives remain the same,

but, just because this is so, it feels the danger

to be greater of our allowing stagnation and

death to creep over our formulas and beliefs,

and the need more pressing that we pass beyond

the historical and traditional into the vital spheres

of psychology and Christian experience. Stag-
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nation in theological science there can never be,

while the full meaning of the Christian revelation

is being evolved in the course of history, and a

higher knowledge of God is being opened out

before us with the Divine Spirit's unfolding

of the whole of truth amid the rolling of the

years.

Through the Scriptures,—in the facts and pro-

cesses of nature and of history,—in the course of

national as in the manifold aspects and relations

of individual life,— in the secular progress of

humanity, the play and function of the human

mind, the course of philosophic thought, the

growth and development of Christian conscious-

ness ;—theology traces out the revelation of God

through every stage of the universal evolution

—

" From seeming evil still educing good,

And better thence again, and better still

In infinite progression."

The progress of which we speak is no addled

motion or circular movement : its advance is

neither through chameleon changes nor inor-

ganic accumulation : its procedure is neither by

spiritual cataclysms nor by fits of saltation to

the changeful piping of the Zcit-Gcisf, which it
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sways more than it serves : it lies in gradual,

organic, cosmic growth, in progress at once ex-

tensive and intensive, embracing broader com-

prehension of the facts linked to deeper insight

into their nature and significance. The theolo-

gical knowledge, of which such qualitative and

quantitative progress is predicable, is, in basis,

Biblical ; but truths unfolded and developed in

the course of Christian history, however present

germinally in Biblical principles and declarations,

form, in their actual and gradual development,

integral parts of theological progress. '' More

light " is ever to break forth from the Holy Word :

it will take the orchestra of many and diverse

Churches, and the chorus of myriad minds, under

the conduct of the One Eternal Spirit, to give

that masterpiece of Revelation its full effect in

the growing ages. That effect will stand at vast

remove from that reached by theologians who,

in their well-meant but mechanical treatment of

the Scriptures, '' turned their breathing organism

into a colossal Memnon's head, with a hollow

passage for a voice."

Grasping more firmly those essential facts and

truths of man's salvation which have been the

B
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unchanging heritage of the Church since her

morn of Pentecostal radiance, and absorbing

everything that is vital and permanent in the

old, Theology, inbreathed upon by the Divine

Spirit, and impelled by advancing science and

culture, unweariedly pursues her unending task

of gathering together the ever-ripening historic

fruits of faith, of reviewing and building up the

waste places of her thought, and of raising her-

self, by '' steps of infinite progression," as one

who has not thereto attained, but as yet knows

only in part, ever nearer the sacred height of a

perfect yet expanding theology. If this should

mean that some cherished idols that have dese-

crated the temple of our thought be by her cast

out, it is only that truth, which shall be the better

equivalent of spiritual reality, be had in reverence

of them that approach the sacred shrine. If it

should mean that, in pursuit of her loved task,

she anon lop off some branches on the trunk of

existing system through which the sap of life

seems never to have freely pulsed, or prune some

shoots overgrown with leafy foliage of human

tradition, it is but because such excision of the

fictitious and the decayed is needful to the
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stronger growth and freer development of the

stately tree of spiritual truth.

" Inutilesque falce ramos amputans

Feliciores inserit." ^

The time past may suffice to have shown the

most conservative of theological minds that

" there is nothing so dangerous, because nothing

so revolutionary and convulsive, as the strain to

keep things fixed, when all the world is, by the

very law of its creation, in eternal progress."

The Church must, by her very essence, progress :

it is only in the continuity and progress of her

life, so subject to the law of cyclical movement

and so rich in celestial impulse, that she becomes

fitted for, and filled with, the fulness of God in

Christ—a growing fulness that craves expression

in a theology whose eternal asymptote is an ever

higher and more exact accordance with the facts

and phenomena of spiritual life, thought, and

experience. If no theory of life covers life, so

no theological system covers this spiritual ful-

ness, at whose breasts successive systems are

nourished, in so far as they are filled with

vitality : in the growing approximateness of

^ lior., Epod. ii. 13, 14.
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our theologies lies the possibility of progress.

Life has only to be restricted to the study of

theology for that study itself speedily to become

impossible. Christian truth unfolds itself, as

theology is at length more surely coming to see,

not to the '/ mere thinker," but to Emerson's

"man thinking"—man thinking in the totality

of his being, will, conscience, feeling, imagina-

tion, called into play before his own perplexities

and miseries, and those of the race ; and man,

following his instinctive craving for consistent

thought and formulated knowledge, even in re-

spect of things pertaining to the life, in its subtle

illimitableness, that comes from above

—

" Knows partly but conceives beside,

Creeps ever on from fancies to the fact,

And in this striving, this converting air

Into a solid he may grasp and use,

Finds progress."

The truth may, in the Christian revelation, be

a thing sui generis, given, not attained, theology

may be *'une philosphie, dont la base est

donnee," but Christian theology, starting from

the truth as objective basis, assumes a scientific

form only by undergoing the same subjective
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processes, the same appropriations in experience

(though here more spiritual and profound), the

same mental generalisations and verifications, as

obtain in every other realm of truth. Theology,

as much as either physiology or psychology, for

example, comes under the conditions of scientific

progress, and is, as much as either of them,

subject to human conditions in its development,

—such conditions we mean as may, for instance,

be found in contemporaneous civilisation, philo-

sophy, and science. Thus Christian theology is

an eminently human and progressive thing : the <i

scientific product of the spiritual consciousness, '

it is, in respect of its laws of growth and its

applications of logical method, susceptible of pro-

gress as every other department of human in-

quiry. "Or shall we say that, in the highest

subject-matter of all, the mind is forbidden to

energise, or must energise with no results ?

While development is the law of all God's natural

dispensations, are we to predicate an exceptional

stagnation of the kingdom of grace ? " ^

We look to the Christian consciousness for the

development of Christian theology, since, without

^ Oxenham's Catholic Doctrine of the Atonement, p. 6i.
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being an original, independent, and self-sufficient

^

authority, it is basis and, in secondary but for

us not unimportant sense, source of those ever-

augmenting enlightenments wherein faith is re-

ceptive, interpretative, and corroborative of

• revelation. The theoloe:ical content is not

t/^j^j^M" purely objective as God, but objective-subjective

r>t/-» <y^
j^g God-consciousness,^ and our God-conscious-

ij^ ness can be thought of only as undergoing develop-

' ' ment that must give to the scientific form ever-

renewed and higher expression. '' We learn, not

from metaphysics but from history, that the

action of God in the human soul, no less than

His action in the material world, has been

gradual and progressive. But that which, from

the point of view of the historian, is the slow

evolution of thought, is, from the point of view

of the theologian, the gradual revelation of

God. He has manifested Himself in the human

soul in many portions and in many ways." -

The advance for theology lies through the recip-

rocal working of its own scientific capacities

^ Cf. Gloatz, Spckulative Theologie. Erster Band. Einlei-

tung, Kap. I. Gotha.

- Dr Edwin Hatch, "From Metaphysics to History," in Con-

temporary Review, June 1889.
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and the objective source of theology presented in

the Scriptures, which in their normative function

condition the conclusions of the Christian con-

sciousness and the individual reason, and testify

to the living and incarnate Word, as the fontal

source, in His glorified life, of our knowledge of

things divine.

Theology, in undergoing its many processes of

change, has proved, and may still more abun-

dantly prove, itself inspired by a living fructifying

principle : it has shown itself the mightiest ab-

sorbent the world has known : it lives to-day to

vindicate its claim to be no obstructive defender

of dead treasures of the past, standing forth, in

rigid immobility

—

" Tanquam dura silex, aut stet Marpesia cautes ;

"

or sitting as

—

" Sedet sternumque sedebit

Infelix Theseus ;

"

but the inspirer of present progress, and, pro-

spectively, a light unto the feet of the future.

Wise to know that the roots of a true progress-

iveness lie deeply hidden in the past, she is yet

keenly conscious that hers is a nobler task than

merely to consecrate the past, with the accretions
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of age—even that of following the living truth in

Christ that goes in every age before us. She is

keenly conscious that no more urgent call to

evince the activity of the dominant science and

philosophy of the day was ever hers than in this

age when the laws of evolution and correlation

are with new-born energy being traced out in

morals and many unexpected directions, when

the resources of the worlds of knowledge and of

action have grown so complicated and immense,

and new conquests have crowded thick upon the

irrepressible zeal of physical science, and when

vast masses of intricate and perplexing pheno-

mena are being brought wathin the compass of

a few plain comprehensive statements, as the pro-

cess of generalisation hastens on its forward course

with dauntless front and startling confidence.

In such an age it is an imperative—as it is a

joyous—necessity, that Christian theology should

deepen, broaden, heighten, with the ever-swelling

tide of thought that accompanies the process of

the suns, should not only catch the inspiration

of the general progress, but be itself chief in-

spirer and most efficient factor of that progress.

Theology is but the reflex of Christian thought
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and experience, and must not only welcome the

modifying impact of the sciences, but, as the

science of the sciences, itself lead the van of

intellectual progress. Theology has not only

been marvellously absorptive of the ideas achieved

in the course of progress, but, as has now come

to be better understood, has herself been directly

creative of the thought and the theory of develop-

ment, as of the idea of progress. More : she

has, in ways which we hope in these pages

amply to illustrate, evinced her vitality by her

own undoubted progress, genuine growth, and

real development. Theology, by which we do a a i

not mean to designate the desiccation of the )^#yV«A^'

religious spirit, but the scientific product of the ^

simi|aiaLcQap,sciousness u^ the quickening and

developing influences of the Divine Revelation,

is, however unvarying in inmost essence, so in-

finite in its contents as never to assume a final

form in any of the scientific modes of its appre-

hension and expression. Theology is no more^ /

definable than life : called to deal, in the richness

of the divine nature and revelation, with quan-

tities that are infinite, with realities that are

immeasurable, with ''truths that wake to perish
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never" within bounds of space and time, but

reach on to endless possibihties, its findings can

never be cast into formulative moulds that shall

be final, but ever issue in a call to " cling to faith

beyond the forms of faith." Its ideal tasks are

concerned with no jejune circle of trite truths

incapable of evolution or development, no hortus

siccus of effete doctrines or tndigesta moles of un-

co-ordinated facts or hidebound beliefs, but—for

its dogmes ne soni pas des choses mortes—with swell-

ing germs, growing truths, living forces, creative

energies in modern life and history. The the-

ology that has to do with the manipulation and

adjustment, evolution and correlation, demonstra-

tion and methodical concatenation, of such truths

and facts and forces is a vast and endless growth

—a fulness to which Faith can never perfectly at-

tain, but to which she constantly presses forward.

The very function of faith, in our Protestant

theology, implies the repudiation of Jjlinding

traditionalism, and the recognition of ceaseless

progress—a growing capacity of union between

/ subject and object, between our spiritual con -

f s^ousness and the being of God, between faith

c^uu^" itself and objective Christianity. Faith carries

^ 3 ' with it imperious obligation for every age to

BTv-c-*^ ^A-^. ,_f^. '. JoCJ^.-rk^)
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derive its theology directly and independently

from the divinely ordained sources. '* Truth,"

says Milton, '' is compared in Scripture to a

running fountain ; if her waters flow not in a

perpetual progression, they sicken into a muddy

pool of conformity and tradition." The truth

supplied by Scripture, instead of being '' hewn

stone for building up dogmatic systems," consists

rather of '' teeming principles," which, " vital

and fecund as ever," can '' quicken new systems

of thought and aid in the solution of new social

problems." With new social as with new in-

tellectual problems, the theology of modern days

has been called to deal : in dealing with these

it has proved itself as well the sanctifying light of

the former as the stimulating light of the latter.

We know no reason why Christian theology

should not confront every ascertained truth, or

fruitful idea, or epoch - making word, in every

sphere, and afford each such irresistible welcome

as is implied in the ancient word— '' Quisquis es,

noster eris " : no reason why she should not

show her catholic capacities in at once translating

into the language of faith and aspiration every

fresh and certain contribution which thought or

science may make to the rising pile of human
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knowledge : none why it should be a thing

incredible with theologians that God should

reserve some truths—not indeed essential to sal-

vation, but to a ripe theology—which the Church

in the apostolic or post-apostolic eras might not

be in fit state to receive, but which should be

added, by the Almighty Spirit of truth, to the

gradually increasing spiritual possessions of the

Church, through the slowly unfolding develop-

ments of experience, thought, and life, in the

course of Christian history, and through the

growingly penetrative study of, and insight into,

nature as well as Scripture. It appears to us

God-honouring rather than presumptuous that a

century, nineteenth in the Christian succession,

should be ready to say for itself, against the

claims of any of those earlier epochs by invoca-

tion of whose authority it is sometimes attempted

to dispose of the present, as by some sort of

law of spiritual mortmain

—

" Mihi forsan, tibi quod negarit,

Porrisret hora."^

I lor., Od. II. xvi. 31, 32. As Lord Lytton has it-

*' And haply what the Hour to thee shall grant not,

I\Ie il will profTcr."
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We conceive of the self-revelation of God as 1

the gradual apprehension and assimilation of /'

eternally existent objective truth, forming for
'

us an ever -enlarging revelation projected into,

and perpetuated in, the future life, with its larger

capabilities and higher manifestations ; and we

cannot conceive how faith, living and active,

should feel otherwise than that it dare set no

limit to its own capacity for progress in recep-

tiveness and ascertainment of the divine, so that,

to its glowing vision, stretches away from the

theological view-point of the present a vista of

unending progressions in expansive and profound

theology— a theology that asks, with Lessing,

"1st nicht die ganze Ewigkeit mein ? " ^ or says,

with Browning

—

" A man's reach should exceed his grasp,

Or what's a Heaven for ? " ^

Not that we mean to despatch theological 3 y
aspiration and endeavour upon an aimless pro-

gressns in infinitum, as though " finite nature

could reach or realise its ideal only in the way

of adding perpetually to the sum of its spiritual

1 Die Erziehung des Menschengeschlechts, § 100.

" " Andrea del Sarto."
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attainments," or as forgetful that " continuous

progression could no more bring us nearer to a

quantitative infinite than continuous motion could

bring us to the end of space, or endless additions

of years and millenniums enable us to exhaust

eternal duration." ^ The inspiration of a pro-

gressive theology lies not in the fact that it is

'' attainable only by interminable progression,"

but that it is in process of being realised from

this hour forth for ever, since the progress of a

living and spiritual theology is not to be con-

ceived as '' towards, but within the sphere of the

infinite," whose unlimited inheritance is already

ours for faith's endless appropriation.

" The notion of progress," Hartmann has said,

" necessarily includes that of end," and in the

progress of Christian theology, which, it must

be said, is far from leading to bewilder and

dazzling to blind, a definite end is attained at

each moment of the process, even the subtle

unification, if not identification, of finite know-

ledge and the absolute r)cing and,JJfe, or of the

human consciousness and the divine. But no

sooner is this end gained than it becomes the

^ Principal Caird, Philosopliy of Religion, pp. 295, 299.
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seed of a higher consummation, which it is the

impulse of faith, ever " striving its bounds to

overpass," to seek in a fuller disclosure and

appropriation of the infinite wealth of Divine

Revelation that resides in the Person of Christ.

A final and perfect theology is, therefore, for

"our little systems" for ever an impossibility;

an everlasting "becoming" must always remain

the characteristic of this sacred science : its aim,

however, is seen to be far other than a vague and

abstract conception of infinite progress. It is

too late to exclaim against a theology so pro-

gressive as anachronistic, or less susceptible of

real advance, under whatever differences in the

conditions of progress, than the physical sciences,

seeing that the " crescent promise " of its spirit

is so far from being set that, informed with the

very spirit of life and power and progress, it

claims to be not only " heir of all the ages
"

past, but the " master-light " of all the future.

It is, then, the fact of the progressiveness of

modern Christian theology on which we insist

—

a fact real and indubitable as the progressiveness

of modern physical science. The two realms lie

wide apart in the conditions of progress they
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present, since the complex conditions of person-

ality which give shape to the truths or dogmas of

the former nowise affect the generalisations and

classifications of the latter in its dealings with

matter. These personal elements do not exclude,

however, the sane, rational, truly scientific treat-

ment of the facts and forces with which Christian

theology deals, for personality must be rational,

and science is but a question of distinctive method

not to be here hastily ruled out of court. Chris-

tian theology introduces us to a Personality, su-

preme, transcendent, and all-inclusive, our know-

ledge of Whom, different from that of science in

being personal rather than abstract, and so more

roundedly complete in kind and less tentative

in character than the fragmentary knowledge of

science, is yet, like that other, based on evidence,

verified by cumulative observation and experience,

extended by persistent growth, deepened by un-

remitting study. This reference of Theology to

the central Personality of Christ opens up,

through its resources of multiplied communion

and its opportunities of instinctive growth, pos-

sibilities of development to Christian theology

that arc infinite, and constitute a progrcssivcncss
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as real, despite the differences in their objects on

which we have dwelt, as any that pertains to the

physical sciences, with a basis in personality more

stable and profound than theirs. Unvarying as

may be the essence of Christianity, most mutable

of all things

—

allerverdnderlichste, as Rothe^ said

—

is yet the Christian religion in its forms and

dogmas, and the Christian theology, which is the

scientific treatment of such religion, can never

assume form or expression that shall be absolute,

exhaustive, eternal, authoritative, even though

that theology claim to have reached in Christ

the final Fount of truth. The finality of the

Christian revelation of God is such as is nowise

incompatible with the progressiveness of Chris-

tian theology, which, after its kind, is real and

endless as any whose vision ever lighted the

scientific mind.

1 " Das Christenthum ist das allerveranderlicliste ; das ist sein be-

sonderer Ruhm."—Stille Stunden, S. 357.
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CHAPTER II.

THE PROGRESSIVENESS OF MODERN CHRISTIAN

THEOLOGY SEEN IN ITS SPIRIT, METHODS,

AND RELATIONS.

^nr^O the considerations urged in the preceding

-*- chapter, the objection may be preferred,

Error latet in generalihiis ; and while our Hmits

make it impossible to show, in perfect fulness,

how recent actual advances prove an inherent

susceptibility of progress in every theological

doctrine, and how, as one of faith's inferences,

higher illumination, completer adjustment may

in every case be expected, we may yet do so

much, by rapid critical survey, as to illustrate

and confirm by cumulative evidence the general

position as to the progressiveness of modern

Christian theology already advanced. This con-

descension from the general to the particular will

be in the spirit of the remark that '' progress is
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propagated from above downwards, and this

even to the furthest Hmits ; for science never

ascends." -^ But we find prior proof of the pro-

gressiveness of Christian theology in the growing

improvement of its spirit and methods, and in

the fuller harmonising and completer adjustment/

of its RELATIONS. Its tone and temper have be-J)c^et/«^A

come increasingly scientific. When we say, as ^^ Lorvv
*»-

we now do, that its method has become more
|

truly scientific, we mean more thorough, reasoned,

unbiassed, adapted to complete investigation of

its own peculiar phenomena and fearless exhibi-

tion of the results so obtained. In its disin-

terested pursuit of truth, its more truth-loving

temper, the contention that theology is a positive

science has become amply justified. Theology,

which has evinced the spirit and the conscious-

ness of science, has felt that its hope lay in "the

method of science, the method of unfettered

examination. It tends to unity in physical re-

searches," and when theology has come to

know how fully that which it seeks to understand

is positive, is real
—

''real as the entities from

^ " Le progres se propage de haut en bas, et cela jusqu'aux derniers

limitcs, car la science ne remonte jamais."—Boussingault.
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which we obtain the laws of science—then faith

in God will be seen to have no less sure a founda-

tion than faith in the Cosmos ; the mode of God's

manifestation in history— I mean the revelation

of the Trinity—will be more certain than the

laws of physical development ; and the salvation

6^^-»/-<*A,'* of Christ as sure in its action as the movements

of the heavenly bodies." ^

This scientific temper modern theology has

*''^'^^>^*'''^
progressively evidenced, for it has had a con-

Iji^:^
sciousness developed within it that it is mistress

of a domain whose data, laws, unity, and order

are no whit less real than those of any of the physi-

cal sciences, or less capable of scientific treatment.

There has also been a Christianising spirit at work

in recent theology, and a new infusion of ethical

^^^'*^^^' power, as in other spheres of thought, due to its

growing recognition of the ethical not less than

the intellectual conditions of theological progress

—those ethical qualities which, it has been said,

" are no less necessary than intellectual to the

seeker after truth in any department higher than

that of physical science." - A deepening con-

^ Liberalism in Religion, By Rev. W, Page Roberts, M,A., p. y^.

- Ancient Religion and Modern Thought. By W. S. Lilly.
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viction has been growing at the heart of modern

theology that, as the outer and variable forms of

truth decay, new and adequate forms for the inner

and constant essence are indefeasibly secured to

living thought through increasing moral oneness

with Him who is the undecaying Head of all vital

theology. 3

The use of the subjective method which has f\ ^-uJm*^

prevailed during our century, derivin,c;- its theology

from the contents of Christian faith, has been

marked by gratifying advance since Schleier-

macher : Nitzsch, Neander, Twesten, Julius

Muller, Thomasius, Hofmann, Lange, Frank,

Rothe, Dorner, Liebner, Martensen, are among

those by whom the objective sources and criteria

of theological truth have been more strenuously

sought in the regressive movement of individual

faith to the Scriptures as the supreme correc-

tive and chief illuminating light, beside which

stands the lamp of history— ''bright lamp of

God "
; and in whom have been witnessed an

advance on former subjectivism, and a pressing

Vide Preface, But I should not wisli it to be thought that I

deem ethical powers unimportant to the investigator in physical

science.
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on, through faith, reflection, and experience, to

an objective knowledge and scientific verification

of Christianity.

In respect of those improved methods to

which we have been so largely indebted for

better results in recent theology, it can hardly

be needful to instance that use of the inductive

method which marks our centur}^, and which,

in historical and comparative investigation, has

secured to theology, so often called to deal with

facts obscure and complex, new wealth of result.

It is of consequence to remember in this con-

nection that it is of the essence of inductions,

carried on under the fruitful inductive process

that rests on primitive convictions intuitively

known, but recognised as such only in course of

experience, to be progressive, receiving ever-

enlarging light from experience and for ever run-

ning up into deduction. It is not, of course,

to be supposed that the deductive method, once

so potent in the dogmatic a priori systems, is to

be wholly done away, for, though the deductive

process be no longer that almost exclusively

pursued in theology, " induction must receive

from deduction some measure of assistance and

guidance. This certainly holds true in theology,"
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for " the abstraction of induction from deduc-

tion " would be '' fatal to its practical effici-

ency."^ But the deductive method, which by

its very nature is demonstrative, and does not

admit of enlargement, like induction, has been

in recent times called into requisition with more

becoming caution, and, instead of outrunning its

inductive ally, allowed to proceed only on the

basis of carefully ascertained results. The ad-

vance is well illustrated in the new inductive

method of dealing with the actual phenomena

of the Scriptures, instead of the old deductive

procedure on the basis of a preconceived theory

of inspiration. Recent Christian thought has,

in fact, perceived how little warrant there was

for the too speculative methods theology was

wont to employ, since it finds no realm of in-

quiry where we are more confronted with the

element of fact than that which, as theological/

knowledge, professes to deal with the facts of

the Divine Being and character, the facts of:

the world's moral discipline and religious pro-

gress, and the facts of the spiritual develop-

ment of man, individually and collectively. I

^ Vide Professor Flint, art. " Theology," Encyclopcedia Britannica,

ninth edition, vol. xxiii.
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Besides the new and larger use of the genetic

method in proper conjunction with the induc-

tive, there has been the fuller recognition of

the historical method, not, however, as displac-

ing the thetical, valid and indispensable in its

own sphere. Recent Christian thought has

grown more percipient of the fact that the his-

torical runs back in its ultimate grounds into

the philosophical and ethical. With the bear-

ings of method on the progress of modern

Christian thought, it is to be remembered that

the century has seen the birth of Comparative

Theology, and the virile development of Biblical

Theology, whose analytical method has in an

especial manner been exemplified by writers like

Oehler, Schmid, Reuss, Weiss, Schultz, Kuenen,

and other skilled toilers in this field.

Along another line conspicuous progress has

been made, namely, in the more natural and

progressive order in which scientific method has

been able to distribute and co-ordinate the con-

tents of Christian theology by proceeding from

the doctrines which are simpler, in the sense

of lending themselves more readily to isolated

or detached investigation, and advancing to
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1

those which are more complex. Amon^ the

most notable of recent gains in respect of

method has been the recognition of the Christo-

centric basis of Christian theology, whereby the

historical and ethical Christ has become its sun

and centre. This Christological idea, as the

principle of reconstruction, has put Christian

theology on a more scientific basis, since it has

thus One who is " Image of the Invisible God "

for the centre of its reasoning and speculation

no less than of its observation and experience.

This rigour of the scientific spirit and method

theology seeks still to carry forward into the

whole realm of Christian truth : as Duhm has

recently said, *' Der wissenschaftliche Theologe

will die Wahrheit und nur die Wahrheit."

" Er ist immer nur auf dem Wege, niemals

am Ziel. Er folgt in bescheidener Entfernung

der lebendigen Geschichte, die sich zwischen

Gott und den Bewohnern dieses kleinen Plan-

eten abspielt." ^ The scientific theologian, let

us add, to-day more than ever before, unites

^ Prof. Bernh. Duhm, Uber Ziel und Methode der theologischen

Wissenschaft. Basel, 1889. (Antrittsvorlesung in der Aula der

Universitiit zu Basel,)
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to the vigour of a religious life which is not de-

pendent on such strength as may be imparted

by theological concepts, but is fed by living

communion with the world unseen, a spirit of

communion with the scientific thought of his

own time, and an appreciative feeling for every

real movement of contemporaneous human civil-

isation in its march towards a supersensuous,

synthetic life.

The same progressiveness meets us when we

turn to the proper adjustment of the circle of

RELATIONS which Christian theology sustains, as,

for example, its relations to science, to philoso-

phy, to life, to literature, and to art. The folly

of the old relations of conflict between theology

and science is now universally admitted, and the

Cuique Simm principle acted on : theology itself,

in virtue of its own facts and phenomena, prin-

ciples and data, claims to be science ; and the

independence of physical science is claimed by

none more amply than by modern Christian

theologians. The conflict has been more keenly

discriminated as apparent rather than real ; as

due to that progressiveness which is the realised

glory of science, but ought equally to be so of
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theology ; and as having been, not with science

as science, but only with science grown theologi-

cal—that is to say, with aggressive atheistic or

agnostic science. On the scientific side, the

vanity of posturing as a scientific wolf in the

theological fold has become generally perceived,

and the wisdom of a non-intrusion policy in

matters strictly theological is recognised by all

save the occasional scientist who. Thrasonical

and overweening, ill content even with the ex-

tinction of the once evilly dogmatic theologians

who " lie about the cradle of every science as

the strangled snakes beside that of Hercules,"

and presuming on his esoteric initiation into

nature's mysteries, forgets, in the pride of

theological nescience, how utterly destitute he

is of logical warrant for scouting the concep-

tion of a theistic cosmogony, and how many

more things exist in heaven and earth than

are dreamed of in the agnostic philosophies,

if such they can without inherent self-contra-

diction be called, of some modern scientific

Horatios.

It is of happy omen that, as compared with the

days, sad to say, not so very remote, of recrimin-
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ation and suspicion, it is now so rarely needful

to ask, as to the students of the Divine, whether

in nature or in religion

—

" Tantasne animis coelestibus inx?"

It is assuring to be told, from the side of

science, that " with scientific theology agnosticism

has no quarrel," but only with '' ecclesiasticism."

But Positivism, which claims to originate in

" real science, only that it may end in true re-

ligion," passes on to us a hierarchy of the

sciences in which no place is found for theology :

theology has no quarrel with any one of these

;

as little has any one of them with theology,

whose aims they all subserve, and in whose

completion alone we reach the supreme synthesis

of all scientific researches. Not only has modern

Christian theology realised improved relations

between itself and the sciences, but there has

also been substantial progress in establishing the

validity of the title of theology to be itself a

science, in face of what must be regarded as the

unscientific prejudices at times evinced by men

of science. The science of our era, proudly

styled " the century of natural science," may
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not number God among its phenomena, but it

postulates, by a law of self-conscious thought,

an eternal Cause, the One Reality, as the Spen-

cerian school has shown,—cherishes indeed the

conviction, as the end of its scientific inquiry

and thought, that we are " ever in the presence

of an Infinite and Eternal Energy, from which

all things proceed," and when this " highest

Reality " which, as has been said, '' is the ground

of the possibility of all finite things," has been so

fully recognised, a distinct step may be taken as

made towards the harmonising of science and

theology.

Science leads to a transcendental destination :

science, determined to know nothing of Christian

theology, remains a torso. But modern science

insists that a " correlative and complement " to

the visible universe be found in the Unseen, since

the former " forms only an infinitesimal portion

of that stupendous whole which alone is entitled

to be called the universe." ^ As a result of the

mutual adjustment of relations recently effected,

we find that theology has made actual progress

by humbly welcoming the aid afforded by science

^ The Unseen Universe, p. 66.
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in such directions as, interpreting the doctrine of

creation, of which we shall have more to say in

a subsequent chapter
;
proclaiming Agnosticism

possible, but Atheism henceforth and for ever

unscientific ; deepening belief in a reign of law—

in forms most real and rational, though still

constructive and flexible — in the spiritual, not

less truly than that which obtains in the natural

world ;
^ heightening our ideas of the unity of

God by its growing discovery of order in nature

;

drawing thought from the vast unity and un-

broken continuity in nature, and, we may surely

add, from the unity of life, towards a large and

inspiring theism as the legitimate and necessary

culmination of scientific thought, as, in fact,

ultimate truth and truest science ; emphasising

the ultimate mystery of life until, deepened by the

presence of moral elements, it has taken pre-

cedence of mysteries that were exclusively theo-

logical ; exalting our idea of God by enlarging

and perfecting our conception of the universe,

which has been shown to be really progressive,

and giving by its use of the theory of evolution

—

^ The identity of the laws in the two spheres, of course, not

assumed in tliis reference to the universality of law.
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that possibly all-inclusive law of the universe

—

larger faith to theology and loftier form to its

teleology of the Cosmos. With Whitman the

progressive theologian says :
" To me the crown

of scientism will be to open the way for a more

splendid theology, for ampler and diviner songs,"

for he sees his science share with all the sciences

in the amplitude of their modern growth, and

blend into one harmonious whole their broken

and separate issues. While the fuller acknow-

ledgment of how greatly science has helped

theology, has tended to improve their relations,

juster perceptions and better knowledge of the

great, in some respects startling, indebtedness of

modern science to the faith - inspiring, reason-

fortifying power of Christian theology with its

monotheistic trend, have also contributed to-

wards this result,-^ though there is still room for

clearer knowledge on the scientific, as there may

also be on the theological side, and scope still

for diminished jealousy on the part of both.

Philosophy, freed since the Reformation of the

^ Du Bois - Reymoncl, La Revue Scientifiqne, Janvier 1878:

" Bien que cela sonne comme un paradoxe, la science moderne

doit son origine au Christianisme." ]
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'* bonds of theology," has not shrunk to set truth

discovered by independent investigation in her

own domain, over against truth which had re-

ceived theological sanction, yet theology has been

too percipient of the greatness and the geniality

of the services philosophy is capable of rendering

her not to salute her as non ancilla scd potiiis

sorov. What dominant philosophic forces in

theology Kantianism, Hegelianism, and Posi-

tivism have successively been, every one knows

who has followed the course of the history of the

relations which theology and philosophy have in

modern times sustained to each other. During

our century a truce has been called to the war-

fare excited by the philosophic revolt headed by

English Deism, German rationalism and pan-

theism, and French atheism and naturalism, and,

while the Positivism of Comte has sought to

undermine the grounds of Theism, the theistic

position has been strengthened by Ulrici, Tren-

delenburg, Lotze, Harris, Martineau, and others,

but there is felt, in respect of the separateness

of theological and philosophical development

carried, as it has been, to an unwonted limit,

to be great scope for harmonisation and adjust-
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ment. Now, as never before, Christian theology

feels that though each has been treading her own

way, their interests sundered and their lives in-

dependent, she has yet been so indebted to the

philosophical spirit and its principles as to be

unable to regard philosophy save with love and

reverence. Theology has, of necessity, been de-

pendent on modern philosophy for those modi-

fying influences that have come to it through

philosophy from the sphere of progressive scien-

tific psychology, and have been specially felt in

that realm of theological inquiry known as the

Philosophy of Religion, where philosophy sits as

judex veritatis. Recent times have even witnessed

tendencies in philosophy to dominate theology,

or bring it at undue sacrifice into harmony with

itself, of which examples may be seen in the

uses to which have been put the positions of

Kant, of Hegel, and of Hartmann. It were

the acme of folly for theology to yield to this

tendency, as though unable to find for itself

any more stable basis, or footing more in ac-

cord with the essential nature of Christianity

itself. It has been represented that the recent

Ritschlian attempt to exclude metaphysics from

D
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theology—though Ritschl professedly disavowed

elimination from theology of all metaphysics

—

has been of service to Christian theology in free-

ing it from philosophical bondage, and setting

it on more independent foundation,—a position

so demonstrably false that precisely the reverse

is the logical result, and the ultimate discredit

of theology the practical issue. It is not too

much to say that the growing consciousness of

itself which these endeavours have fostered in

Christian theology must prove to it solid gain,

and the clearer formulation of its position which

they have called forth must serve to strengthen

theological science. The good offices of phil-

osophy may be seen, as illustrated in the criti-

cism it has directed against such points as the

Ontological proof, under some modes of its pres-

entation at least, and the a priori determination

of the impossibility of miracles.

Theological thought, which, at the beginning

of this century, took its character of fondness for

external evidences under the influence of the

empirical philosophy of Locke, has, during the

century, evidenced an extraordinary progress,

under the idealistic philosophy of Germany,
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in the recognition of the relative claims of

subjectivity in religion, notwithstanding that,

in the reaction from deistic to modes of

thought that seek to be just to those pan-

theistic elements which any worthy modern

speculative theism must duly recognise, excesses

of subjective rationalism have by no means been

wanting. The agnosticism of Mansel, designed,

with all its misconstructions of the Divine In-

finity, as an apologetic support of orthodox

Christianity, has had its danger divined and

declared by Maurice in England, and, more ably,

by Dorner in Germany, and has been speedily

used by Herbert Spencer in defence of the posi-

tion of our modern agnostics, not to speak of

the use made of it by modern idealism in garbs

now ethical and now aesthetic. The result has

been to induce, on the theological side, a more

thorough analysis of the grounds of Christian

behef in the cognisability of God and the possi-

bility of revelation.

While modern evolutionary philosophy has had

a quickening effect on theology. Christian thought

is to-day stronger for the clearness and insight

with w^hich it has perceived the '' unknowable "
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Absolute of the realistic forms of that philosophy

to mean the negation of thought and an illegiti-

mate terminus of all things rational in the irra-

tional ; with which, moreover, it has postulated

for God, in distinction from its idealistic forms, a

real existence which is by no means dissolved in

its manifestations in the life of the universe.

Modern Christian thought has freely allowed

itself to be enriched by the influences and re-

sults of Hegel and Neo-Hegelianism, and has

trod an upward path in the way it has been

able to preserve the personality and transcend-

ence of its own Deity. In growing accord with

the tendency of modern philosophy towards some

form of philosophical Monism, it has, more skil-

fully than ever before, presented in its Philosophy

of Religion the Absolute or " World -Ground "

as a single, perfect, ethical, and assthetical Life

or Personality.

If paucity of results or absence of materials

subservient to the uses of Christian theology be

urged against philosophy, and its movement

deemed orbicular or gyratory rather than for-

ward in its progress, the impulse given by philo-

sophy to theological thinking, from Descartes and
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Spinoza to Schopenhauer and Hartmann, must

be held as undoubted, as also the influence of

each leading philosophy of the modern period on

the tone and colour of theological representation.

Alike in advancing the art of thinking in our

modern Christian theology, whereby it has be-

come more self-consistent, and in compassing an

harmonious agreement of its methods with those

of philosophy and science, consistently with what

is due, in respect of method, to the nature of

its own contents or phenomena, the influence of

philosophy has been paramount.^ It is at the

same time to be remembered that the philo-

sophical value of Christian theology in imparting

intellectual light and moral power, with which

the philosophic function has, in modern days,

been exercised, cannot be estimated. In fine, the

ultimate basis of all knowledge, whether scien-

tific, or philosophic, or religious, as grounded in

faith or involving an ultimate element of trust,

and the fundamental unity of all truth, have been

better understood, and the relations of faith and

^ Revue de Theologie et de Philosophic, Mars 1890, p. 108 :

" En donnant a la theologie sa methode, la philosophic donne sa

propre base a la theologie,"
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knowledge {Glauhcn mid Wisscn) more thoroughly

investigated. While the power of philosophy has

been more clearly seen in its providing the ra-

tionale of the phenomena of science, its depend-

ence on theology for a deeper principle than its

own as the true philosophic basis—the principle

of the Absolute Reason of Christian Theism

—

has been more deeply felt.

There is decided advance in the realisation of

true relations between life and literature and art

on the part of Christian theology. Recent effort

has been towards bringing all the facts of human

life within the widening reach of theology, so that

the kindling touch of Christian theology shall be

felt by human nature and experience at every

point, and Christian inspiration and direction

prove commensurate with the whole range of

man's existence. Modern Christian theology has

gained a better understanding of the bearing of

its contents upon the real conditions and complex

relations and manifold problems of life to-day,

and is still showing itself able to look at life across

its whole compass, at humanity in its passion and

its destiny, and infinitely capable of adapting itself

to every exigency and problem of modern life and
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civilisation. No marvel that theology and life

came into sharpest mutual antagonism, seeing

that the systematising tendency, the speculative

interest of thought, was allowed to shut out the

scope and play of life, to become too dissociated

from feeling and action. Than the theologians,

in their efforts, as encyclopaedic students of life,

after the comprehensive synthesis of faith, none

more truly cry, '' More life and fuller." The

facts of life, with its mystery so " heart-piercing,

reason-bewildering," are no longer overborne by

the uncritical use of isolated texts, and rudely

hustled out of court : it is Christian theology

which demands that the texts shall find their

true scope and significance in the hearing of the

testimony of every fact of life, for her progress

has been towards an absolute fearlessness of

facts in every direction. The antagonism be-

tween theology and life has progressively dimin-

ished since theology has laid deserved stress on

life as being for man a divine education realised

through sonship, with its growing perfectness of

moral and spiritual character, and on life as,

even in those aspects which men deem most

secular, part and parcel of the progress of that
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all-embracing kingdom of God which compre-

hends the utmost fulness and diversity of life.

Modern Christian theology has, in fact, greatly

advanced in realisation of the important fact

that only in and through life—the actual life of

humanity and of its Head, Whose strength and

sympathy are so freely vouchsafed men in their

conflicts and need, the real processes of human

life as seen in history, whether that of the indi-

vidual, the family, the nation, the world—can the

truth of any vital theology be known, such truth

one not only with the life of God, but also with

the true life of man.

There has been no reason to regret the main

relations sustained to modern Christian theology

by literature, for it has supplied theology with the

most needful correctives to dogmatising excesses

and perversities. In literature we take the pro-

gress to have been from theology back to religion.

The change from theological form in * Paradise

Lost ' to religious feeling in ' In Memoriam ' is

significant of a growth in spiritual simplicity and

strength not without a vivifying influence on

theological thought. The modifications of men's

notions of God, man, and the world, which modern
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science has wrought, have been reflected in Htera-

ture, and have helped to give needed stress to

neglected aspects in theology. The eighteenth

century mechanical mode of thinking has been

replaced in literature by the transcendentalism of

Coleridge and Wordsworth, with their pantheistic

leanings, to be succeeded by the *' Christian Pan-

theism " of Browning, the immanence of Carlyle,

to whom the material universe is still " the living

garment of God," and the disposition in Tennyson

to identify Deity with the order of the universe.

If less that savours of the form of dogmatic Chris-

tianity has found its way into modern literature,

it has been more deeply penetrated with those sub-

jective elements which have vindicated for them-

selves a place as determinants of truth. Our

recent literature has made its influence felt in

stimulating to charity and catholicity where had

reigned only rigidity of traditional belief, and

in replacing personal *' other- worldliness " by

modern altruism and those ethical ideals which,

borrowed from the theological representations of

the kingdom of God, it has nobly enforced as

supremely needful and capable of present re-

alisation.
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Improved relations have also been gained be-

tween Christian theology and Art. More than

four centuries have passed since the close con-

nection and correspondence previously existing

between Christian art and theology became so

severed, that the influence of Christian art on the

development of theology in pre-Reformation times

has come to be imperfectly understood and in-

adequately recognised. The history of the artistic

and theological relations of that large pre-Refor-

mational period reveals the intense intimacy of

their mutual relations, as theology was now re-

flected in art, and art now anticipated the formal

dogmatic teaching of the Church. When Christian

art thus embodied the best Christian thought of

the time in forms which the humblest could com-

prehend, and which led the popular thought,

there was a majesty in the mission and a reality

in the message of art which we, since the days

when art was supplanted by letters, no longer

realise. Between man's artistic instincts— as

developed through painting, sculpture, music,

and architecture— and Christian theolog}^ the

relations have, in Puritanic and in later days,

been strained and inharmonious. The emphasis
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laid by Christian theology on the spiritual prob-

lems of life and the transitoriness of things earthly

and human has been felt in ways that, narrow

though deep, have carried with them implicit

condemnation and rejection of art. It has not

been seen how sense can and ought to be made

to minister to a richer spiritual service— how

necessary an expression, in fact. Christian art

in a broad sense is of Christian faith ; but our

more recent Christian teaching has better grasped

and elucidated how, under the transfiguring light

of the Incarnation, potential harmony, which we

see so long deferred in those unceasing conflicts

between the religious and the classical, has been

restored between the unseen and the visible, so

that, in union with, not separation from, the

world, the ministry of the beautiful in colour,

sound, and form may now, as in the old Christian

art, be claimed for the God of Christianity, who

has made such consecration of art a prime

spiritual concern. We may surely say that

Christian thought has been vastly better for

those Ruskinian teachings that have helped the

men of modern days to feel how religious is art,

how fitted to inspire to belief in God, Whose
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worship is in the spirit not the letter, and also

to love of man. In these recent Christian de-

velopments, art, in every form, whether as music,

painting, or sculpture, so far from ruling our

thought, simply subordinates itself in an har-

monious and sympathetic manner to spiritual

aspiration, which it with reverence seeks to

cherish and support, even when, in its theolo-

gical expression, it craves that " the beauty of

the Lord our God be upon " it.
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CHAPTER III.

THE PROGRESSIVENESS OF MODERN CHRISTIAN

THEOLOGY AS SEEN IN THE STUDY OF ITS

CHRISTIAN CONTENTS.

WITHIN the sphere of the actual contents

of Christian theology, we find, in re-

spect of the loms de Deo, advance from those

views of the transcendence of Deity, which were

so dear to Deism, towards conceptions of the

Divine Immanence vastly more philosophical,

inspiring, Biblical, scientific. A much-needed

advance, alike because Paley's watch-argument,

in giving the universe a Designer, removed Him

far from us, and because the modern tendency

to view Jehovah only as eternal law leaves us

too much a merely transcendent Deity, Carlyle's

''absentee God." But the conception of Deity

as transcendent leaves possible that appearance

of continual interference ah extra with the world's
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order which is so repugnant to the scientific

mind ; and the simile of the watch needs, speak-

ing after the manner of Fiske, to be replaced by

the simile of the flower. That is to say, the

universe being an organism, not a machine, the

need has emerged for emphasising the imman-

ence of God in nature, since this truth, which so

vitalised the thinking of Maurice and Mulford,

1 after Hegel, is supplementary to, and compatible

'with, that of the Deity's transcendence, and,

while accordant with Scripture and Christian

experience, is specially adapted to the needs of

a scientific age, through its reconciling direct

divine agency and natural law in the more

rational, less anthropomorphic conception of

God as resident in nature. It was not alone

that the conception of God as immanent had

grown faded and dim through an exaggerated

transcendence, but the doctrines of creation, of

inspiration, and of atonement, had all taken a

mechanical cast, and waited the modern em-

phasis on immanence to vitalise and transform

the whole when earth should have again be-

come the living garment of God. Modern

Christian theology, no less than our enlarging
•iri^^^fc.
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physical science, has felt, with Goethe, that a

God its

"Worship may not win,

Who lets the world about His finger spin,

A thing extern : my God must rule within,

And whom I own for Father, God, Creator,

Hold nature in Himself, Himself in nature;

And in His kindly arms embraced, the whole

Doth live and move by His pervading soul."^

This recoronation by modern science and

philosophy of the truth of the divine imman-

ence in creation is issuing in a call to Christian

theology to give a complete conception of God

by the reassertion of its conditioning and com-

plementary truth, that, namely, of the divine

transcendence, so that pantheistic tone and

tendency may be avoided. For, critical as

Christian theology has become, it retains, un-

scared by the dread word "Anthropomorphism,"

so treasured in the armoury of anti-Theists, a

personal Deity, and denies more firmly both

1 Blaclde, Wisdom of Goethe, p. 82. Vide " Gott und W^elt " :—

" Was war' ein Gott, der nur von aussen stiesse

Im Kreis das All am Finger laufen Hesse !

Ihm ziemt's, die Welt im Innern zu bewegen,

Natur in Sich, Sich in Natur zu hegen ;

So dass, was in Ihm lebt und webt imd ist,

Nie seine Kraft, nie seinen Geist vermisst."
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the possibility and desirability of escape from

such divine anthropopathism as is implied in

all revelation : the abolition of anthropomor-

phism to an extent that should involve the dis-

sipation of the divine personality would, it

more clearly perceives, mean '' the demolition

of Theism," and it regards exception as taken

to the personality of the "World-Ground" or

Absolute only on the basis of a flimsy psychology :

modern theological progress in the apprehending

the Being of God has lain in the direction of

enthroning the idea of the living God (Lebcudig-

keit des Goticsbegriffs), and finding in the divine

nature the manifold completeness of perfect per-

sonality. And here may be fitly noticed a most

notable advance of recent Christian theology in

its progress towards a larger and better appre-

hension of the ethical essence of God, to which

the physical is subservient— towards wiser and

profounder conceptions of God in His ethically

conceived triune Being, one-sidedness, whether

of transcendence or of immanence, being thereby

avoided.

One of the features of this growth of the

ethical sp irit amongst us is the new emphasis
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laid in our century on the revealed Fatherly con-

ception of God—the master-thought of Christ's

own theistic teaching, involving a tenderness of

sympathy and a spirituality of relation that are

new— rather than the merely monarchical as-

pects of His relations to men. There has been '

no more dominating and transforming influence

in recent theological thinking than the idea of

the Fatherhood of God, freed from the rigorous

conceptions which Roman ideas of law had im-

posed upon our notions of Deity : it becomes n

the serious responsibility of Christian theology

to-day, in presenting this universal Fatherhood

of God as our older theology failed to do, to

lessen in nowise the real import of His gracious

Fatherhood of the forgiven and obedient, and '1

to hold aloft the true idea of Fatherhood in-

spired alike by nature and Scripture, free from

the debasing influences which some modern .

sentimental notions of fatherhood might exert
|

upon it, to the detriment of its true exalted ^

character, with its authoritative basis, its eternal

sanctions, and powers that make for righteous-

ness. No locus was more worthy or needful of

deeper thought and fuller elaboration than that

E
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concerning God, since none is more fitted to

exert a fructifying and far - reaching influence

along the Hnes of theological thought, giving

character to the whole system.

We may here note that recent Christian

thought has, in our view, inclined to attach less

importance to the results of inquiry as to whether

or not tribes occur without traces of theology, in

which we deem it on better track, since a nega-

tive determination of the question by actual ob-

servation could not, on any just and careful view,

seriously affect theological truth.

While the so-called proofs for the Being of

God have, since Kant, sunk to the position of

being regarded as more of the nature of confir-

mations of the idea of God when already in the

mind than independent proofs of the existence

of Deity, it has been gain to modern theology

that they have come to be viewed as organically

related, being, in fact, constitutive elementSiilQne

grand comprehensive whole of argument, and

that theistic thought has risen to nobler effort at

call of a one-sided and self-destructive Agnos-

ticism. The Cosmological argument has been

"^^^"j seen, it is supposed, to give a merely negative
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result, and to be nowise capable of yielding an

infinite or absolute cause. " This proof," says

Lotze, ''cannot of itself attain to the religious

conception of a God, but only to the metaphys-

ical conception of an Unconditioned. And it is

not even able to establish the unity of this Un-

conditioned." ^ It has to be said that Christian

theology, waking from its dogmatic slumbers,

has freely recognised that the First Cause of the

Cosmological argument was confessedly not the

ceaselessly active Ground of the World, and the

continuously present Governor of all things, but

simply the Priinuin Movens, the First Cause in

respect of time ; and has acknowledged the

merely negative or indirect character of the cos-

mological proof, that in its endless regress of

finite causes an infinite Being, who is causa sui,

never can be reached, and that it is inade-

quate to yield an infinite and necessary Being.

It has acknowledged the validity of the objec-

tion expressly taken by Kant to the transition

sought to be effected, in the Cosmological argu-

ment, through the category of cause, from the

1 Microcosmns, vol. ii., Book ix. chap. iv. Cf. Lotze's Phil-

osophy of Religion, chap. i.
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sphere of experience to a realm transcending

"the world of sense," and of the declared de-

fect of the argument a contingcntia mundi in its

reaching the Infinite merely by negation of the

finite.

But, while this is true of the causal argument

as a syllogistic demonstration, the infinite not

being derivable from the process, it does not

seem too much to say that Christian theology

has perceived that there is more in the principle

of causation as demanded by reason than has in

the logical process received explication, and that

it has not branded the pursuit of a first or ulti-

mate cause, in answer to the demand of intelligence

for a resting-point in the regression of the con-

ditional, as irrational : it has not seen the idea

of God itself refuted, but only the particular form

in which that idea was presented : it has not dis-

covered any invalidity in the synthetic movement

whereby thought seeks a unity to which the finite

and the contingent may be referred : it has not

shrunk from asking whether it may not infer,

seeing that will is the one true cause, knowledge

of which is ours, not only causation in God, the
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self-related Causality, but also an Infinite Will as

the necessary fundamental Cause of all things

:

it has not granted that, if there be postulated

an Absolute Cause, a Causa sui, freewill and free

personal Being, which the whole material phis

rational phenomena of the universe, included in the

sweep of causation, presuppose in their ultimate

source, are not involved, and it has not believed

the last word to have been uttered on this sub-

ject. The futility of the endeavour, we may add,

to set aside as a gratuitous hypothesis the doc-

trine of a First Cause, as that has recently been

made on grounds of physical science and not on

metaphysical grounds. Christian thought has

shown in the way it has declared its inability, in

the very light supplied by the scientific theory of

force, to dismiss the doctrine of a First Cause,

incomplete as such a bare and blank concep-

tion admittedly is, but not for that reason un-

essential.
_j:::T^

The Teleological argument has been shown to /Xu.

give a merely external Designer, with only an

arbitrary exercise of His will and power in crea-

tion, until this eartlToT grim conflict and strange
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anomaly may no longer say for itself what Dante

put into the lips of the city of woe

—

" Fecemi la divina potestatc,

La somma sapienzia, e il primo amore." ^

It gives, not a creator of matter, but only, as

Kant showed, a world-architect ; and further, one

not, strictly speaking, infinite, since creation is

finite. This proof has been declared ''destitute

of all demonstrative force." ^ Syllogistically con-

sidered, the design argument has been taken by

Christian theology to be open to the objections

urged by Kant, following in the wake of Hume,

against it, infinity in the conclusion of the argu-

ment not being derivable from the world's finite

designs. It deserves to be better remembered,

however, that the special function of the argu-

ment was to prove intelligence in the First Cause.

Then it seems right to say that while recent ad-

vances in science have modified our uncritical

anthropomorphic notions of the Designer's mode

^ Dante, " Inferno," iii. As riiimptie puts it

—

"The power of God it was that fashioned me,

Wisdom supreme, and primal charily."

- Lotze, Mieiocosmus, /// supra. Vide also his Philosophy of

Relii^ion.
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of working, they have not, nor has evokition in

particular, shaken the idea of design, but simply

exalted Christian thought, from its view of the

teleological character of nature in its totality, to

the conception of one grand, all-comprehending

design, reaching over unbounded space and run-

ning through unlimited time, and given it a wider

and worthier teleological view of the world, as an

organism having an end in itself, than was pos-

sible to the older theory of it as a machine of so

many parts, indwelt by no principle of life.

It will hardly be deemed too much to say that

recent theology, through the conception of a supra-

mundane yet immanent Deity towards which

science has been helping it, has gained a firmer

grasp of the inner or essential teleology involved

in such a view, and found in this replacement of

the older presentation merely of isolated instances

of adaptation by an evolutional view of the

world-manifestations of the Absolute and Eternal

Reason, a truer and larger apprehension than the

old mechanical mode of viewing the question

presented. While evolutionists, in their just zeal

for the honest interpretation of nature, have re-

pudiated teleology because of the old pre-scientific
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associations of the term, the scientific account of

nature has become more teleological in the newer

sense, more entirely based upon the " rationaHty
"

of nature. While Trendelenburg, Dorner, and

some others among modern theologians have

viewed final cause as an a priori principle, this

view has been rejected by Janet, not, it is to be

feared, with the highest degree of self-consistency.

We believe we are justified in affirming that recent

Christian thought has grown in the confidence

that larger knowledge and deeper insight will

make always more apparent the basal reason on

which the universe rests, and more abundantly

justify the objective belief that seeks the ground

of all things in an intelligent and self-directing

agency.

The Ontological argument, in its ordinary form

of inferring the objective reality of Deity from

our idea of an absolutely perfect Being, has been

generally held since Kant's " incisive refutation
"

in ill repute. This argument, which proceeds

from^tliought to being in the varied presentations

of Anselm, Descartes, Spinoza, Clarke, Wolff,

Kant, Hegel, and others, its essential point being

that what must be thought as existing does neces-
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sarily exist, has been accepted by modern theology

as, in its syllogistic garb, a failure. The passage

from the mere subjective idea to its objective

validity was admittedly impossible, and the pre-

sumption that the idea of God carried the full

theistic contents with it was decidedly unfor-

tunate. But, imperfect as its logical form has

been found, our modern Christian theology may

be said to have gained a clearer view of the

evidential value of the principle that underlies

the Ontological argument in its endeavour after

the highest unity of thought and being, and to

have found in the conception of God as the

Absolute, which rational thought is necessitated

to think— the Infinite Mind, the pruts of all

thought as of all things, through whom we are

able to think God—a notion of God incomplete,

no doubt, but authentic and real, and one that

bears in its bosom proof of the validity of its

objective existence. What the Absolute may be

it tells not ; only that the Absolute js, that its

positive existence is, in Spencerian phrase, " a

necessary datum of consciousness."

It cannot be doubted that the statements of

the case for the Ontological argument in its
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modern aspects, as these have come to us from

Trendelenburg, Pfleiderer, Dorner, Flint, Caird,

to mention no other names, must issue in bene-

ficial result to Christian theology, whatever the

final appraisement of their treatment in the way

of establishing the positions maintained. The

persistence of the argument has, in the view of

modern theology, to be accounted for by its carry-

ing with it in some way, after every theoretic dis-

claimer, the basal form of actual reality, so that

not merely the idea, but also the existence, of

God has been found as necessary to reason.

What may be called the religious value of these

arguments, despite their failure or defects as theo-

logical proofs, has been well appraised in modern

theology. Even as proofs they have of late years

been largely redeemed from discredit by the power

displayed in their presentation in newer forms in

fuller accord with modern knowledge, and their

force better perceived as consisting in their form-

ing an organic whole of argument, correlated in

its parts but more cogent than any of its separate

elements, which are but so many stages in a single

rational process. Modern Christian theology does

not, however, found belief in God on formal logical
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arguments whereby the Deity appears enclosed in

the neat compass of a syllogism : there is here a

sense in which philosophy declares Him the Un-

knowable. It has come to be better recognised

by theology by what inductive process of truth,

known therefore only in part, but sufficiently at-

tested by experience to command belief, man rises

to the knowledge of God, an experimental know-

ledge reached through His self-revelations. More

than ever theology recognises the impossibility of

deductive demonstration of the Being of God, and

the complex nature of the process by which God

is apprehended : more is now left to cumulative

evidence along the many lines of theistic argu-

ment, and to the intuitive, inductive, and inspira-

tional processes of the mind and soul of man.

Theology feels, with Ruckert, that

—

" Wer Gott nicht fiihlt in sich unci alien Lebenskreisen,

Dem werdet ihr Ihn nicht bevveisen mit Beweisen."

The Moral argument, with its emphasis upon l|(^(/V A*^

the ethical element— righteousness — as the

highest in God and man, has found large favour

in modern times. But deistic distance is not

escaped when conscience is in this argument
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viewed as an instinct, declaring less the abiding

presence of God than His primitive agency in

man's creation. It is to that somewhat vague

and ill-defined yet real spiritual faculty in man,

* termed the '' God-consciousness," that modern

I

Christian thought looks for certification of the

f Being of God : God, our ideas of whom have

grown so much larger and ethically purer, is

verified to the soul through this God-recognising

faculty as He comes in the revelation that is in

Christ : the God so known , not with a perfect

,
but a real and progressive knowledge, is God-Th-

j

Himself, not Ritschl's God-for-us, shadowy and

j

indeterminate reflex of the world, as this latter

could only be : faith in the divine existence,

it will be seen, has become founded on the

divine immanence, as proved in the world of

nature, the movements of history, and the capa-

cities of the soul, but not without having deeply

struck its roots in the divine transcendence, on

which, indeed, the life of immanence depends.

We find Nitzsch saying that, though no defini-

tion could be explanatory of the concept of God,

yet a knowledge of what is distinct and defined

in the being of God's diversity is found immedi-
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ately in our consciousness of God ;
^ but such

intuitive perception of God as is ours theology

has rightly regarded as so inadequate as to call

for the exercise of rational reflection on this

content of our Christian consciousness, that our

idea of God may receive explication, develop-

ment, and adjustment, and God become known,

not as World-Cause or World-Architect, but as

the absolute Personality.

A sign of strange and pleasing progress may

be seen in the fact that, succeeding last century
^

with its rationalistic rejection of the Trinity, Z. jnuj^

stands our own, in which Trinitanan thought

has asserted itself with keenness and depth un-

exampled since the age of Arianism. In those

recent essays at synthesis of the doctrine of the

Trinity, it no longer appears simply as a tradi-

tional burden heavy to be borne, but has been

presented in its naturalness and necessity to

living thought and actual experience, no less

than to the absolute Divine Personality. It

emerges, not as a metaphysical subtlety or ar-

^ System der Christliclien Lehre, § 6i :
" Definition Gottes

als Begriffs-Erklarung giebt es also nicht. Aber das Wissen vom

verschiednen, in der Verschiedenheit also bestimmten Sein findet

sich immittelbar in Bewusstsein von Gott vor."
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bitrary imposition of the dogmaticians, but as

carrying to the rational faith that cannot rest

in a God who is a monotonous unity its threefold

personality of God in the mutual relationship of

three so-called " Persons " or personal '' subsist-

ences," contained, in virtue of their indivisible

and inexpressible unity, without being confounded,

in the one " essence " of the Godhead.

In the doctrine of the Trinity of God, we have

in God, the Divine Organism, the dynamic centre

whence life-movement of the Godhead has, by

recent Christian thought, been better seen to be

secured through the living interaction of three

eternal personal members of the organic whole,

each hypostasis realising, in its own mode, the

totality of Being in the Godhead. It has been

recently viewed, in fact, less as an absolute on-

tology, more in the light of the doctrine of the

Economical Trinity, as a doctrine historically

developed on inductive basis of revealed fact,

but this without the supra - historical Trinity

of the Divine essence being relinquished. In,

the metaphysical foundations laid by Schellin|

and Hegel, with their progressive Deity in course

of self-realisation through a Trinitarian process
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in the Sabellian treatment of the theme of the

Trinity by Schleiermacher and Rothe, and in

the Tritheistic tendencies of Thomasius : in the

efforts to evolve the Trinity, by means of the

world-idea, exhibited by Weisse, K. Ph. Fischer,

J. H. Fichte, Twesten, Lucke, Beyschlag, and

others : most of all, in the endeavours of Nitzsch,

Julius Miiller, Liebner, Sartorius, Frank, De-

litzsch, Dorner, and their followers, to develop

the doctrine of the Trinity on such basis as, that

not as Absolute Love, Absolute Life, or Absolute

Intelligence, can God be thought save in a Trinita-

rian mode,—we see those attempts at Trinitarian

definition and speculation which have been really

fruitful of advance to modern Christian theology.

The rational character of Trinitarian thought

has grown more apparent, as it has been shown

to be the complement and conclusion of what

Lotze calls " those upward - soaring trains of

thought which reason itself began " but could

not complete, and as theology has ceasei,to pre-

sent the Trinity in its mystical and transcen-

dental aspects as an occult dogma authoritatively

imposed by revelation, and has set it in less

foreign relations to actual Christian experience,

/
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in which, if not the verification, the suggestion

or presupposition of the doctrine is found, at

least in its main features.

We pass now to Christian thought concerning

the angels—hierarchia ccelestis—whom theology was

so long wont to contemplate as perfect though

peccable beings who " issued into glorious birth
"

and instantaneous completeness before an omni-

potent fiat, and were not subject to limitations as

men are. Theology, not quite accepting Schleier-

macher's dismissal of angelology as without signi-

ficance for religious thought, is now more fully

recognising the enlargement of spiritual con-

sciousness that comes of our realising the vast-

ness of the world of spirits that lies beyond the

bounds of this petty planet, and has grown more

free from dogmatic utterance, as this spiritual

aspect has become, in its naturalness and rational

possibility, more acknowledged. Martensen, De-

litzsch with less firmness, and others, have in

recent times sought to vindicate for man a

position of dignity superior to angelic orders,

urging much that is both fresh and forcible,

particularly in support of man's intrinsic dignity,

while Dorncr has maintained a rather indecisive
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attitude upon the question, while not incHning

to favour the super - angehc position of man.

Over this subject the veil of Isis must, we sup-

pose, largely remain ; but the Christian theology

of to-day, while desiring not to intrude into things

not seen, and assigning to angels in their defecti-

bility no more than an individual existence, at-

taches to them the law of historic growth,

whereby, though free from actual transgression,

they are conceived as passing from stages of

comparative imperfection to more exquisite com-

pleteness, more expanded sublimity of life, and

it lays new stress on the illustration they afford

of the possibility of sinless development despite

their finitude.

The progress of modern Christian thought is

conspicuously seen in the way mechanical modes

of interpretation of what is known as the Hebrew

cosmogony have been left behind, and creation has

come to be regarded in more satisfying ways as a

continuous process of the all-pervasive and self-

revealing God, in the spirit of Him w^ho said,

" My Father worketh hitherto : I also work."

The cosmology of Genesis, evolutionist with

divine initiative as the point of departure of

F
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the evolution, in accordance with the theistic

conception, "In the beginning God," has been

much more satisfactorily apprehended within very

recent years as turning not upon a literalistic

interpretation or otherwise of the term " day "

—

so beautiful and apt when rightly understood—or,

for that matter, upon the question of the time in-

volved at all, but upon the relation of creation to a

Creator, the Logos of later days or Word of God,

Who by His creative energy gave form to finite

things ; and upon its relation to a law of develop-

ment whose results became apparent in a pro-

gressive cosmic order. Not to reveal nature or

teach science, but spiritual truth, was that sacred

"primer" given, and if it affirms, as Haeckel freely

declares, the modus creandi to have been progres-

sive, and the principle of separation or " differen-

tiation of the originally simple matter" to have

been present, science finds in that nothing to con-

tradict. Recent Christian thought has more and

more shown the compatibility of the theory of

evolution with the doctrine of creation, as it has

realised, in virtue of an inherent necessity of

thought, the dependence of the finite world alike

for its existence and its evolution on the creative
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energies of Deity. The Hebrew cosmogony has

been in our own time better recognised as lying

on another plane than that of science, of which it

was not designed to form a prophetic anticipa-

tion : it depicts the world, contrary to the notions

of antiquity, as not self-originated, but related

—

n^tJ'Nnn of the Genesis proem—to God as its supra-

mundane Author, in Whose absolute freedom the

world became. The way in which the view,

formerly held by Christian theology, of the

divine method of working has now become

modified may be well inferred from the words

of a French writer, who has lately^ said: '' S'il

est un resultat incontestable de toutes les etudes

geologiques poursuivies jusqu'a ce jour, c'est que

la nature n'est pas sortie de la main du Createur,

comme Minerve du cerveau de Jupiter. Telle que

nous I'admirons aujourd'hui, elle est le dernier

terme d'un long travail de transformation ;
" and

again, '^ Ce resultat a une portee philosophique

qu'on ne saurait exagerer. II ne tend a rien

moins qu'a modifier profondement I'idee que les

theologiens se sont faite de I'activite creatrice de

Dieu."

^ Revue Chretienne, 18S9, p. 321 ct secj.
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The pre-eminence of man, as seen alike in

his being, as creation's head and final form or

terminal fact, the culmination of nature's me-

chanical forces and vital processes, and in his

uniqueness among created beings as related to

God in Whose likeness he was made, has been

recently set forth in clear and discriminating

ways that must prove gain to theology ; and

the reality of the moral and spiritual nature of

man, as a free self-conscious personality made in

the divine image, whensoever and howsoever he

came to be what he is, has been enforced as that

which it is of essential importance to maintain.

Science has made the creative process a sublimer

thing to theology since geology gave its concep-

tions of progressive divine working through aeons

vast and cycles successive : physical science, in

promulgating its doctrines of the conservation of

energy and the correlation of forces, has given

Christian thought a firmer grasp of creative

agency, and a more distinct notion of the im-

perishable unity of the causal energy at work in

nature, whose endless forces are but variant

forms of the omnipresent divine energy. Not

the sublimity of the creative process alone, but
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also the sympathetic connection of creation with

man, we see now more truly perceived and felt

—

its connection of dependence on man, crown of

the cosmos, alike in his fall and his restoration.

The influence of modern geology, chemistry,

molecular physics, biology, and psychology, has

been to make arbitrary and mechanical relations

between God and the world—no longer a fixed

mechanism, but a thing of constant motion—more

and more impossible, and to make thought rest

in God as the inherent energy of all things, in

other words, in the originative and immanent

energy grounded in the transcendent will of God,

all which we take to be a serviceable recall to

thought from unrelieved abstract transcendence

to its completion—not its replacement or substi-

tution—in the immanence of God.

A deeper treatment of anthropological questions /JbUy^^
has been strikingly apparent in the Christian

theology of late years. Christian thought has,

in recent times, passed, in its view of man as

immeasurably superior to nature, beyond those

influences which, flowing from the deistic ration-

alism of last century, with its deification of man,

whom we see in the current presentations of the
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Lockian Sensationalist philosophy still wedded

to the world of the senses, and from Rousseau's

Gospel of Nature, were felt in the first part of our

century, and were turned into higher channels by

pantheism, poetic and religious. Nor only so

;

but Christian thought has, in our time, spite of

Agnosticism and Materialism, received the nat-

uralistic interpretations of man which it has been

sought to found on such researches as those of

Darwin and Romanes, with a truth-loving readi-

ness to concede man's correlation on his physical

side with lower forms of life, since it is no whit

materialistic to admit that his life has a material

basis, but also with a discriminating faculty that

has perceived, beyond the limited sphere they

share in common, distinctive powers in man,

that unity of the ethical and the physical, as a

reasoning, self-determined, and self-conscious

personality. It is enough to recall, in respect of

these distinctive powers, those unlimited ranges

of thought and feeling, those unique capacities

of moral aspiration and spiritual communion,

which in their distinctiveness it has more care-

fully and forcefully presented as standing far apart

from possible explanation by animal descent or
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animal mechanism. It has advanced its doctrine

of man, the microcosm, by far-thoughted dechn-

ature of the apotheosis of a vapid pantheism, im-

poverishing its Deity to the impersonal form of

unconscious being or thought.

Modern Christian thought, w^hich, as we have

seen, retains on better grounds such anthropo-

morphism as may be thought to be implied in

the conception of a personal Deity, holds with

more enlightened grasp a correlative view of man

that may be termed theomorphic, maintaining
J

the freedom and personality of man, as livins

image of the Logos, made in the likeness of Godjj

and as arbiter^ of his own destiny. A broader

and firmer basis for theology it now seeks in a

profounder analysis of man's nature, whereby are

disclosed in man unappeasable spiritual instincts

whose cravings lay the basis for a religion of

revelation, and he is proved to be a true human

personality, so rooted in the personality of God

as to be destined to wear the image of the ethical

Deity. " Depersonnaliser I'homme, c'est la tend-

ance dominante a notre epoque ;

" but modern

Christian theology has, spite of an insinuating

Pantheism that virtually disowns free-will, taken
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its stand more firmly than before on this fact of

personality in man, not, with Lotze,^ as only a

weak imitation or pale semblance, but as that

which has been proved so real as to form the

basis of the loftiest theism. The unprecedented

psychological researches of the last three decades

have tended so much more fully to show how

man's whole nature is made for religion that,

more confidently than ever, we may ask

—

"War nicht das Auge sonnenhaft,

Wie konnten wir das Licht erblicken ?"

Recent philosophy of religion, with theistic

standpoint, has more strenuously contended for

the immortality of the soul, as '* the great pro-

phecy of reason," the soul having for its destina-

tion the Divine Image which demands continu-

ance in the future Hfe. Modern Christian thought

has more wisely insisted on the dependence of the

sense of personal immortality upon the strength

of the spiritual life and its hold on the Being of

God, as it has also more deeply discerned the

independence of a doctrine so deeply writ, though

Pantheism knows it not, on the nature of man,

of any separate and specific announcement,—

a

1 Microcosmus, Book ix. chap, iv, (T. & T. Clark.)
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doctrine independent of such announcement, be-

cause assumed and deepened by revelation, besides

being postulated by true spiritual philosophy as

its own resting-place. In its treatment of man,

recent Christian theology, insisting not on man

as made originally perfect , but on^y ^^ '^"g-

ceptible of sinless, but not effortless, develop-

ment, more fully recognises the development of

sin alike in the race and in the individual, and

represents true manhood as completed only in

Christ, our Head and Representative, in virtue

of the fact of solidarity, and realised only in

spiritual sonship. As it has seen in man the

completion of creation or its highest term, so

it has more clearly perceived in Christ, the per-

fect or ideal Man, in Whom first, as the true

microcosm, we see man made wholly in the

image of God, the goal or summit to which the

spiritual evolution or development of man did

tend, under the working of that law of the spirit

of life in Christ Jesus, of which, in its free actings

in man's ethico-religious life, it may be truly said

that " all's love, yet all's law."
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CHAPTER IV.

PROGRESS IN THE SPHERE OF THE CONTENTS

OF CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY

—

Continued.

th^'^ ^ INCE the time of Schleiermacher, revela-

tion has been conceived less as something

spectacular, magical, mechanical, and isolated,

in its modes of operation : it is seen how truly

man's rational nature is destined for revelation,

and revelation keyed to man's whole spiritual

nature : revelation is viewed far more profoundly

in recent theology as a living process, continu-

ous, progressive, ever-enlarging as it becomes

historically evolved from previous and more in-

complete revelation. Revelation we now appre-

hend, not as a mere sacred " deposit," but as a

ceaseless process since it is in and through a pro-

cess of redemption that revelation is to us : it is

an important advance that has led us to dis-
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1

tinguish between revelation itself and the Bible,

this latter being really the record of a progressive

revelation, as it passeJ through its successive

stages, but not the revelation itself, another and

a larger thing : revelation we now conceive as

being of a Person, not of propositions—as divine

self-revelation, whereby we come to know God

and understand His mind : it is now viewed as

something w^hich is given through life, through

the presence of God in human history informing

man's personality of His divine nature, and un-

folding, not a part, but the whole nature of man

;

and such revelation of God, in the manifestations

of His oneness with man, secures sure foothold in

a real use of reason and a cordial indorsement

of the heart, becomes thereby centre and soul

and basis and support of the real life of man,

and so finds growing actualisation in the life of

the world. Modern Christian theology has pro-

gressively felt that revelation as historical works

in accordance with the law of personality which

is so characteristic of all historic movement, and

wears an aspect real, not formal, consisting not

merely in communications about God, but in

God's communication of Himself, His mind and
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spirit. It has felt how truly the Revelation

Record given us in the Bible did not spring,

Minerva-like, into full-formed existence, but was,

as that which presents us with the drama of the

development of the divine purpose of Redemption

could only be, a thing of very gradual growth.

Besides this keener appreciation of the pro-

gressive character of the method employed in

revelation, which is to it no afterthought but

the gradual realisation of a divine eternal pur-

pose, it has more clearly apprehended, with

Maurice, that in its nature it is simply a giving

of light, the unveiling of a Person—a view that

makes revelation the reverse of difficult of accept-

ance. It has ceased to confine revelation to

truth conveyed by supernatural communication :

it sees all our knowledge of God to be one in its

primary or ultimate source. Beholding this con-

stant tendency of revelation to become nature,

as Christlieb phrased it, it has discarded the old

sharp contrast between revealed and natural reli-

gion. It accepts revelation as at once natural

and supernatural, retaining the supernatural ele-

ment necessarily involved in revelation, but

rendering more clear the naturalness of its work-
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ing. It indorses the position ^ that Lotze's view

of revelation as "either contained in some divine

act of historic occurrence or continually repeated

in men's hearts " does not present us with a real

alternative, since revelation is, in the Christian

system, perpetually renewed in the churchly con-

sciousness while the historic basis is preserved.

It exhibits more clearly the necessity that revela-

tion, still objective, become subjective in ever}^

man ; expounds more perfectly the accordance of

reason with revelation, which latter it regards as

come, not to thrust down or destroy man's use

of reason, but to supplement the suggestions and

confirm the deductions of reason ; sets forth more

lucidly the function of reason in its searchings

into the grounds on which revelation is accepted,

and displays a decided advance on the old me-

chanically imposed authority of revelation as|

something statutory and complete, when it re-

gards the reason of man as, in its response to

revelation, receptive and reproductive of reason

in God, Whose revelation it verifies, for ever in-

vestigating and stating its truths anew, and no

longer accepting them merely as authenticated

1 Cf. Lux Mundi, p. 338.
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by miracle. It no longer demands, in present-

ing revelation to reason, an irrational submission

to authority, but rather stirs up the gift that is

in reason into wise use of the revelation so min-

istered unto it, because, as it appears to us, it is

more keenly percipient of the fact that the ques-

tion is not one merely of reason and revelation,

but of reason in revelation. It defends with

greater effectiveness the reality of revelation

against the pantheistic objections that would

resolve it into a mere symbolism, its firmer grip

of the personality of God enabling it to present

revelation as a true communication to the finite

mind of man and a real reflection of the divine,

while from the human side revelation appears as a

real organism undergoing evolution supernatural

and slow—as incorporated, in Rothe's words, " or-

ganically into the existence and life of the race." ^

The nineteenth century has witnessed a signal

advance in the attitude of the theological mind

towards miracle, as compared with the position

assumed by the apologists of the eighteenth cen-

tury, who so placed the evidence of miracles in

^ Vide Zur Dogmatik, S. 121 :
" Sie muss sich also clem ge-

schichtliclien Daseiu und Lebcn unseres Geschlechts organisch

einverleiben."
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the foreground as to make religion rest on miracles

rather than miracles on the religion. The deistic

character of their argument for miracles has dis-

appeared, and miracles are no longer violations of

the laws of nature, but are consonant with the

Absolute Reason of modern theistic thought as

any uniformities of physical sequence. The too

external view of miracles prevalent even in the

early part of our own century has vanished

:

miracles have fallen into the background, though

still retained as complementary to the internal

evidences : the self-evidencing truth of Christian-

ity, and the influence of the Christian faith on the

world, have been more called into prominence.

Schleiermacher and Rothe, of whom the latter

declared against miracles and prophecy being

considered mere '' adjuncts " of revelation, have,

in particular, contributed to this result by

emphasising the non - essentialness of faith in

miracles, unphilosophical or destructive as they

might here hold unfaith to be ; and faith's ap-

proach is now to the miracles through Christ,

in Whose revelation they are still retained as a

rational and credible element, rather than to

Christ through the miracles.
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It is one of the most significant signs of recent

theological progress that the old method of proving

—with superb skill it was done—the miraculous

attestations to have been unimpeachably divine,

and then imposing the contents of the revelation

so attested for acceptance without question as

divine, is treated as no longer admissible : able

to distinguish between forces and laws, modern

Christian thought has left behind the notion of

miracles as violating the laws of nature, and has

exposed the fallacy of Hume's position times

without number : it has also recognised the in-

sufficiency of mere testimony to authenticate a

divine revelation : with Mozley, it sees not in

miracle that which leads to the acceptance of

any doctrine contrary to our moral nature or

the primary principles of religion : it owns that

miracle is not destined to prove the truth of

revelation,—is, in fact, without the power to do

so : it takes account of the contents of revelation

as well as its form, and views the miracles as

themselves important though not primary parts

of the revelation, conform in character with the

nature of the revelation but without the signifi-

cance for us which they had for contemporaries.
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Recent Christian thought has more sympatheti-

cally felt the pressure of much earnest thought of

its own time which has only been able to reject

miracle, for it has very clearly perceived this re-

jection of miracle to be a result of the preval-

ence of a superficial philosophy which, basing its

interpretation simply on physical forces and phe-

nomena, has regarded the principle of causation

as universal. It has, too, in fuller remembrance

of how unknown to the purely scientific spirit is

liberty, that free personal power of which miracle

is the concomitant, more lucidly shown the help-

fulness, not hindrance, of miracle to faith in the

higher rationality of its presentation of miracle as

related to the personality of God and His imme-

diate presence in nature, which man, in virtue

of the prevalence of law in nature, has been so

little able to recognise. The question is not now,

as in the deistic age, of the relation of miracles,

conceived as isolated events, marvels, or mani-

festations, to a reign of law, but of their symbol-

ising, in their restored rationality, the greatness

of the Person of Jesus, in Whose unique person-

ality they were grounded, and of Whose revela-

tion to us they really formed constitutive parts.

G
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Retained thus rather as constituent elements or

integral parts than as exterior attestations of

revelation, and perceived, with a new clearness,

to symbolise the energy flowing from Christ to

the world, miracles, so far from being regarded

as the mere subjective experiences into which

pantheistic idealism would resolve them, are

viewed by modern Christian thought as actual

prophecies of the redemptive blessings hid for

humanity in the Saviour, no coruscations of a

brilliant Thaumaturgist, but manifestations, as

Neander truly divined, of the nature of the Christ

in statu humiliationis.

The Christian theology of to - day, with its

theism in which the reality of personality alike

on the divine and the human side is recog-

nised, stumbles not at the miracles of Jesus,

those natural and necessary fruits of the incar-

nation of One who was truly Son of God, but

holds that without them the records of such a

Person should exhibit an ''inexplicable chasm

and inconsistency." Now, as never before,

theology, grown more spiritual, feels that the

unexplained miracle—the miracle of miracles

—

is the Person of Jesus Christ, beside Whose
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unparalleled personality the marvels of sense

—

those merely transient, emblematic, subordinate

affairs which men call ''miracles," but which

in His case present phenomena so appropriate

to His Person— are easy of explanation and

acceptance. Signacular and subordinate though

they be, theology holds them not of light ac-

count to-day, for it is not forgetful that they

stand, as Christian thought should always have

made them stand, related to the living reason

with which law is vitalised, and that they have

given to the generations lessons in judgment and

mercy, the law, in fact, of Christian beneficence,

and unmeasured inspiration to practical Christian

charity. The names of Rothe, Dorner, Harris,

and G. P. Fisher may suffice as instances from

among many Christian theologians whose handling

of miracles reveals the wise but signal advances

in the theological treatment of this subject.

There has been a like advance in modern

theology in respect of the evidence of Prophecy

as an argument of independent value, the old

presentation no longer having relevancy to the

mind of the age. A truer setting has been

found for miracle, and for that of which it is the
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true correlate, prophecy, now better understood

to be the proper vehicle of revelation, when

they have been viewed by modern theology as a

natural outcome of those theophanies or divine

manifestations whereby the presence of the self-

revealing God in the growing stages of the his-

tory of redemption was made known to men.

Retaining, in respect of prophecy, a real and ex-

traordinary operation of God's Spirit upon the

prophetic mind, our recent Christian thought

cherishes a larger conception of the nature of

this working, whereby prophetic inspiration is

divested of its magical and mechanical character,

and viewed in no mere external light. Since

such writers as P. Fairbairn, Davison, Orelli,

Oehler, and Ewald, the argument from prophecy,

presently somewhat discredited, though, it must

be said, on rather flimsy grounds, has been more

ably represented as finding its strength in the

phenomena of prophecy, the central phenomena

of the Old Testament, taken in whole, though

not, of course, in any sense that should imply

a compacted system, because the organic whole

of prophecy is such as must involve a super-

natural development in Israel's history so fore-
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shadowed, and could not have sprung simply

from the prophets' own consciousness, as the}^

peered into the future from their Pisgahs of

time. In fact, recent Christian thought has,

through its application of the historic method,

come to recognise, with Riehm, that the ruling

plan of the spirit of revelation and the pro-

paedeutic influences of these Old Testament

times are rightly understood only as we begin

with the actual significance of individual pro-

phecies for the times to which they were given,

and proceed thence to their unified development

in Christ. In its discontinuance of the older,

more technical use of prophecy, Christian theo-

logy has reaped scientific gain, for it has found

surer grasp of the central fact in the predictive

whole, even the progress and consummation of

the kingdom of God, in the New Testament

revelation of which the spirit of prophecy, still

active, is seen to reach its culmination.

Another real gain to modern Christian theo-

loe^y has been the well-known distinction and

separation of the idea of revelation from that

of Inspiration, as has also been the growing per-

ception of inspiration as the presupposition of

Xf
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fmodern Biblical criticism, which, in the exercise of

its microscopic methods of research, is but a de-

termining inquiry into the conditions and literary

manifestations of inspiration, not a solvent where-

by the spiritual contents of the Scriptures are

rendered less the sole adequate rule of life for

/ man. Inspiration has thus in modern Christian

thought been conceived in those widei:, concep-

tions of the doctrine which make it compatible

with the actual phenomena of the Scriptures, as

these have been presented in the legitimate and

duly accredited results of criticism, and which

leave to them divine inspiration, whensoever it

may have been needed, as that whose function

was concerned less with the outward form than

with that spiritual truth and content which, in its

uplifting power, man was of himself unable to dis-

cover. The old verbal or mechanical theory of

inspiration was undermined by the influences that

proceeded from Lessing and Kant and their

humanistic and philosophical successors, while

much that was positive has been done in paving

the way for the intensive mode of conception,

known as the dynamic theory, by Schleiermacher,

Morell, Maurice, Coleridge, and others. The old
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a priori theory, with the mechanical sense it im-

parted to Scriptural inspiration, has had the cast-

iron fetters it imposed on Christian thought re-

moved by rigorous application of the Inductive

Method, which has taken the facts as they are,

and reasoned backwards to frame a theory of in-

spiration therefrom, instead of imposing on faith

a particular theory with its foregone conclusion

for which no adequate grounds were presented.

At the outset a prima facie case for the inspira-

tion of the Scriptures is all that can be presented,

not a given theory for acceptance, though even

this prima facie evidence constitutes a claim to

spiritual reverence of the strongest kind.

Modern Christian thou8:ht has left behind the I

. 1

efforts of the deductive spirit, the dogmatic ;

temper, to set the Scriptures on a basis of

authority by an overshadowing and invariable

tKeory of inspiration such as modern Biblical

criticism, by its recognition of natural elements

and human agencies, has shown to be impossible,

and modern science, by its geological opposition

to the old conceptions of creation, has proved

inadmissible, and theology has assumed an in-

spirational theory stronger because more flexible
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and more vital in its methods. It has proved an

unspeakable gain to modern Christian theology

that, as the old verbal conception " has broken

like pack-thread before the rising gales of scientific

discovery and historical research," the dynamic

theory has steadily grown in the strength of its

presentation and in the area of its acceptance.

The expositions of the theory given by such

modern theologians as Neander, Stier, Tho-

luck, Lange, Oosterzee, Dorner, Alford, Farrar,

Plumptre, &c., are ample warrant for the state-

ment just made. The human element in the

confluence or concursus of God and man in the

inspirational process, ignored when not denied

by the Biblical Docetism that so long prevailed,

'^has become more truly recognised, thanks to

Schleiermacher and Schweizer, than was possible

under the a priori theory, yet not so as to leave

us with a theory of inspiration that should prove

the analogue of the deistic rather than the im-

manent theory of God's relation to the universe.

There has been achieved at the same time a

progress in the correct apprehension of jtjia

divine element in Biblical inspiration, for, with

intensified reality as the source and spring of the
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heavenly impulse, the divine element now shines

out behind the human, as this latter is illustrated,

though without detriment to the fitness of Scrip-

ture as the instrument of our instruction in the

truth of God, amongst other ways in defects of

language and of style, and in imperfections of

knowledge, or inaccuracy of statement with re-

spect to matters, we may say of historic, as of

scientific, fact.

In so viewing inspiration in respect of the

subtle inter-relation of its divine and human

elements, modern Christian theology claims to

be more accordant with truth, and more corre-

spondent with reality, than was the old^ rigid

theory of an absolute inerrancy in the Scriptures,

with the mischievous consequences that followed

therefrom, and its newer view has had the meri-

torious effect of casting thought back more com-

pletely on its own spiritual insight and on their

spiritual significance. Theology has come to see

that intrinsic truth carries its own authority, that

what we need is the spiritual apprehension where-

by we recognise it as truth and yield ourselves

to its authoritative sway, but without resting in

external authority when we should be pressing on
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to reason, and that inspiration is something which,

strictly taken, applies to persons, who are thereby

helped to discover truth, and are not without an

uniqueness as inspired wTiters, not to a book,

supposed to be '' signed, sealed, and delivered
"

as authoritative for the soul, however unre-

sponsive.

The Christian Church has, without doubt, in

recent times secured some real result in its in-

vestigation of the subject of inspiration, though

much remains to be done in the way of showing

what a real, living, free transfer of divine thought

is pledged to us in inspiration, and, while less

attached than formerly to theory, has retained

a more enlightened faith in the thing itself, hold-

ing to the reality of Biblical inspiration in the

wiser wa}^, by which Christianity is yet not re-

garded as based upon the doctrine of inspira-

tion, a former result of inspiration having a false

meaning read into it.

r- ^ When Christian thought impinges on the mys-

•^•"^'"'^ tery of the Incarnation, most mysterious of doc-

trines within the compass of Christian truth, it

no longer is to view it as an isolated wonder, a

passing episode in the history of the race, or a
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divine after-thought consequent on man's trans-

gression, but as an event charged with a signi-

ficance fundamental, cosmical, eternal, as in fact

the fitting goal of all the v^orld's antecedent

evolution, the crown, climax, and completion of

all things— the groanings of the material, the

yearnings of the intellectual, and the aspirations

of the moral world. For He, in whose becoming

flesh, through the Word, that man might be de-

livered from the power of sin, lay all future issues

of the faith, had been present since the beginning

as the eternal Word—the indwelling Spirit and

sustaining life of all things, but only in the In-

carnation do we see the perfect synthesis of the

Infinite and the finite..

The Christian theology of to-day more clearly

sees how the self-imparting energy of divine love,

ceaselessly going out in the process of creation,

could not stay its hand till it should have given

the supreme gift—the Word made flesh, the Lord

from^Jb^aAT^n ; hence its unwonted emphasis on

the Incarnation as grounded in the ethical and

eternal necessities of love, and its higher vision

of the naturalness of that supernatural manifes-

tation. The Incarnation is to it, with heightened
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reality, at once the goal and consummation of

creation^ and the crown and completion of God's

self-revelation : it is to it, therefore, an event of

cosmical significance, wherein Christ is seen to

be Head of the creation, towards Whose appear-

ing all things in the theistic evolution have been

tending, as He is Head of the Church, whose

perfect redemption He seeks. The Christian

theology of to-day does not feel it consistent

with this larger outlook upon the Incarnation to

treat a fact that is for it so central and funda-

mental as merely means to the Atonement as

end : it sees that in the fact of Incarnation, God

was already in Christ giving Himself to mankind

that He might reconcile the world unto Himself,

and retrieve what had become lost to humanity

:

it sees that redemption rather is means unto an

end, that end the total reconsecration through

the Incarnate Word of the sinning universe to

God, Whose revelation in the W^ord is adequate

to all the needs of human life.

In the theology of the Word, it has more

amply acknowledged that to take the Incarnation

thus as, theologically, the larger fact with the

deeper basis, nowise militates against the Atone-
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ment being retained in its former place of power,

experientially, over the soul. For it, the Atone-

ment is still, since the old jealousy for the Atone-

ment has become dropped as groundless, the

livelier, though the Incarnation is the larger,

truth, for it is the Atonement that has the greater

power to create penitence, inspire devotion, and

beget sanctity.

In finding the necessity of the Incarnation in Uk^^jjif^ ¥t^

the eternal thought and purpose of God that the CM/t^^^*^*^

human race should be one with Christ, and live Ji^f^^

in the power of His life, instead of the older way ^j^a.

of regarding it as merely a " means devised" for ,, ._X^
man's deliverance, as indeed, in some sort, a

divine after-thought contingent on man's sin,

modern Christian theology views sin as having

proved only the occasion and determined only

the tragic form of the Incarnation : to it the

ideal, true, eternal relations between God and

man are revealed in the Incarnation, that neces-

sity to man's perfection, wherein is set forth the

reality of his sonship, wherein are also disclosed

the perpetual relations that should subsist be-

tween all human units themselves, national and

individual, and be realised in the practical
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brotherhood of mankind. If sin has brought us

a more moving and wondrous revelation of the

divine love, modern Christian thought, believ-

ing in the absolute worth of the Incarnation in

itself, rejoices to think, with Dorner, Martensen,

and many more, what rich access of life there

would still have been to the soul of man in Christ

the Incarnate Word, had human sin cast never

one shadow athwart the world.
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CHAPTER V.

PROGRESS IN THE SPHERE OF THE CHRISTIAN

CONTENTS

—

continued.

T N the important region of Hmnartology, modern (~^^v>w

^ Christian theology has gained better hold

on sin as less a doctrine than a fact, and as

deeply grounded in unreason, [utterly unethical in

character : it views it less as a debt than as a MM^^
disease bringing forth death, an outcome of our^^^^ *

distempered self- hood, something that makes y^^^"^*^ ^ /"

transgression as not alone of arbitrarily appointed ^'^^^^^^

external law, but also of the law written of God

on man's own being, and therefore something

that craves healing ruth and satisfying life no

less than cries for satisfying justice. It has

treated the abnormal character of sin with a

firmer hand than did Schleiermacher, recognising

in it, especially since Julius Miiller, Nitzsch,
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and Naville, no mere inferior stage of develop-

ment but a wilful and arbitrary element in man's

repudiation of his dependence as a creature upon

God, an egoistic and decentralising tendency

bringing in its train not alone the subjective

sense of guilt, but also the objectively existent

Divine displeasure, whence has been seen to arise

an expiatory need which theology has not been

without the courage to face. Sin has thus been

to it not only the " horrid burden and impedi-

ment " of the Churches and the sad reality for

man, but even an obstacle to God and His coming

to man—a violation of the world's moral order

that demands reparation real and great. It has

presented sin more forcibly, from its practical

side, as an unique phenomenon—one that science

has not been able to explain—as in its nature

simply lawlessness, and it has pointed to experi-

ence for the verification of its teaching as to

sin, the experience of Christendom to-day, and

the experience of the Christian centuries. It has

not sought to work up sense of sin in any unreal

or artificial way apart from the knowledge of

Christ and union with Him : in these it has

found sin at once revealed and vanquished. Sin
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has not remained to it the sole aspect of man's

nature, in which it has found unfulfilled yearnings

and spiritual instincts, cravings of will, longings

after perfection which also make up the defect

of life. Through the modern prominence assigned

to the individual in his atomistic independence,

it has not laid the old__stress on that fruitful

source of misunderstanding, rejected altogether

by Ritschl, original sin, as the source of all sins

of thought, speech, and life, the sense of the

solidarity of the race that underlay that emphasis

being no longer limited to evil in the wider modern

view of the mysterious bonds of solidarity.

The fact of generic sin is, of course, still held,

though discriminated from personal guilt : the-

ology has better shown that modern science no-

wise conflicts with its acknowledgment of sin,

original as well as actual, in virtue of the inviol-

able solidarity of the race, and that sin has always

meant a fall, not a rise : hereditary taint, trans-

mitted bias to evil, are admitted as demanded by

science and experience not less than by Scripture,

imputation of the sin of Adam a^; pp.rsonnl g^^plt

being abandoned^ since to guilt free personal de-

cision is necessary, and '' original sin " treated

—

H
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we think it may be said—rather as an induction

from facts than as a dogma. It has been no

unimportant gain to theology that it has sought

a deeper verification of the doctrine of sin in the

moral consciousness of man, has more fully

understood the connection of the individual

with the race, and has more nobly maintained, in

face of recent Agnosticism, the ethical, not merely

physical, character of sin, and, in opposition to

modern Pantheism, has more forcefully shown

the presence of sin in the great developmental

process of the world to be no necessity, not

etwas Unvermcidlichcs in what is called the Gcsavit-

entwickehing der Menschheit, but simply Verletzung

dcs gottlichen Willens durch individtidlc odcr gcmcin-

same Schuld,

The labours of Baur, Hilgenfeld, Holsten,

Weiss, Pfleiderer, Liidemann, Wendt, W. P.

Dickson, and others, have resulted, though only

after many dubieties, subtleties, and speculations,

in the relations of sin, alike to the "flesh," of

which it makes man the slave, and to the " spirit,"

by which it is controlled, being set in clearer,

more explicit form, and made contributory to the

better understanding of anthropological consider-
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ations such as are not without important bearing

on our conceptions of the genesis and develop-

ment of the new life in Christ. Recent years

have also witnessed progress, in Germany in

particular, in the elucidation of Scripture teach-

ing as to the unpardonable sin—the sin against

the Holy Spirit, that of definitive unbehef,

whereby man dehumanises himself, and as to

his true life perishes.^

The problem of Chrisiology has in our century

been more profoundly probed, in the deepened

desire for a real and living view of the Person of

Christ, than at any previous period since the

early Christian centuries. Unwearied have been

the efforts of modern Christian theology to van-

quish the Dualism with which the doctrine of

the two natures, in the unity of Christ's Person,

1 Julius Miiller, Die Christliche Lehre von der Siinde, says,

Zweiter Band, S. 597: "Es liegt nicht darin, dass die gottliche

Gnade sich dem versagte, der in aufrichtiger Reue ihre Vergebung

fiir diese Siinde suchte, sondern darin, dass, wer sich dei'selben

schuldig gemacht, die subjektiven Bedingungen der Vergebung,

eben diese Reue und diess Verlangen nach der gottlichen Gnade,

nicht mehr zu erfilllen vermag, weil die Steigerung der Siinde

bis zu diesem Gipfel die Fiihigkeit dazu in ihm zerstort. Denn

Niemandem ist der Riickwcg zu Gott verschlossen, der ihn sich

nicht selbst verschliesst. " Breslau,

($^
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was anciently tinged ; and while we may agree

with the opinion of Nitzsch, which Dr Bruce

appears to approve, that the fruits of recent

Christological speculation cannot be fully weighed

and measured, we yet think that some of the

general results of such theological endeavours

may,—despite the fact that the weak point of

a theology that has enjoyed so much favour

within late years as that of Ritschl is just its

Christology, with its repudiation of Antoritiits-

glmtbe so emphatic as to carry with it the re-

jection, not merely of all exterior attestations of

Christ's divinity, but even of such special autho-

risation as may have been implied in the Christ's

own utterances,—be here noted. These are for

us illustrated in the setting in newer, fuller, light

of such points as, the uniqueness of our Lord's

humanity; its historic reality; its true person-

ality, maintained through each moment of the

Incarnation ; its essential relation to His divine

nature ; its universality ; the constitutive act of

Incarnation, wherein is given us, in the union of

the two natures, Christ's Person ; the modern Ke-

notic representation—chief among the exponents

of which have been Thomasius, Kahnis, Gess,
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Liebner, Hofmann, Delitzsch, Gaiipp, Hahn,

Ebrard, Martensen, Schoberlein, and Godet

—

of His ''self-emptying," His actual, voluntary,

self- limitations and historic growth, wherein

emerged the divine after having for a time been

lost in the human ; and the absolute supremacy

and significance of the Person of Christ as Lord

of the universe.

Modern Christian theology, while not, perhaps, C&'»^ /*

troubling itself overmuch about the Pre-existence

of Christ, has yet more firmly apprehended the

significance of Christ's pre - existence, spite of

its rather unwarrantable dismissal by Holtzmann,

Lobstein, and others, as not forgetful, however

Herrmann and Kaftan may seem to be, that that

alone can explain His subsequent Exaltation, and

justify the whole teaching of the Scriptures on

our subject. It has also grown in its interest in

the inquiry as to the Divinity of Christ, asking,

with a greater freedom than before from dog-

matic prepossessions, what the eternal Son really

became as He took human form and dwelt among

us. It no longer forecloses inquiry into the ques-

tion of His divinity by dogmatic interpretation of

proof-texts, but starts from His pure and simple
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humanity, and following, free from Docetic re-

servations, that unique and sinless humanity up

to the full glory of realised Messiahship, culmin-

ates in unclouded conviction of His Godhead.

Herein we have a satisfying growth in Christian

thought which, so far from feeling need to have

recourse to a Docetic spirit that would fail to do

justice to our Lord's true humanity, finds that

humanity to be itself the highest proof of His

divinity.

• Modern Christian theology does not profess to

have got— for never shall it get—beyond mystery

in the self-exinanition (Selbstentdtisserung) of the

eternal Logos, divinest of all Love's mysteries,

but it claims to view with more satisfac-

tion to intelligence the Kenosis {Erniedrigung)

and the union of the divine and human natures

in the Person of Christ, whose eternal divinity

is for it, despite the dwindled Deity ascribed, as

by way of compliment, to Him by Ritschl and

his followers, chief corner-stone in the theological

foundation. No one, viewing the amazing activi-

ties of Christian thought on this great subject,

a subject entirely without parallel or analogy in

things human, will seriously dispute that, not-
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withstanding extremes to which Christological

speculation may have been carried in cases pre-

sent to the mind of every one conversant with

the course of the inquiry, substantial gain has

accrued to Christian theology from the un-

wearied investigations that have taken place in

our century, especially among the theologians of

Germany, touching the indivisible Person of

Christ. -y^-^

The question of the Atonement^ or rather of yv^^^^'*^

Reconciliation, has occupied its place in modern

Christian theology, where it has been studied in

a more historic and inductive spirit, less as a

theory than as a stupendous and affecting fact,

particular theories of an artificial and unethical

character having been cast off as a slough ; and

it has borne less of forensic reference or material-

istic representation because viewed less in its

mysterious and unfathomable relations to God

than in its ethical import and practical effect

upon the soul of man. A truer union of the ob-

jective and subjective elements involved is what

modern Christian theology has sought, so that

the Atonement might remain neither something

simply external to man, nor an influence working
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only within him, but be properly recognised at

once in its expiatory value and its ethical worth.

It has ceased to regard redemption as an act or

contrivance of sheer almightiness, and has come

to view its grand accomplishment, w^ith the re-

cuperative power it has brought to our race, as

accordant alike with God's ethical nature and

our own rational and ethical being, though it still

awaits a logically consistent, comprehensive, and

ethically perfect presentation of the Atonement,

which need occasion small surprise, since here,

as in science, elaborate generalisations cannot

be reached without vast increase in the area and

time of our observation. It no longer disjoins

the death of the cross from Christ's life, but

views it as the culmination of His redemptive

work : it no longer makes the Atonement wear a

judicial, arbitrary, uninviting aspect, but has re-

gard to the fact that " God was in Christ recon-

ciling the world unto Himself," by a process

essentially inward and moral in its character, and

that no dry legal theories must be suffered to

rob forgiveness of its freeness. It feels that the

Atonement must bear a remedial no less than a

ransoming character, bringing the soul health and
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life in oneness with Christ no less than meeting

legal claims or abolishing righteous penalties.

Schleiermacher, Edwards, Macleod Campbell,

Rothe, are names that recall the growth of re-

cent theological thought towards fuller recogni-

tion of the naturalness of Christ's suffering viewed

in its constituents and concomitants ; of the un-

importance of the mere quantum of suffering in

His " crucified fidelity "
; and of the_reality of the

fa^jof SiUbstitution—a substitution of Christ for

humanity taken as not literal but moral, vicari-

ous with a reality and profundity unknown to

our faith and labour and sacrifice for our fellows.

The objective reconciliation with God as pro-

vided in Christ has been freed from its independ-

ence of the subjective side of the atoning process

as seen in repentance and faith, among others by

Schleiermacher, Nitzsch, Hofmann, Goschel, and

Bushnell, until in Ritschl's great work,^ so valu-

able for its delineation of the progress of Chris-

tian thought upon the subject since Anselm, the (* "^^^J^ii

tendency is seen carried so excessively far as to j -^

make satisfaction or expiation no longer necessary.

If the solidarity of the race in evil made redemp-

^ Die Cliristliche Lchre von der Rechlfertigung und VersiJhnung.
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tion necessary, recent Christian theology has found

larger scope and fuller development for the prin-

ciple of solidarity as the law of universal life,

subject to the modifying influences of human

freedom. As a result of the new stress laid by

Bersier and others on the doctrine of the soli-

darity of mankind in Christ, the unity of human-

ity in Him, the world is seen as redeemed no less

than as fallen, and life and acceptance as no less

secured to it in Christ, incorporated with the race

as its Centre, Head, and Representative, than

were death and disability through the primal

Adam. The progress of recent Christian thought

in harmonising the principle of atonement with

the solidarity of the race, and with the world-

law of substitution, is well illustrated in the recent

treatment of this theme by Dorner and West-

cott, to instance no others.

^fM^(^ The unique fact of Christ's Resurrection has

received, in our recent Christian theology, despite

Renan's making it a chcf-d'ceuvrc of idealism, and

Pfleiderer's late endeavour, following on that of

Weizacker, to resolve its reality into certain sub-

jective impressions produced on the disciples by

the personality of Jesus, fuller verification by the
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increased measure in which it has been proved

to be the source of Hfe to the Church in all her

living developments, and in which the harmonising

and transforming effects of faith in His Resur-

rection have been shown to point to Christian

history being an embodiment of this great central

fact. It does not seem too much to say that the

deeper study of the phenomena of Christ's Per-

son, life, words, and works, has rendered His

Resurrection almost a necessity of thought, so

naturally do they tend, in the view of Christian

thought, to the Resurrection as their fulfilment,

as that, indeed, which gives spiritual congruity to

all events and issues connected with it.

The faith of the Exaltation of the ascended

Christ was never surer or healthier than in the

days that are, for, thanks to such writers as

Milligan, Dale, Stearns, Gore, and many more

that might here be named, the living Christ, in

the plenitude of His grace and the infinitude of

His power, never wielded stronger or more ac-

knowledged sway than He does to-day, notwith-

standing the neglect of His exaltation and en-

thronement by the dogmaticians of no very

remote date. The living activity of the glorified
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Christ, as seen in the ceaseless presentation of

His life to God as our High-Priest and Repre-

sentative, has been in recent years presented

with unwonted power and clearness, whereby the

strength, wisdom, sympathy, of the Christus pro

nobis have been brought to bear more directly

upon the weaknesses, wants, and ways of men,

by whose receptiveness His presence and help

are spiritually conditioned. That other and

hardly less important activity, in which Christ,

as Master and Lord, communicates of the ful-

ness of divine life to the creature by His im-

parted Spirit, ChrisUis in nobis, has in modern

days been brought into view less as an article

claiming intellectual assent than a living belief

—a belief in the reality of the inward Christ

—

having intimate relation to our enlightenment,

sanctification, and consolation, as will be more

specifically noticed in a subsequent chapter.

In Soteriological matters, our modes of think-

ing of salvation have been beneficially influenced

by the recent elevation of our Christological ideas,

since our Soteriology must always be conditioned

by our Christology. Nor is the progress here by

any means to be regarded as completed, for, as
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the '' Christ transcendent " more truly becomes

the " Christ immanent," then, as has been lately

said by an American theologian, " great and

wonderful as the human soul may be, the im-

manent Christ " will be found to be " infinitely

richer and more glorious. Here there are ocean

depths and mountain heights, an overhanging

canopy and a circling horizon, which challenge

perception and thought with greater authority

and power than the natural earth challenges

the geologist or the natural heavens challenge

the astronomer."

In the restatement of its teaching touching

Election, modern Christian theology has discon-

tinued the former Calvinistic emphasis on the

divine side of the question as one-sided, and the

voices of the human soul and of the moral con-

sciousness have been allowed to utter their pro-

test against the ethical character of God being

sacrificed to the demands of an inexorable logic.

The fact of election has been less thought of as

the result of decree, since the will of God has

been less regarded as mere arhitrmm into which

reason may not inquire, than of the inward reali-

sation of eternal life freely offered to all, in per-
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sonal realising of which alone our calling -and

election can be made sure. It has been viewed,

neither as due to mere Calvinistic sovereignty

that willed it aforetime nor to Arminian merit

aforeseen, but, as Predestinationist theories have

fallen into the background, to grace, seizing and

energising souls so that they are in Christ raised

to sainthood and fitted for service, apart from

Whom elective decree would be no more than a

barren metaphysical abstraction. Recent Chris-

tian theology, avoiding the one-sidedness of Cal-

vinism and Arminianism alike, has taken as its

point of departure neither divine sovereignty nor

human freedom, but, while seeking to do justice

to both, has found in the formative force and

constructive power of the Christ-idea, the idea of

Jesus in His divine-human personality as God's

Incarnate Son, a sounder and more adequate

basis for theological thought than could formerly

be found in metaphysical systems based either on

freedom of choice or unconditional decree.

^t/^Jf^ While the necessity and the reality of the

supernatural working of the Holy Spirit in man's

Regeneration, that Divine Spirit of peace being

the prime and fundamental gift in the communi-
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cation of the new, inward, spiritual life implied

in regeneration, are enforced no less strongly

than in our older theology, more emphasis is

now laid, in Britain and America as in Germany,

on its necessity because of our being flesh as well

as of our having lapsed and sinned, as also more

stress on the glory and blessedness of the life

Christ gives, when in the new -formed life He

becomes immanent in the soul, as essential to

the true life of man. For it sees in regeneration,

now viewed in closer relation to actual experience,

not merely the implanting of a new life—though

it is more careful than some modern German

theologians how it speaks of a new ego or per-

sonality—the basis of whose ethical and spiritual

necessity was laid in sin, but the fulfilment of

the original conception of man's nature, in that

divinely communicated life, without which human-

ity unsinning and unfallen could not have lived,

ceasing to be for him alien or abnormal, and

coming to be for him the true life perfected in

the grace of the Spirit.

Our modern Christian theology has gained ao'

growingly clearer perception of the grounding of

the truth of Justification by Faith, like that of the
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Atonement, in the deeper truth of those relations

of real union between Christ and humanity which

are revealed in the Incarnation. Notwithstand-

ing a somewhat prevalent modern un-Protestant

;
tendency to view faith as no longer the instru-

ment, but the ground, of justification, because

through faith we become personally righteous,

actual righteousness being induced in us by the

law of faith, our wisest Christian thought has not

forsaken the lines of progress that lie along the

Pauhne, Reformational, and Protestant teaching

of justification, sold fide, not by works ; by the

righteousness of Christ, not by inherent and de-

veloping righteousness of our own. It has, how-

ever, relieyed_it of the forensic mask it so often

wore, bringing into light its higher than merely

legal features in the necessary presence of faith's

free spiritual activities and ethical effects in the

divine -human process, the_ faith that justifies

being now better exhibited as heart -righteous-

ness evinced in discipleship of Christ. By this

clearer insistence on the essential presence in

man's justification of appropriating faith and

spiritual receptiveness in respect of Christ and

His living righteousness, the magical and fictional
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look of the saving process has disappeared, and its

moral character has been more satisfyingly pre-

sented. Our recent Christian thinking has also

conceived the divine judicial act, not as a simple

pronouncement within the Deity's own nature

that might remain of idle import for us because

of its outwardness, but as also voiced by His holy

Spirit in the rejoicing soul of the justified man,

whose sense of release from guilt makes him joy

in hope of the glory of God. Justification by

faith has thus been better conceived as no

arbitrary requirement, since Christian thought

has recognised how necessary faith itself, as the

prime and essential condition of right character,

is to any justification that shall be truly moral,

any justification that shall introduce us to real

spiritual states and not merely forensic relations.

Thus it has come about that, in seeking to weed

out with firmer hand the fictitious and unreal, the

unethical and arbitrary, from the elements of its

faith, recent Christian thought has put the doc-

trine of the imputation of Christ's righteousness

and merits on more substantial basis by its more

careful recognition that God's taking of us, not

for what wc arc, but for what, by the faith that

I
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does most surely yield righteousness, we are be-

coming, is not deed divorced from reality, but'"

anticipative deed dependent on our most real

renunciation of sin in soul and purpose.

• <,^ In the sphere of Sanctificatiou, there has been

quickened thought in modern Christian theology.

It has been felt that Christian teaching has too

long deferred its ideal of holy life to another date

and sphere, so paralysing spiritual aspiration and

endeavour here and now : less artificial and more

healthful notions of holiness have found place in

the best recent Christian teaching : in the reign-

ing Christ have been better disclosed at once the

ideal and the power of sanctified life, while there

has also been more clearly exhibited the import-

ance of faith to sanctification in its wondrous

possibilities progressively to assimilate man to

the image of Christ, Who, though transcendent,

becomes the immanent Christ, an immanent vital

principle in all Christianised souls : the duty and

the privilege of walking in the grace of life and in

conscious spiritual union with Christ as living

Head have been in recent years more effectively

presented, and it has become better understood

that sanctification is effected not so much by
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creaturely effort as by the outflow and free ap-

propriation of divine life.

It may be here remarked that, in the sphere of

Christian Ethics, which is but this holiness applied

to practical life, the better presentation of the

aspects of ethical teaching that are distinctively

Christian has, in the modern development, been

an indubitable result, as the names of Schleier-

macher, Harless, Rothe, Wuttke, Schmid, Gass,

Hofmann, Martensen, Kahler, Dorner, Luthardt,

and many others, that will suggest themselves

to ethical students, sufficiently prove, though the

justice of Professor Flint's complaint ^ as to the

smallness of Britain's contribution to the advance

must certainly be admitted, even if we be not

unthankful for the writings of Wace, Davison,

Leathes, and other recent writers who might be

mentioned in this connection. Modern ethical

elevation has undoubtedly been chief among the

regenerative forces and corrective influences of

progressive Christian theology. -^

The old doctrine of the Final Perseverance of J 'O'^^^'^'^^'^^

the saints, the belief that once in grace always

in grace, our modern theology still affirms, only

^ Encyclopedia Britannica, niiUh edilioiij ait. "Theology."
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seeing in it more a fact of spiritual life and growth

and expansion than a dogma as of mechanical

necessity. For perseverance is not now regarded

as a mere natural consequence of repentance and

faith, so much as that which is still most surely

guaranteed by the faithful, just, and almighty

God, to the humbleness of life that hears and

heeds His " Vigilate et Orate.'" Not guaranteed

in a merely authoritative and external way, but

pledged in spiritual experience by Him Who has

persuaded us that He will supply all our need,

will keep us from falling, and Who grants us

ever, amid our failures and defects, those '* fresh

beginnings which are the life of perseverance."

In this way the perseverance, or preservation, of

the saints has in recent treatment been kept in

better connection, as was most needful, with

such subjects as sanctification and assurance of

salvation.

In connection with the last-named subject, we

may here appropriately observe that the sense

of personal assurance of faith has, in the Ritsch-

lian theology, especially developed by Herrmann,

had its importance emphasised, though it cannot

be said that discriminating Christian thought has
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been able to regard with anything Hke satisfaction

the path by which the certainty, wherein Jesus

Himself becomes " an undeniable element of our

own reality," is, by the Ritschlian school, reached.

As we believe there has been recent advance in

the grace of sanctification, so we believe "the

testimony of the Spirit of adoption " has been

more satisfactorily presented, both implicitly and

explicitly, in modern Christian teaching, even if

there be large scope for improvement in this line

of enforcement of Christian duty and privilege.

We close this chapter by noticing the fact that

recent Christian thought has not failed to display
^Y^n

j • ^

the deepest interest in the question of the origin '
'^

of evil—the time-worn inquiry, HoOev to kukov ;

Whence comes evil ?—into the discussion of which

new factors may be said to have in recent times

entered, through our augmented knowledge of the

relations subsisting between the natures of man,

physical and mental and spiritual. We believe

we are warranted in saying that all theoretic at-

tempts to explain the metaphysical beginning of

moral evil have been more clearly perceived to

clash with that Christian conception of sin as

false love of the creature or lawless self-deter-
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mination {avofiia) which we have already noticed,

and to fail of accounting for the part played by

the intruder we call evil in relation to the ideal

human life and the mediatorial work of Jesus

Christ. Christian theology has rested not in the

real though refined dualism of Rothe and others,

in which, while it is sought to account for the

origin of evil, the unity of God becomes actually

surrendered, but has more prominently brought

forward the truth that not only has evil not been

beyond the scope either of the knowledge or the

permissive agency of God, Whose making man

with the ennobling prerogative of freedom has

been more fully justified, but it has not escaped

His interference even, if haply it might be done

away, in virtue of the solidarity of mankind in

Christ.

Dorner, seeking to recognise the unity of evil

underlying the stress of Rothe on the one hand

on sensuousness as the fundamental sin, and that

of Julius Miiller on the other on selfishness, has

emphasised this false creature - love, with its

deification of self and the world, as that which

constitutes the nature of evil. It is surely some-

thing that at least the conditions of the problem
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of the primal beginning of abnormity, insoluble

as the metaphysical origin may itself remain to

human understanding, have been more fully

grasped and presented, and so much may be

safely predicated of modern Christian thought,

sensible as it may be of how much here lies be-

yond the bounds of its horizon, within which it

bravely strives to bring the last truth in the

problem of being.
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CHAPTER VI.

PROGRESS IN THE SPHERE OF THE CHRISTIAN

CONTENTS

—

continued.

l^uinhy
j
/^AUR less recent Christian theology was, in

* • ^^ its distinguishing spirit, much more indi-

vidualistic than the theology of to-day which

\ emphasises Collectivisrii so far at least as to

preach not alone the gospel of individual salva-

tion, but also the Gospel of the Kingdom—the

Gospel that makes it no longer possible for the

i
individual to remain unmindful of the fact that

he is saved, not unto himself, nor only unto

sporadic forms of fellowship, but unto that new,

redeemed, and purified society which is ihc

Church, visible representative of an absent Lord.

Our modern Ecclcsiology, in its care for the

individual, cares not simply that he be saved

from eternal death, but also and equally that he
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be developed in personal character, in qualities

and activities of peerless value as contributive to

his realised citizenship in the Kingdom of God,

and to the weal of that social order which has be-

come the Church's larger aim. And, while Julius

Miiller, Dorner, and others, have, in opposition

to the views of Rothe and Delitzsch, reasserted

the validity of the distinction between the visible

and the invisible Church in the interest of the

invisibility, it must be said that strivings after

visible unity as the unattained ideal have by

no means been wanting. In face of the anti-

churchly elements and baleful Individualism of

our time, the churchly consciousness has risen

to assert, in forms at once more practical and

powerful, the importance of churchly function

and communion, realised in the Church as a cor-

porate institution, for the growth of the glorious

Kingdom of God, abroad as well as at home,

and for the extension of the Incarnation from the

Head to the incorporation of the members : its

thought has not been uninfluenced by the pul-

sations of the greater catholicity of spirit and the

larger sympathy with all things human which

have been characteristic of a new time, and it
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has laid new hold, as it appears to us, of progress

rather than reversion as the law of its life.

'L^iM? The prime want of the Church, which is the

Holy Spirit, as the Quickener and Sustainer of

spiritual life, has been with growing clearness

represented in modern Christian theology, which

has enforced the need of the Spirit's presence

and manifestation in the life of the corporate

society of which the Church is composed. The

truth of the Spirit's work, as characteristic of

the dispensation under which we live, in which

Christ, by the infusion of His Spirit, comes to be

our inward life, has been unfolded so that men

have felt it more profoundly in the hidings of its

power. As the Son has been better seen to be

the self-revealing God, so the Spirit in His true

Divine Personality has been more clearly dis-

cerned by His abiding manifestations and activi-

ties as the self-communicating God. His work

as the Life- Giver has been set in closer and

more just relations to the Person of the Christ,

after Whose Image He seeks to reconstruct

human character, and of our conformity to Whose

likeness the indwelling Spirit is the proximate

cause. While the importance of the immanence
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of the Holy Spirit, as not only immanent in the

natural world but as also the seal and the soul

of the spiritual creation, has been more deeply

felt, perhaps, in modern theological teachings,

it is yet not without a certain feeling of dismay

one sees so little to represent the theology of the

subject beyond the writings of Smeaton, Kahnis,

and Hare, the doctrine of the witness of the

Spirit being in our view one of the directions in

which modern Christian thought has work to do

which has not yet been done.

There is found in recent Christian Eschatology ^cC^^
one of the most important phases of theological

progress in the nineteenth century, so patient,

intense, candid, have been modern investiga-

tions here where are so many moot and difficult

points bequeathed by the older theology. What

is distinctive in the Eschatology of Christian

theology is that which finds peculiar expression

in the Second Advent, rightly noted by and since ^-^^-^^^

Schleiermacher as the central truth of Christian

Eschatology, but which is characteristic of the

whole circle of modern eschatological thought

—namely, the relation sustained to the Person

of Jesus Christ. To this supreme place of the
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Christ in the last things, all previous Christology

naturally leads up. It does not seem necessary to

our purpose to go beyond what may be deemed

the Catholic doctrine of the Second Advent, and

refer to Chiliastic matters. Enough to remark

now that recent Christian theology has felt with

increasing distinctness that not alone by external

power or visible transformation, but also under

ethical laws and spiritual influences, will ulti-

mate issues be determined and final purposes

achieved ; has felt, too, how far from precise

dogmatic form are the utterances, and how

scant and insecure are the data, with which

revelation has supplied us for some of our

cherished eschatological conclusions.

Recent Christian theology— of scientific not

confessional type—has given a more articulate

utterance in favour of an Intermediate State, even

for believers, in which statics interinedius the re-

generate find themselves in a realm of progres-

sive advance in holiness and wisdom. It has

not been able to find, while not denying the

determination of the individual's destiny at death,

sufficient support in Scripture, in reason, and in

the scientific law of continuity, for supposing loss
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of the activities of consciousness between death
\

and the judgment, or for assuming an immediate .

passing into perfect blessedness by men dying
j

with weaknesses and sinful undeveloped char-

acters. It has even pictured those who on earth

have faithfully studied the ways and words of

God as in this after-state "bending themselves

to the task of tutoring the less gifted or en-

lightened, perhaps utterly heathen, souls in

divine science ; and finding eternally in this a

deeper blessedness than the loftiest attainments

of man or seraph could ever yield." The growth

of holiness in an Intermediate State it has also

. carefully distinguished from the question of pro-

1
bation after death, for the former is perfectly

\ consistent with final triumph, while the latter

I carries the possibility of failure. Dorner, Kahnis, gh^^jLu'V^

Martensen, and others, have propounded the ^y\jti^

theory of future probation for those even who

must be regarded as amongst the wicked, and

many have in recent times put forth the pro-

clamation of probation after death in respect

of special classes,^ but the most thoughtful

^ The position of Nitzsch, in his 'Chrislhche Lehre,' is thus

noted : " Das also ist apostohsche VorsteUung, class es ftir die-
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theology, while not regarding the probationary

conception of life here as in all respects com-

plete and adequate, has not felt able to sur-

mount the difficulties that beset the dogmatic

pronouncement of future probation. Unques-

tionably, it has left the older theology far be-

hind in the way it has come, largely through the

influence of Lessing's Er::iehnng dcs Menschcn-

\geschlechts, to recognise our life here as far

more than simply probation, as a discipline,

an education whose projection into the future

life we see through the diaphanous present,

but it has not ceased to affirm it a probation,

thereby preserving to it august moral power as

a discipline.

^' The conception has gained ground in recent

•^ Christian theology in respect of the Resurrection

of the dead, that the mode of the_jesurrection

will be spiritual as opposed to the notion of a

reconstructed material body, identical in its con-

stituent elements or molecules with our present

jcnigon, die Christum \\\ seiner Wahrheit und Gnade diesseits nicht

erkenncn konntcn, eiiie nie zweck- und wirkungslose, sondern

entwcder richtende oder bclebcnde jenseitige Erkcnnlniss Chrisli

gebe. Es ist wundcrlich, mit der Kiirze der drei Tagc diese

Wirkung abschneidcn zu wollcn.

"
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bodies. Instead of the former realistic thinking

about our being clothed again with our bodies,^

at sound of the last trump, after these have,

with *' Imperial Caesar," lain so long "dead and

turned to clay," our modern Christian theology

rejoices to believe in what seem to it clearer

conceptions it has gained of the resurrection

as a spiritual thin^, begun, no doubt here and

now, and reaching on to final victory in the

future, but inclusive also, in opposition to ideal-

istic philosophy, of glorified corporeity, though

not a literal resurrection of this body of flesh,

since it is we, not our bodies, that are raised

up, we, that is to say, with such spiritual body

as may in the consummation seem good to God

to give.

Though no good may possibly come through

speculation as to the mode of the resurrection,

yet it has naturally been felt to be an advance

for Christian thought that it has freed itself

from this crude materialistic conception of the

resurrection of the body as comprehending every

^ Fide footnote in Weiss, Biblical Theology of the New Testa-

ment, vol. ii. p. 61, as to the positions of Gess, Holsten, and

Pfleiderer, on this question.
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i^^**^*^ particle of matter, bone and flesh, in our actual

'^^q^^ ' bodies at the moment of death, and has more

clearly discovered and declared the absence of

any contradiction to the scientific principle of

continuity in the thought of the resurrection,

the potentiality of a resurrection appearing for

it in the soul or spiritual centre of man's per-

sonality, by which, as the formative principle,

form is given to the body and identity is pre-

served. But, as it has differentiated the resur-

rection body from this earthly organic frame,

with its precise molecular constituents, so has

it also distinguished it from the disembodied

soul, affirming it to be a spiritual body assumed

with the soul's consummation, wherein such

heavenly body with its glorified and imperish-

able elements becomes appropriated in its like-

ness to that of Him, Elder Brother of our race.

Whose Image it shall bear, in bearing of which

' it doth not yet appear what we shall be."

In respect of the final close of all things, recent

Christian theology has not been able to rest in

the crude literalism and crass interpretations of

the A njiihilci iiouists, who see in death's dreamless

sleep irretrievable annihilation for the impenitent.

^,
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Among modern advocates of Annihilationism

have been numbered Rothe in Germany and Row

at home, while to the Conditional Immortality

theory of Mr E. White/ and his follower, Dr

Petavel of Geneva, Delitzsch ^ approximates only

in so far as Immortality exists for him only

as a " future spiritual gift to those who are re-

united with God the Immortal," while he rejects

the notions of restitution and annihilation. Our

modern Christian theology has weighed Annihil-

ationism in the balances and found it, with its

unnecessary limitations and sudden arrest of

moral forces and movements, unable to bear up

against the pressure of the difficulties raised

against it, besides perceiving more clearly to

what chaos Conditionalism would reduce Soteri-

ology. Moral impotence and corruption, amount-

ing to extinction of that in character which is

highest, have been more forcibly exhibited as the

final goal of the incorrigibly bad.

The Christian theology of modern days has

also felt unable to find due warrant for the as-

sumption in a Hereafter that lies all unknown

to us of Universal Restoration _{Apokatastasis) , of

1 Life in Christ. - Biblical Psychology.

K
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which crude and confident forms of representa-

tion have not been wanting, wherein the Univer-

saHst view has appeared as dogmatically necessary

or been oracularly announced as true. Restora-

tionism, adopted by Schleiermacher, and treated

more doubtfully by Neander and Nitzsch/ has

been avoided by Julius Muller, Martensen, and

Dorner, while Maurice and Farrar at home

have disavowed the Universalist position, though

popularly regarded — and the same is true of

1 Nitzscli's position appears from such passages as the following,

System der Christlichen Lehre, S. 397: "Der Gedanke einer

ewigen Verdammniss und Strafe ist insofern ein nothwendiger, als es

in Ewigkeit keine erzwungne Heiligkeit des personlichen Wesens,

und in Ewigkeit keine seHge Unlieiligkeit geben kann. Dagegen

ist ungegrundet, dass die Wahrheit des Wortes Gottes und das

Reich Gottes selbst die Wirklichkeit ewig verdammter Wesen

bediu-fe, oder dass Gott einem personlichen Wesen nur dazu die

Existenz in Ewigkeit erhalte, um ihm die Moglichkeit der Heili-

gung und Beseligung in Ewigkeit zu nehmen."

Again, S. 399, he says :
" Die Moglichkeit des Boscn ist um des

Guten willen da ; wird es aber in seiner Wirklichkeit durch die

Gnade der Erlosung nicht schlechthin vernichtet, so wird es doch

verhaltnissmassig vernichtet, und gereicht auch so zur Verherrlich-

ung der Gnade. Ist ewige Strafe, so muss sie eben selbst mit zur

VoUendung des Ileils gehoren. Die Erloseten konnen sich also zwar

nicht nach der Verdammniss irgend eines Menschen sehnen, wohl

aber nach dem Weltgcricht als Offenbarung als Entscheidung als

Sislirung allcr Ilerrschaft des Bosen als Aufhcbung allcr gemisch-

ten und unrcinen Zusllinde."
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Martensen—as lending it countenance. Modern

Christian theology has not been able to close its

eyes to the fact that Universalism, sesthetic and

attractive as its appeal must always in many

ways remain for us, especially in view of the

dissonance and cheerlessness of what might

appear any real eternal Dualism, has not been

able to free itself from the ethical difficulty pre-

sented to its monistic consummation in the

mysterious self- determining power of the will,

whence accrues the dread possibility of per-

manent choice of evil, or to extricate itself

from the exegetical difficulties with w^hich it is

entwined. It has not felt able to countenance

the representation of sin as necessary to the

spiritual development of the creature, for it has

more philosophically apprehended w^hat a denial

of moral freedom this would involve, and has, in

fact, not been able to find that Restorationist

theories take sufficient account of the dread na-

ture and possibilities of sin, that bane of earthly

existence for which neither the power nor the

goodness of God may be blamed.

Recent Christian theology, while abandoning

the old dogmatic tones of doom, has unequivo-
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cally affirmed the fact of what is known as Final

Judgment^ in which the Son of Man is to be

"Judge, and unbeHeving opposition to Him the

ground of condemnation. It has taught men

with new emphasis that they may not hghtly

esteem sin and unbehef now, and think of judg-

ment only as that which hes before in some great

day of assize, but that judgment is here and now

begun in every pang that follows sin, in every

disobedience that helps to fix character and des-

tiny. This recent emphasis on the present and

constant process of spiritual judgment as well as

on the future and necessary completion of issues

here begun, such future judgment nowise arbi-

trary and independent of laws presently operative

in our spiritual being, makes judgment in the life

to come appeal in a more real way to us than

was its wont in Christian theology. Bowing in

deep expressive silence before many questions

on which its latest and wisest Eschatology must,

after every research, be content, like its Lord, to

utter " never a word," because of the limitations

of its knowledge, it has yet been moved to press

upon men, with unsurpassed spiritual earnestness

and urgency, the immediate duty of repentance
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and faith, of laying hold of eternal life in Christ,

of living in this present world as those who have

felt the grand inspiring powers of the world to

come.

More than ever before, Christian thought to-day

feels the oneness of the revelations of that world

to come with the revelation of the world that now

is, the unity of that kingdom of Christ, whose

perfect realisation we await as a vision of the

days, with the redemptive kingdom Christ has al-

ready created on the earth. It enters thoroughly

into the spirit of the words which Lipsius ^ has

lately uttered :
" Mit der personlichen Fortdauer

ist zugleich die Gewissheit einer kiinftigen Vol-

lendung des Gottesreiches gegeben. Dieselbe

wird vom Glauben aufgefasst als die vollkommene

Gemeinschaft der im Gnadenstande befestigten

Gotteskinder mit Gott und durch Gott unter

einander in vollendeter Liebe. Gegeniiber alien

doch unbeantwortbaren Fragen nach den aus-

seren Existenzbedingungen dieser Reichsvollen-

dung bleibt aber dieselbe bescheidene Zuriick-

haltung geboten, wie gegeniiber der Frage nach

1 Die Hauptpunkte der Chiistlichen Glaubenslehre im Umrisse

dargestellt von R. A. Lipsius. Braunschweiij, 1891.
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der Beschaffenheit des individuellen Vollendungs-

lebens. Nur das Einc ist dem christlichen

Glauben gewiss, dass in dem vollendeten Gottes-

reiche die dermaligen Schranken des Naturlebens

niedergerissen sein werden und in einer verklarten

"Welt eine verklarte Menschheit ihre Statte finden

wird, welche frei von Sunde und Schuld im

unzerstorbaren Besitze des Ewigen und in der

alien Zeitenwechsel iiberdauernden Bethatigung

dieses Besitzes lebt." It has, too, in its surer

grasp of the consummation of life, reached a

sounder conviction of the perfect subjection

wherein God shall be all in all. No analogies

of nature and no speculations of philosophy, it

is true, have enabled modern Christian theology

to define in terms precise and full the manner

of that triumph wherein righteousness shall ulti-

mately prevail, and the ways of God be wholly

justified in the view of His rational universe, but

of the certainty and completeness of that last

victory it has become strengthened in its un-

faltering conviction.
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CHAPTER VII.

THE CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY OF THE FUTURE. .

T^ROM the theology of the recent past, transi-

^ tion is easy and natural to the thought of

the theology of the immediate future :

—

" Man's heart the Almighty to the future set

By secret and inviolable springs."

No theology of the present is final : applying here

the words of Herbart used in another connection,

we say, " The truth lies before, not behind us ; and

let him who seeks it look forward, not backward.

In his reflections let him advance as impelled by

the problems presented." While the progress of

the past may be the pledge of that which is to

come, it is not yet the measure of what the future

may bring. Here it has become more true than

it was in Vinet's day, that '' never was the thought

of the future so present to all minds," that future
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which neither the Church nor the Christian thinker

must fear, under the Holy Spirit, to enter. Are

we not theological ancestors of them that shall all

too soon enter into our labours ? That Christian

theology lias a future—a future which will lie in

no mere lateral extension of its teachings, but in

a profounder spiritual insight into its truths and

their relations—we make no question. It cannot

but be so, since, as it has been said, '' our his-

torical inheritance of religion is richer in the

elements of moral truth and power than any

ever intrusted to any previous age": it cannot

but be that men will continue to think in a ra-

tional manner and in an orderly sequence, even

if they leave off to build up formal systems : it

cannot but be that, when every unfounded dog-

matism shall have been dissolved by the acid

of modern criticism, a fairer theology shall be

wrought of the purified residuum supplied by

modernised and scientific exegesis. A Christian

theology will always spring out of the Christian

religion : if there is a Christian religion of the

future, there will in the future be a Christian

theology, as certainly as trees will continue to

bear fruits. For Christian theology is no more
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than the scientific expression of the truths of the
\

Christian religion : it simply takes these truths

as they are implicitly presented in the spiritual

consciousness, and seeks, by an endeavour to

rationalise and interpret what is so presented,

to give unity and coherency to the whole.

Now, as we may be well assured that Chris-

tianity will remain— in more perfect form and

character in the future than the Christianity

that is ours—the religion of the future,^ still to

prove what Pfleiderer - calls its "unique supe-

riority " to all other religions, so Christian the-

ology will have its future in which to justify the

claims of the Christian religion to rationality,

and to assert itself as, in its theological exposition

and expression, " an intellectual system of the

universe." It was Faraday who said that in

knowledge that man only is to be contemned

who is not in a state of transition, and there is

like intellectual necessity—a necessity imposed

on the Church by the historic conditions of her

^ Vide A. Schweizer, in the closing paragraphs of his ' Die

Zukunft der Religion,' published at Leipzig in 1878. Also, Dr
Boyd Carpenter's Bampton Lectures, and the close of Dr Mathe-

son's ' Can the Old Faith live with the New? '

- Philosophy of Religion, vol. iv. p. 312.
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existence—for an}' theology that would escape

being justly contemned to hold the theologic

forms of truth in such transitionary moulds as

befit that Christian science whose office it is to

adapt the living principle of ancient dogmas to

the needs of an ever-changing modern culture.

In his own clear and forcible manner, Professor

Sabatier has lately said :
" Les formes dogma-

tiques commencent a vieillir du jour ou elles sont

consacrees. Au bout de quelques annees, elles

ont deja besoin d'une traduction et d'un com-

mentaire. Par le fait, d'une part, que I'Eglise

continue sa vie, ses experiences a travers les

siecles, et que la formule dogmatique, adoptee

un jour, reste stationnaire, il se produit incessa-

ment une sorte de rupture, un desaccord plus

ou moins ouvert entre cette formule et la con-

science de I'Eglise renouvelee. Qui done retablira

I'equilibre et I'harmonie ? Qui fera la conciliation

et la transition entre hier et aujourd'hui ? Qui

renouera la chaine entre les generations et les

siecles et maintiendra le dogme souple et malleable

en le retrempant sans cesse dans la vie chaude de

I'Eglise ? Qui fera la paix dans les communautes

et dans les esprits en faisant la lumiere ? Ne
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sera-ce pas cet enseignement de la dogmatique

dans la mesure meme ou cet enseignement re-

pondra a son ideal ? " 1 Wise prevision of the

future there must therefore be, a divining of what

the Christian theology of the near future will be

through our growing conceptions of what the ideal

Christian theology of the coming days should be,

and our deepening study of the forces and ten-

dencies at work in the theological movement of

the present. Our Christianity cannot attain to

conscious power without becoming prophetic, and

we do not think it is to indulge in gratuitous

prophecy to say that the future will more clearly
j

discern the non-exhaustive, non-final character of !

revelation which has been vouchsafed to meet our

present needs.

We say, then, that what the theology of the

future will be it is as impossible for us in any

full sense to foretell as it is not to attempt, de-

spite every consciousness of the limitations of our

theological prevision, in some of its features dimly

to forecast. We do not claim to have a theology

that lives merely by retrospect, as though en-

^ De la Vie Intime des Dogmes et de Leur Puissance D'Evolu-

tion, par A. Sabatier. Paris, 1890. Pp. 48, 49,
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feebled by age ; nor do we hoodwink reason, in

seeking to furnish this serviceable forecast to

faith, by forgetting what new elements beyond

our reckoning— things that 6eMV ev <yovvacn

Kelrai ^—may enter into the course of theology,

what changes of environment will accrue to truth,

and what bearings on theology truths may have

that yet lie all undiscovered ; but we seek to give

insight into present needs, and foresight into

future issues, their due place alongside reflection

on past history and experience. We see not one

' of the great Christian doctrines, whether the con-

ception of God, the doctrine of the Trinity, of

Inspiration, of Christ's Divinity, of the Atone-

ment, of Miracle, or, in fact, any other, which,

in newness of life, has not found change of form

in the recent, not remote, past ; and we cannot

doubt that the Christian theology of the future

also will know how to fashion for itself more

fruitful and flexible moulds, and to scoop out

new dogmatic grooves or channels into which it

may pour the currents of its thought for the

quickening and inspiration of the men of its own

time. The theologian who would not have his

^ Iliad, wii. 514.
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spiritual science deemed wholly unprogressive,

must make it his care to wipe out such reproach

as might otherwise be directed in the word,

—

Signa aiitem temporum non potestis scire.

That theology will not, we know, be the

theology of the present : based upon that, brought

forth by it presumably in its own image, but

still adapted to the needs and temper of a new

time, it will, as a result of development, not

discontinuity, be more spiritual as well as more

scientific, though not more final. It will be not

less influential than was the theology of the

past, while more sympathetic and humble, taking

its place among the sciences less as monarch than

mediator, and realising, through its mediating

and harmonising offices, a sweeter sovereignty

and a surer destiny than before. Its beginnings

shall be with man rather than with the First

Cause oT all things and the evidences of cosmical

contrivance ; with man as he is, conscious that

he is not an end in himself, but that, with will

so finite and limited, he is and must remain

dependent on a Supreme Will. The Christian

thought of the future will proceed less than

that of the past on the lines of showing adapta-
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tion and adjustment to ends in nature, and will,

with larger resource, present its Theistic phil-

osophy of the universe, with its rhythmic move-

ments of evolutions vast, in the highly complex

aspects and the cumulative grounds of its argu-

ment, purified of all mechanical traces, as the

strong implication and the sure appeasement of

the whole nature of man in his many-sided being,

so leaving far behind the irrational demand for a

rigorous deductive demonstration of the Being

of the God of Christian Theism. It will rely

less on such arguments as those from miracle and

prophecy, now less effective from an apologetic

standpoint, and will afford larger scope and func-

tion for the ethical argument or evidence, but we

do not believe that the activities of Christianised

intellect, however mindful that God iantum coguos-

citnr quantum diligiUiy, will,— as we have seen

sometimes hoped in recent German thought,

—

allow the arguments addressed to reason. Ener-

gising Reason the while retained as the ultimate

Ground of the universe, to be in any wise dis-

placed by arguments that arc distinctively moral,

and destined only to be complementary to ar-

guments of intellectual mould. It will receive.
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from the rigorous psychology of to-day, with

its analytic, historic, and genetic methods, larger

results bearing on the theological basis of the

future, and will obtain, from its growing study

of the epistemological problem (Erkenntmsslehrc,

Wissenschaftslchre)
,
greater light on the Agnosti-

cism of the future, of which it will yet more

searchingly demand reason for the unfaith that

may be in it. It will seek a sounder doctrine of

cognition than the Ritschlians, founding on Kant

and Lotze their theory of all religious cognitions as

judgments of value (Wcrthurtheile), by which things

are viewed in the light of their worth to us, and

not as they are " in themselves," have been able

to produce for the basis of the theological system,

but it will abjure the Ritschlian dependence of

theology on preliminary epistemological investiga-

tions, and will, without any indifference to epis-

temological problems, realise the immediate ne-

cessity under which it lies to be about its scientific

business. Founding on the ineradicable spiritual

instincts of man's nature as furnishing the subjec-

tive elements of religion, it will find in these an

impregnable basis for God—the God of revela-

tion. Father of the spirits of all fiesh— being
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necessary to us. No more will He be to us the

far-off Deity of Deism, but the immanent God

alike of Scripture and of science, the secret Force

of creation, the eternal Energy of the universe.

But, while the theology of the future will con-

tinue, with the theology of the present, to recog-

nise God as the immanent principle of all things,

it will seek to correct the exaggerated tendencies

of those who do not now see how deeply the doc-

trine of the divine immanence is grounded in that

of the divine transcendence, and will endeavour to

make its doctrine satisfying and complete in both

^directions. It will better perceive that, though we

are happily not called to choose between the two,

the divine transcendence is the more essential

truth — without w^hich the Christian religion

would not remain—though it is on the divine

immanence the needs of our times have called

for stress. It will exhibit, in higher light, the

thing of prime moment to be, not the merely

physical aspect of nearness which immanence

implies, but the moral nearness which is pledged

to us in the fact of personality, however

transcendent. It will rest, not on the old ab-

solute divine sovereignty nor on inscrutable
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divine plans or decrees, of which, with Faust, it

will say that it can nothing know, but, as it

ceases from a priori conceptions of Deity, on the

universal and declared love of the Living God.

It will gain, in its most philosophical thought,

broader and surer grounds for its Theistic beliefs,

without seeking admixture of pantheistic leaven,

mindful as it may remain of all it owes to modern

Pantheism.

From the direct and fearless appeal to man's

spiritual intuitions, it will, as a theology of love,

rise not alone to the Being but the Fatherhood

of God, as that objective relationship which finds

its corollary in the faith that evidences man's

sonship and his sense of the essential obligation

which is his to grow without limit into his heav-

enly Father's likeness. Its basis shall be laid in

this truer anthropolog}^, with its deeper, more ex-

plicit recognition of the divine imageship of the

race, derived from no a priori dogmatic system,

but founded on the study of the origin and the

growth of religion in man. It will, at the same

time, evince—it is already indeed evincing—an

eminently rational superiority in rebutting the

hackneyed and rather unillumined modern charges

L
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of Anthropomorphism, as these have come from

writers hke Spencer, whom Btichner has in his

turn charged with hke '' anthropomorphic disfig-

urement," and others, who do not see how entirely

they are in their own theories enclosed in anthro-

pomorphic meshes, and how much less anthropo-

morphic theology has in its idea of God actually

grown in this increasingly scientific age ; and, to

this it may be added, will display an augmented

power in dispersing the pious shadows of a

belauded but unsatisfying Cosmism. For, as

" it is indubitable that the human mind has

from the earliest times worshipped the reality

hidden behind phenomena, but consciously felt

in the heart, and has ascribed to it greater anal-

ogy with ideas than with matter or force," so it

is certain that the Christian thought of the future

will, on stronger grounds, present for man's ac-

ceptance the truly personal God of theism, free

from the imperfections and limitations with which

the clouded thought of man has continued to in-

vest His Personality.

No magnified abstractions, whether of the

universe or of humanity, will be able to satisfy

the Christian thought of the future any more
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than of the past : not in any storehouses of

future philosophy, and not in any repertories

of the science of the future, will any equivalent

for the personal God, that highest Reality which

is the universal demand of rational intuition, be

found. The Christian theology of the future will

be intuitional in character, sounding, by that in-

tuitive power or instinct of the divine which is

destined to work greater theological marvels, the

spiritual intuitions of the whole man, and rising

by degrees from these into the orbed truths of

Christian theology. Starting from the histori-

cal investigation and comparison of man's diverse

forms and modes of religion, it will set the

unique and supernatural character of Christian-

ity in juster, saner light, and, this done, will

acknowledge, with more light and sweetness,

how real and large remains the province of the

unknown that lies without the domain of fixed

dogmatic thought. Its theory of TheopneustiaQ

and its theory of the Canon it will ^;griously

modify, as demanded by the advances of Modern

Criticism, shaping the former more simply after

the spiritual content of the Scriptures, but also

searching out with more care and insight the/
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limitations of the fallible element or human factor,

so that Scripture credibility may be preserved, and

the latter with an absence of the old concern as

to questions of authorship, particularly, of course,

in the case of the Old Testament. Criticism will,

w^e believe, become a more helpful guide and a

more healthful corrective to the spiritual sense of

the future, and Scripture will continue to wield

its unsurpassed authoritative sway because of the

saving purpose that pervades it taken in whole,

and because of the residuum of permanent and

infallible truth that is found with self-evidencing

power in its many parts.

Pursuing, from Christocentric basis, as finding

its fundamental principle in the divine - human

personality of Jesus, the broad inductive methods

of historical and comparative investigation to

which we have already alluded, the Christian

theology of the future will lose in provincial

flavour and individualistic aspect, and grow,

through increasing interchange of the theological

mind, in international character and cosmopoli-

tan significance, which things, it should hardly

be necessary for us to say, do not mean that we

shall sacrifice individuality of thought or suffer
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break in the continuity of our own theological

developments, results of which there will some-

times be danger from an unthinking and too easy

receptiveness of foreign thought. It will seek to

breathe not alone the air of our ow^n age and

planet, but the breath of the spirit that fills eter-

nity and impels the universe. It is a surer hold

on positive truth, a firmer grasp of spiritual real-

ity, the theology of the future will seek, and thus

its teachings will so solidly rest on grounds that

need fear no scrutiny as to make it impossible for

men to mistake its living dogmas for mummies

or chimeras. When the misrepresentations that

still cleave to our theologic teachings shall have

quietly floated away, it may be that the things
]

surely believed by the Christian theology of the 1

future will be fewer than they are to-day, but the '

foundations of these shall have grown so firm and

broad as to know no trembling for their own

existence.

In method the theology of the future will be

speculative in the sense that it will rear the fabric

of its Christian speculation, massive and reverent,

on no airy foundation, but on the solid basis of

the material furnished to living Christian faith
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by revelation and history. It was Martensen who

said ^
:
" Christian speculative theology is,— I am

firmly convinced of it,—the only one that really

has a future. The present movement in theology

is no period in theology, but only a transient epi-

sode." The speculative method here adverted to,

in its necessity to theological progress, is, we need

hardly point out, to be wholly differentiated from

the purely speculative fashion of thoroughgoing

rationalism, and " the future " of which we speak

is to be distinguished from that simply of nu-

merical adherence, since theological truth has

worth of itself not to be measured by numbers

or names. The reconciliation of modern know-

ledge and faith, of science and religion, of natural

civilisation and Christianity, will be fully com-

passed only as all the external facts furnished

by nature, revelation, and history are reduced

to living unity in the inmost consciousness of

Christianised man. It is this which a true spec-

1 Vide Biiefwechsel Zwisclien H. L. Martensen und I. A. Doiner,

Band ii. S. 6y :
" Die Christliche speculative Theologie ist—davon

bin ich fast iiberzeugt^— die einzigc, die wirklich eine Zukunft

hat. Das jetzige theologisclie Treiben ist keine Periode in der

Theologie, sondern nur eine voiubergehende Episode." Berlin,

1888.
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ulative method in Christian theology essays to

effect, and that in no empirical fashion, but in

a methodical and thoroughly scientific manner.

That its presupposition of more than the nega-

tive attitude which sees ah extra in the Christian

contents only so much reasoning and evidence,

that its assumption of specific Christian experi-

ence on the part of its scientific investigators,

leaves Christian theology with no empirical taint,

should be obvious to every one who reflects on

the like necessity of specific experience to the

scientific investigators in geology, biology, and

physics, and on the unquestioned fact that the-

ology, while perceiving more truly how disastrous

must be the divorce of the dialectic process from

the light of love, never more clearl}^ foresaw the

dissolution that awaits itself, should it unduly

follow the light of mere experience.

The Christian thought of the future shall be

enriched by experience, in a broad sense as

catholic Christian experience, free from the

peculiarities to which subjective individual ex-

perience is prone, with elements at once more

solid and more spiritual, and furnished by it with

larger inductions from that intangible realm of
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fact that lies within the sphere of consciousness,

even though the experiential element remain, as

it will remain, but a subordinate one. The

scientific process outruns the realm of sub-

jectivity, that it may recognise in their inde-

pendence and divine essential truth the whole

contents of objective Christianity, and make them

its own in a growing scientific apprehension. A

real organic unity will, more than ever before,

belong to Christian theology in the future, through

Christ, the distinctive element in Christianity

itself, being more truly recognised as the unify-

ing principle and living historic centre of theo-

logical thought, and through His having a larger

place assigned Him as its Mittclbegriff or " middle

term," as Nitzsch ^ styled it, in \\yiom, without

the doctrine of His Person of necessity standing

first in the treatment of Christian thought, our

thoughts of man and God meet and are har-

monised. Christian thought feels the need to

do its own thinking in this present time and the

difficulty of reading the future, but it feels assured

that the best and wisest thought of the com-

ing days will seek a more vital synthesis of the

^ System del" Cluistlichen Lchic, § 56.
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written with the personal Word, Who is the

original Source of our objective knowledge of

God, and will assign a larger place to Christ

than theology has been wont, and will seek to

subdue mind unto Him, as Head and Fulfiller

of all,—a finality for us because in Him all

things are summed up and the Father found,

—

not to win it to mere formulas of an esoteric

science.

So far as may be anticipated at present, no

questions, if we may judge from the Christo-

logical trend of the thought and inquiry of our

time, will concentrate more of the attention of

the theology of the future than those which re-

late to the Person of Christ, despite the " noxious

exaggeration " with which, in Emerson's view,

Christendom has already dwelt upon this theme.

Its stress will still be— for just here lies for it

scientific possibility— on the historical Christ,

Who will form its starting-point, Whose divine-

human Person will have guiding light and regu-

lative force for the formation of all its doctrines,

and Who will form for it also the end and goal of

revelation. In its study of the Person of Christ,

it will wisely seek, not to rest in, but to rise from.
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the conception of His manhood to that of His

Godhead, so that the modern tendency to allow

His Divinity to remain obscured may be tran-

scended. The Christian thought of the coming

time will, notwithstanding the Ritschlian indiffer-

ence to Christ's present relations to the Church,

concentrate itself more around the universal and

eternal Priesthood of Jesus, for it will realise

more profoundly that not only upon our Lord's

great Atonement in the past, but also upon His

undying Priesthood, exercised in living love as

the exalted World-Redeemer, must the temple of

man's true life in the present be built. Person-

ality, as the point of contact between God and

man, will play a larger part in that theology, un-

daunted by such endeavours as that of Bieder-

mann^ to resolve it into the category of the

unreal : it is in the sphere of personality, pro-

foundest of mysteries yet most real of facts, that

its doctrines will be revealed in power to man :

in this sphere that it will press beyond the

Ritschlian view of love as the primary concep-

tion of Deity, and will hold to personality as a

conception prior to love : in the same sphere

^ Ijledcrniann, Chiistliclic Dogniatik, in loco.
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that man will be brought into saving and sanc-

tifying contact with the active Personality of

Christ ; and we judge it may be safely averred

that the whole personality of man, volition,

thought, and sentiment, will actively participate

in the shaping of the future statements of

Christian faith and reflection.

As on that of personality, so also on the

problem of freedom, which the nature-philoso-

phers and certain other objectors have been, as

touching its actuality, pleased in recent days to

impugn, it will have much to say, for it will be

true of it, Sie filhrt ticf hincin in die schwierigcn

Untcrsuclmngen ilhcr die menschliche Freiheit.

On the question of Atonement, in the fact of

which we have august illustration of the close-

ness of the union between humanity and the

Son of God, it will cast fresh light by its fuller

apprehension of the basal fact of the solidarity

of mankind, as realised in Christ, the living

Head of humanity, in Whom the race finds

unity of redemptive efficacy, as that fact, with

its closely woven web of obligations, looms into

larger view.

Of that coming time it will be true, in fuller
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sense than when Biedermann wrote, that "the

Christian rehgion will be the redemption of the

natural man out of his disunion with God into

freedom in God through the full revelation of

God's grace in Jesus Christ, the Object of its

faith." ^ And that coming Christianity, with

its more deeply marked humanitarianism, will,

in its wise endeavour to combine the social

forces and the speculative elements of faith, lay

profounder emphasis on the new spiritual con-

stitution of humanity given in the world-em-

bracing kingdom founded by Christ, the king-

dom of heaven with upward-drawing power for

humanity, with service for its law and brother-

hood as its ideal, for it will, in its theological

expression, no more cast an indifferent eye on

social science. The theology of the future will,

in these more factual and less verbal methods

of proof, carry forward the present movement

towards the real and the concrete, towards the

historical and the spiritual, and, in the mas-

1 liiedermann, Christliche Dogmalik, S. 131, and § 113: "Die

Christliche Religion will die Erlosung des natiirlichen Menscheu

aus scinem Zwiespalt mit Gott zur Freiheit in Gott durch die voile

Gnadenoffenbarung Gottes, die sie in Jesu Chiisto zu ihrcni Glaub-

cnsobject liat, sein." Zurich.
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terful grasp of its conceptions in their practical

developments, it will not be able to rest in arid

rationalism and inflexible dogmatism, nor, in

fact, in any ground short of a synthesis, such as

its own age will demand, in which reason, his-

tory, and experience, shall be duly represented.

When that synthesis shall have been reached, it

will be found that the central place and prim-

ordial worth, in creation, in revelation, and in

the completed kingdom of God, belong to the

Person of Christ, in conformity with Whose

image, and in compliance with Whose teaching,

the pathway of all progress lies.

The notion that has recently found favour with

some in Germany, and in Britain also, which in

substance is, that the Christian theology of the

future will resolve itself into a purely undogmatic

form of Christianity, we, keeping in view the

supernatural facts and implicit dogmas of the

Christian faith, take to be founded on no firmer

base than illusion, readily as we may acknow-

ledge dass der Glanhc das Erste, Originalc, Unwan-

delbare, die Lehre das Zwcitc, Abgeleitete, Verdndcr-

liche set, and that diese Aufgabe, Ichendigcn Glaiihcn

an den lebendigen Chvistus zu pflanzen, stcJit an
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Wichtigkcit wahrlich hcincr andercn nacli} The

needs of the religious sentiment ma}^ surely in

the future be met without thought being re-

pressed : however religious faith may be, there

must live in it rational thought, and such ani-

mating thought will find for itself expression in

theologic form. The form will bear the stamp of

its own time, determined by the living principle

that shapes the form after modern needs and

yet ensures that the essential Content, spiritual

and divine, be preserved. The historic continuity

of organic life will be maintained through all the

changes to which, in the natural and necessary

evolutions of Christian dogma, the theological

organism will be subject : religion, as a real

historic magnitude, will draw Christian thought

more surely to the historic disciplines, with their

atmosphere of fact, not theory, and their evolu-

tional points of view : the hyper-historic tendency

that has in recent years decried the metaphysical

elements presupposed in Christian theology will

have its one-sidedness corrected in the interests of

^ Otto Drcycr, UiuU)i;matischcs Chiislcnlhum. Ijiaunschwciij,

iS88. Vide S. 8j, 77.
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historic revelation itself: the dream of a psycho-

logically possible non-dogmatic Christianity will

be dispelled before the historico-dogmatic forces

of the future, and the claims of scientific thought

will be recognised in the rh}'thm of growth as

well as the demands of the religious sentiment

be satisfied.

The theology, like the science, of the future

will base its positions on oft-renewed observation

and ever-extended experience, for it will certainly

hold that facts wdthin the theological domain

admit not less of true observation and scientific

result than do the facts of nature, and, by per-

petual recurrence to historical and spiritual fact,

it will, with scientific rigour and under laws of

rational insight, subject its theological theories

to progressive and unceasing verification, appro-

priate in kind to the peculiar nature of the facts

with w^hich it has to do.

Conspicuous among the features of that recon-

structed theology will be its wiser adjustment of

the relations of naturalism and supernaturalism,

so that fuller justice shall be done to the claims

of both, and their perfect reconciliation sought.
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It will be sought through the theology of the

future recognising the natural as the theology

of the past has not done, while also modifying

the exaggerated significance w^hich it is the

danger of science to attribute to the natural

;

through its pressing behind the natural into the

arcana of the supernatural, and below the physical

to the hidden fundamcnta of reality w^hich is

spiritual, proceeding on the supposition, to use

a late phrase, dass inmitten dcv natiirlichcn Welt

eine andcre gcistliche Schopfung, aus dcm Erlosungs-

ratschluss staininend, sich dtirchsetzc ; and through

its rectifying the sphere and scope of the super-

natural, that it may retain and enforce the super-

natural, and that as no foreign, partial thing, but

even " the natural more and more supernatural,"

as Carlyle said to him it seemed, in ways where-

by the interpenetration of these twain in their

higher unity, as the complete manifestation of

the Absolute Reason, shall be better seen. This

will be no small gain to the theology of the

future, since *'
it is not to be forgotten that

to - day the most serious dangers threaten re-

ligious faith from the side of natural science

—

dangers which assuredly will not be averted by
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being ignored, while it is thought possible to

rescue faith in the realm of ideal feeling and to

leave the realm of reality to unbelief."^

For our own part, we venture to think that no

one who knows what transforming effects the

results of modern scientific investigation and

knowledge, astronomic and terrestrial, have had

upon our world - conceptions, and what trans-

forming influences the advances of recent critical

inquiries have had on the view taken by theology

of the Scriptures, can fail to feel how far from

easy, even on the new changed grounds, such

a faith as that of our former theology in the

miraculous and the supernatural must be for the

theology of the future. But we record at the

same time our well - grounded confidence that

when the soul, insphered in the vast system of

inexorable law, comes to reassert its sovereignty,

to hearken to the voice of its own deepest, most

spiritual intuitions, and to summon to its aid the

God Whose relations to it in His Divine Person-

ality are no more remote and inconsequential,

but assume bold historic form and reality over

against the certainties of physical science, it

1 O. Pfleiderer.

M
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will present the world with a more adequate ra-

tional expression than any that has yet been seen

of the spiritual bases on which its thought se-

curely rests, such bases lying for us in unex-

plored deeps and resources of personality, Divine

and human.

The theology of the future will carry clearer

currents of those Eschatological teachings which,

it must still be said, nicht bloss nnverstande7i geblie-

hen, sondern missverstanden sind,^ and will, in re-

spect of man's temporal probation, more forcibly

exhibit a theodicy in which destiny shall be re-

Cuo> /£>»'ttlgarded as determined by character rather than

^!J'^i&'^y death, in accordance with the slowly shaped

' law of man's own spiritual being within the sphere

of free-will, and under condition of an adequate

probation, as this last shall of God, Father of all

the aeons, be determined. It will also emphasise

the fact of man's progress in wisdom and in good-

ness after death in the intermediate state, with

its spiritual ministries ; and its stress upon the

resurrection of the body will not be as upon a

detached, uncaused event, but only as upon a res-

^ Dorner's Gesammelte Schriften, S. 17. Berlin, 1SS3.
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urrection in, with, and unto Christ, Who shall

therein raise us up in the beautiful, spirit-

ual, incorruptible body of perfectness and of

promise. Its utterance as to final judgment

will bear an accent of conviction of its in-

trinsic equity rather than of its exterior de-

claration, and its whole eschatological teachings

will be developed with larger reference to the

ever progressive realisation of the world-purpose

of Divine paternal love, towards which, in its

unified fulfilment, the world in its teleological

movement tends.

We are not without confidence in affirming

that the theology of the future, while maintain-

ing the independence of theological thought, will

nobly evince the disposition to be of service to

the Church of the future, of which it will ask

only more trust and love and freedom, in putting

within her reach such enlarging and enlightening

apprehensions and presentations of the divine

truth as shall strengthen the Church in her con-

flict with the powers of darkness and evil and in

her endeavours to realise her super-earthly char-

acter, and shall bring to her faith ultimate gain
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for any losses she may suffer in matters of dog-

matic form. And the Church of the future, re-

laxing none of her practical functions in the

winning of souls and making their KXrjai^; effec-

tual, their eKkoji) sure, and in impressing upon

the world the absolutely universal character of

the Kingdom of God as rightfully claiming all

men, must in her turn be more swift to bear

in mind that she has a theological interest, not

less, but more, vital and important than all that

goes to form what she may regard as her most

real religious interest, because ultimately condi-

tioning for her all religious issues, and determin-

ing the direction of all practical activities, with

which last the aims of theological activity are

really consonant. We feel, as the vision of this

vast undertaking on the part of the theology of

the future rises before us, that nothing but a

large and inspiring faith will suffice to sustain

in us the enthusiasm needed for such self-dis-

cipline, and devotion to truth and spiritual dis-

covery, as may and should become ours ; and

that nothing but such a living faith will seek

and strive after a theology which shall gather
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together in one all our broken scattered unities

of thought and life, which shall treasure every

tribute of reason, sense, and intuition, and suffuse

them with divinest light.

Such a theology will be the Christian theology

of the future, of which we are, in closing these

theological studies, content to say :
" Aber eine

Theologie brauchen wir, die aus dem lebendigen

evangelischen Glauben geboren einem Baume

gleicht, der in seiner harmonischen Ausgestaltung

Ausdruck ist der Triebkraft, woraus er stammt,

einem Baume, dessen Aste und Zweige bis in

ihre letzten Auslaufer durchdrungen sind von

dem Lebenssafte, der aus der Wurzel des Glau-

bens emporquillt." ^ Only, as touching this root

of faith, let it always be remembered that such

living faith as that whereof we have spoken is

so rooted in the soil of universal reason as that

the fact may never be obscured that no real

antithesis exists between the faith that seizes

and the reason that sanctions and scientifically

verifies ; and that theology, progressive in spirit,

^ From Glaube und Theologie, S. 26, in Frank's Dogmatische

Studien. Erlangen und Leipzig, 1892.
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upward in trend, and encyclopaedic in range,

still presses on towards a synthesis of reason

and faith — a synthesis which the spiritual

reason alone can make — that shall be more

satisfying and complete than any which has yet

been reached.

THE END.
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Berkeley, by Professor Campbell
i

London.—Hume, by the Editor.—Spinoza,
Eraser, Edinburgh.-Fichte, by Professor

i

by the Very Rev. Principal Caird, Glasgow.
Adarason, Owens College, Manchester.—

|

—Bacon : Part I. The Life by Professor

Kant, by Professor Wallace, Oxford.— Nichol, Glasgow.—Bacon : Part IL Philo-

Hamilton, by Professor Veitch, Glasgow, sophy, by the same Author.—Locke, by
— Hegel, by Professor Edward Caird, Professor Campbell Eraser, Edinburgh.
Glasgow.

—

Leibniz, by J. Theodore Merz.

Mill, . . . In preparation.

FOREIGN CLASSICS FOR ENGLISH READERS.
Edited by Mrs OLIPHANT.

In crowu 8vo, 2s. 6d.

Contents of the Series.

Dante, by the Editor.

—

Voltaire, by
General Sir E. B. Hamley, K.C.B.
— Pascal, by Principal Tulloch.—Pet-
rarch, by Henry Reeve, C.B.

—

Goethe,
By A. Hayvvard, Q.C.

—

Moliere, by the
Editor and F. Tarver, M. A.—Montaigne,
by Rev. W. L. Collins, M.A —Rabelais,
by Walter Besant, M.A.—Calderon, by
E. J. Hasell.

—

Saint Simon, by Clifton

W. Collins, M.A.

—

Cervantes, by the

Editor. — Corneille and Racine, by
Henry M. TroUope. — Madame de
Sevigne, by Miss Thackeray.—La Fon-
taine, AND OTHER FRENCH FABULISTS,
by Rev. W. Lucas Collins, M.A.

—

Schil-
ler, by James Sime, M.A., Author of
'Lessmg, his Life and Writings.'

—

Tasso,
by E. J. Hasell.—Rousseau, by Henry
Grey Graham.—Alfred de Musset, by
C. F. Oliphant.

In preparation.

Leopardi. By the Editor.

Now Complete,

ANCIENT CLASSICS FOR ENGLISH READERS.
Edited by the Rev. W. LUCAS COLLINS, M.A.

Complete in 28 Vols, crown Svo, cloth, price 2s. 6d. each. And may also be had in

14 Volumes, strongly and neatly bound, with calf or vellum back, £2^ los.

Contents of the Series.

Homer: The Iliad, by the Editor.— j
Terence, by the Editor.—The Commen-

HoMEK : The Odyssey, by the Editor.— taries of C^sar, by Anthony TroUope.
Herodotus, by George C. Swayne, M.A. -Tacitus, by W. B. Donne.—Cicero, by
Xenophon, by Sir Alexander Grant, Bart., the Editor.—Pliny's Letters, by the

LL.D.—Euripides, by W. B. Donne.—
Aristophanes, by the Editor.—Plato, by
Clifton W. Collins, M. A.— Lucian, by the

Editor.— ^scHYLUs, by the Right Rev.

the Bishop of Colombo.—Sophocles, by
Clifton W. Collins, M.A.—Hesiod and
Theoonis, by tlie Rev. J. Davies, M.A.—
Greek Anthology, by Lord Neaves

Rev. Alfred Church, M.A., and the Rev.
W. J. Brodribb, M.A.—Livy, by the
Editor.—Ovid, by the Rev. A. Church,
M.A.—Catullus, Tibullus, and Pro-
pertius, by the Rev. Jas. Davies, M.A.
— Demosthenes, by the Rev. W. J.
Brodribb, M. A.—Aristotle, by Sir Alex-
ander Grant, Bart., LL.D.

—

Tuucydides,
Virgil, by the Editor.—Horace, by Sir by the Editor.—Lucretius ,

by W. H.
Theodore Martin, K.C.B.—Juvenal, by

|

Mallock. M.A.—Pindar, by the Rev. F.

Edward Walford, M.A. — Plautus and
I
D. Morice, M. A.

Saturday Review.—"It is difficult to estimate too highly the value of such a series

as this in giving 'English readers' an insight, exact as far as it goes, into those

olden times which are so remote, and yet to many of us so close."
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ALISON. History of Europe. By Sir Archibald Alison, Bart.,
D.C.L.

1. From the Commencement of the French Revolution to the
Battle of Waterloo.

Library Edition, 14 vols., with Portraits. Demy 8vo, ;^io, los.
Another Edition, in 20 vols, crown 8vo, £6.
People's Edition, 13 vols, crown 8vo, £2, iis.

2. Continuation to the Accession of Louis Napoleon.
Library Edition, 8 vols. 8vo, £6, ys. 6d.

People's Edition, 8 vols, crown 8vo, 34s.

3. Epitome of Alison's History of Europe. Twenty -ninth
Thousand, 7s. 6d.

4. Atlas to Alison's History of Europe. By A. Keith Johnston.
Library Edition, demy 4to, £2, 3s.

People's Edition, 31s. 6d.

Life of John Duke of Marlborough. With some Account
of his Contemporaries, and of the War of the Succession. Third Edition.
2 vols. 8vo. Portraits and Maps, 30s.

Essays : Historical, Political, and Miscellaneous. 3 vols.
demy 8vo, 4qs.

ACTA SANCTORUM HIBERNI^ ; Ex Codice Salmanticensi.
Nunc primuni integre edita opera Caroli de Smedt et Josephi de Backer,
e Soc. Jesu, Hagiographorura Bollandianorum ; Auctore etSumptus Largiente
Joanne Patricio Marchione Bothae. In One handsome 4to Volume, bound
In half roxburghe, £2, 2s. ; in paper wrapper, 31s. 6d.

AIKMAN. Soils and Manures. By C. M. Airman, B.Sc, &c., Lec-
tui-er on Agricultural Chemistry, West of Scotland Technical College. Cr. 8vo.

Farmyard Manure : Its Nature, Composition, and Treatment.
Crown 8vo.

AIRD. Poetical Works of Thomas Aird. Fifth Edition, with
Memoir of the Author by the Rev. Jardine Wallace, and Portrait.
Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

ALLARDYCE. The City of Sunshine. By Alexander Allar-
dyce. Three vols, post 8vo, £1, 5s. 6d.

Memoir of the Honourable George Keith Elphinstone,
K.B., Viscount Keith of Stonehaven, Marischal, Admiral of the Red. 8vo,
with Portrait, Illustrations, and Maps, 21s.

ALMOND. Sermons by a Lay Head-master. By Hely Hutchin-
son Almond, M.A. Oxon. , Head-master of Loretto School. Crown 8vo, 53.

ANCIENT CLASSICS FOR ENGLISH READERS. Edited by
Rev. W. Lucas Collins, M.A. Price 2s. 6d. each. For list of Vols., seepage 2.

AYTOUN. Lays of the Scottish Cavaliers, and other Poems. By
W. Edmondstoune Aytoun, D.C.L., Professor of Rhetoric and Belles-Lettres
in the University of Edinburgh. New Edition. Fcap. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Another Edition. Fcap. 8vo, 7s. 6d, Cheap Edition, is. Cloth, is. 3d.

An Illustrated Edition of the Lays of the Scottish Cavaliers.
From designs by Sir Noel Paton. Small 4to, in gilt cloth, 21s.

Bothwell : a Poem. Third Edition. Fcap. 7s. 6d.

Poems and Ballads of Goethe. Translated by Professor
Aytoun and Sir Theodore Martin, K.C.B. Third Edition. Fcap., 6s.
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AYTOUN. Bon Gaultier's Book of Ballads. BytheSAME. Fifteenth
Edition. With Illustrations by Doyle, Leech, and Crowquill. Fcap. 8vo, 5s.

The Ballads of Scotland. Edited by Professor Aytoun.
Fourth Edition. 2 vols. fcap. 8vo, 12s.

Memoir of William E. Aytoun, D.C.L. By Sir Theodore
Martin, K.C.B. With Portrait. Post 8vo, 12s.

BACH. On Musical Education and Vocal Culture. By Albert
B. Bach. Fourth Edition. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

The Principles of Singing. A Practical Guide for Vocalists
and Teachers. With Course of Vocal Exercises. Crown 8vo, 6s.

The Art of Singing. With Musical Exercises for Young
People. Crown Svo, 3s.

The Art Ballad : Loewe and Schubert. With Music Illus-

trations. With a Portrait of Loewe, Third Edition. Small 4to. ss.

BALLADS AND POEMS. By Members of the Glasgow
Ballad Club. Crown Svo, 7s. 6d

BANNATYNE. Handbook of Kepublican Institutions in the
United States of America. Based upon Federal and State Laws, and other
reliable sources of int'ormation. By Duoald J. Bannatyne, Scotch Solicitor,

New York ; Member of the Faculty of Procurators, Glasgow. Cr. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

BELLAIRS. The Transvaal War, 1880-81. Edited by Lady Bel-
LAIRS. With a Frontispiece and Map. 8vo, 15s.

Gossips with Girls and Maidens, Betrothed and Free.
New Edition. Crown Svo, 3s. 6d. Cloth, extra gilt edges, 5s.

BESANT. The Revolt of Man. By Walter Besant, M.A.
Ninth Edition. Crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

Readings in Rabelais. Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

BEVERIDGE. Culross and Tulliallan; or Perthshire on Forth. It
History and Antiquities. With Elucidations of Scottish Life and Character
from the Burgh and Kirk-Session Records of that District. By David
Beveridge. 2 vols. Svo, with Illustrations, 42s.

Between the Ochils and the Forth ; or. From Stirling
Bridge to Aberdour. Crown Svo, 6s.

BLACK. Heligoland and the Islands of the North Sea. By
William George Black. Crown Svo, 4s.

BLACKIE. Lays and Legends of Ancient Greece. By John
Stuart Blackie, Emeritus Professor of Greek in the University of Edin-
burgh. Second Edition. Fcap. Svo. 5s.

The Wisdom of Goethe. Fcap. Svo. Cloth, extra gilt, 6s.

Scottish Song : Its Wealth, Wisdom, and Social Signifi-
cance. Crown Svo. With Music. 7s. 6d.

A Song of Heroes. Crown Svo, 6s.

BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE, from Commencement in 1S17 to
April 1892. Nos. T to 918, forming 150 Volumes.

Index to Blackwood's Magazine. Vols, i to 50. Svo, 15s.

BLACKWOOD. Tales from Blackwood. Price One Shilling each,
in Paper Cover. Sold separately at all Railway Book.stalls.

They may also be had bound in cloth, iSs., and in halt calf, richly gilt, 30s.

Or 12 volumes in 6. roxburphe, 21s , and haK red morocco. 28s.

Tales from Blackwood. New Series. Complete in Twenty-
four Shilling Parts. Handsomely bound in 12 vols., cloth. 30s. Tn leather
back, roxburche style. 37s. 6d. In half calf. eilt. <;2S 6d. In half mnrorcn. 55s.

Tales from Blackwood, Third Seiies, Complete in 6
vols. Handsomely bound in cloth. 15R. ; or in 12 vols. i8s. Bound in rox>iurghe,
21S. Half calf, 25s Half morocco, 28s. Al.'^o in 12 i^nrts, pricp is. each.

Travel, Adventure, and Sport, From * Blackwood's
Magazine.' Uniform with 'Tales from Blackwood.' In Twelve Parts, each
price IS. Or handsomely bound in 6 vols., 15s. Half calf, 25s.



WILLIAM BLACKWOOD AND SONS.

BLACKWOOD. New Uniform Series of Three-and-Sixpenny Novels
(Copj'right). Crown 8vo, cloth. Now ready :—

Reata. By K. D. Gerard.
Beguak my Neighbour. By the Same.
The Waters of Hercules. By the Same.
Sons and Daughters. By Mrs Oliphant.
Fair to See. By L. W. M. Lockhart.
The Revolt of Man. By Walter Be.sant.
Mine is Thine. By L. W. M. Lockhart.
Altiora Peto. By Laurence Oliphant
Doubles and Quits. By L. W. M. Lockhart
Lady Baby. By D. Gerard.

HuRKiSH. By the Hon. Emily Lawless.
The Blacksmith of Voe. By Paul

Cusliing.
The Dilemma. By the Author of 'The

Battle of Dorking.'
My Trivial Life and Misfortune. By
A Plain Wonian.

Poor Nellie. By the Same.
Piccadilly. By Laurence Oliphant. With

Illustrations.
Others In preparation.

Standard Novels. Uniform in size and legibly Printed.
Each Novel complete in one volume.

FLORIN SERIES, Illustrated Boards. Or in New Cloth Binding, as. 6d.
Tom Cringle's Log. By Michael Scott
The Cruise of the Midge. By the Same
Cyril Thornton. By Captain Hamilton
Annals of the Parish. By John Gait.
The Provost, &c. By John Gait.

Sir Andrew Wylie. By John Gait.
The Entail. By John Gait.

Miss Molly. By Beatrice May Butt.
Reginald Dalton. By J. G. Lockhart.

Pen Owen. By Dean Hook.
Adam Blair, By J. G, Lockhart.
Lady Lee's Widowhood. By General

Sir E. B. Hamley.
Salem Chapel. By Mrs Oliphant.
The Perpetual Curate. By Mrs Oli-

phant.
Miss Marjoribanks. By Mrs Oliphant.
John : A Love Story. By Mrs Oliphant.

SHILLING SERIES, Illustrated Cover. Or in New Cloth Binding, is. 6d.
The Rector, and The Doctor's Family,
By Mrs Oliphant.

The Life of Mansie Wauch. By D. M.
Moir.

Sir Frizzle Pumpkin, Nights at Mess
&c.

The Subaltern.
Life IN the Far West. By G. F. Ruxton.

Peninsular Scenes and Sketches. By
j

Valerius : A Roman Story. By J. G.
F. Hardman. Lockhart.

BLACKMORE. The Maid of Sker. By E. D. Blackmore, Author
of ' Lorna Doone,' &c. New Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s.

BLAIR. History of the Catholic Church of Scotland. From the
Introduction of Christianity to the Present Day. By Alphons Bellesheim,
D.D., Canon of Aix-la-Chapelle. Translated, with Notes and Additions, by
D. Oswald Hunter Blair, O.S.B., Monk of Fort Augustus. Complete in
4 vols, demy 8vo, with Maps. Price 12s. 6d. eacli.

BONNA R. Biographical Sketch of George Meikle Kemp, Architect
of the Scott Monument, Edinburgh. By Thomas Bonnar, F.S.A. Scot.,
Author of ' The Present Art Revival,' ' The Past of Art in Scotland,' ' Sugges-
tions for the Picturesque of Interiors,' &c. With Three Portraits and numerous
Illustrations. In One Volume, post 8vo.

BOSCOBEL TRACTS. Relating to the Escape of Charles the
Second after the Battle of Worcester, and his subsequent Adventures. Edited
by J. Hughes, Esq., A.M. A New Edition, with additional Notes and Illus-
trations, including Communications from the Rev. R. H. Barham, Author of
the ' Ingoldsbv Legends.' 8vo, with Engravings, t6s.

BROUGHAM. Memoirs of the Life and Times of Henry Lord
Brougham. Written by Himself. 3 vols. 8vo, £2, 8s. The Volumes are sold
separately, price i6s. each.

BROWN. The Forester : A Practical Treatise on the Planting,
Rearing, and General Management of Forest-trees. By James Brown, LL.D.,
Inspector of and Reporter on Woods and Forests. Fiifth Edition, revised and
enlarged. Royal Bvo, with Engravings, 36s.

BROWN. A Manual of Botany, Anatomical and Physiological.
For the Use of Students. By Robert Brown, M.A., Ph.D. Crown 8vo, with
numerous Illustrations, 12s. 6d.

BRUCE. In Clover and Heather. Poems by Wallace Bruce.
New and Enlarged Edition. Crown 8vo, 4s. 6d.

A limited nuviher 0/ Copies of the First Edition, on large hnnd-made paper, iss. 6d.

BRYDALL. Art in Scotland ; its Origin and Progress. By Robert
Brydall Master of St George's Art School of Glasgow. 8vo, 12s. 6d.



LIST OF BOOKS PUBLISHED BY

BUCHAN. Introductory Text-Book of Meteorology. By Alex-
ander BuciiAN, M.A., F.R.S.E,, Secretary of the Scottish Meteorological

Society, &c. Crown 8vo, with 8 Coloured Charts and Engravin<,'S, 4s. 6d.

BUCHANAN. The Sliire Highlands (East Central Africa). By
John Buchanan, Planter at Zoniba. Crown 8vo, 5s.

BURBIDGE. Domestic Floriculture, Window Gardening, and
Floral Decorations. Being practical directions for the Proi^agation, Culture,

and Arrangement of Plants and Flowers as Domestic Ornaments. By F. W.
BuRBiDGE. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. with numerous Illustrations, 7s. 6d.

Cultivated Plants : Their Propagation and Improvement.
Including Natural and Artificial Hybridisation, Raising from Seed, Cuttings,

and Layers, Grafting and Budding, as applied to the Families and Genera in

Cultivation. Crown 8vo, with numerous Illustrations, 12s. 6d.

BURTON. The History of Scotland : From Agricola's Invasion to
the Extinction of the last Jacobite Insurrection. By John Hill Burton,
D.C.L., Historiographer-Royal for Scotland, New and Enlarged Edition.
8 vols., and Index. Crown 8vo, ^3, 3s.

History of the British Empire during the Keign of Queen
Anne. In 3 vols. 8vo. 36s.

The Scot Abroad. Third Edition. Crown 8vo, los. 6d.

The Book-Hunter. New Edition. With Portrait. Crown
8vo, 7S. 6d.

BUTE. The Roman Breviary : Reformed by Order of the Holy
(Ecumenical Council of Trent; Published by Order of Pope St Pius V.; and
Revised by Clement VIII. and Urban VIII.; together with the Offices since
granted. Translated out of Latin into English by John, Marquess of Bute,
K.T. In 2 vols, crown 8vo, cloth boards, edges uncut, ^z, 2s.

The Altus of St Columba. With a Prose Paraphrase and
Notes. In paper cover, 2s. 6d.

BUTLER. Pompeii : Descriptive and Picturesque. By W.
Butler. Post Svo, 5s.

BUTT. Miss Molly. By Beatrice May Butt. Cheap Edition, 2s.

Ingelheim. A Novel. 3 vols, crown Svo, 25s. 6d.

Eugenie. Crown Svo, 6s. 6d.

Elizabeth, and Other Sketches. Crown Svo, 6s.

Novels. New and Qniform Edition. Crown Svo, each 2s. 6d.

Delicia. Novo re

CAIRD. Sermons. By John Caird, D.D., Principal of the Uni-
versity of Glasgow. Sixteenth Thousand. Fcap. 8vo, 5s.

Religion in Common Life. A Sermon preached in Crathie
Church, October 14, 1855, before Her Majesty the Queen and Prince Albert.
Published by Her Majesty's Command. Cheap Edition, 3d.

CALDER, Chaucer's Canterbury Pilgrimage. Epitomised by
William Calder. Witli Photograviire of the Pilgrimage Company, and other
Illustrations, Glossary, &c. Crown 8vo, 4s.

CAMPBELL. Critical Studies in St Luke's Gospel : Its Demonology
and Ebionitism. By Colin Campbell, B D., Minister of the Parish of Dun-
dee, formerly Scholar and FeUow of Glasgow University. Author of the 'Three
First Gospels in Greek, arranged in parallel columns. Post Svo, 7s. 6d.

CAMPBELL. Sermons Preached before the Queen at Balmoral.
By the Rev. A. A. Campbell, Minister of Crathie. Published by Command
of Her Majesty. Crown Svo, 4s. 6d.

CAMPBELL. Records of Argyll. Legends, Traditions, and Re-
collections of Argyllshire Higlilanders, collected chiefly from the Gaelic.
With Notes on the Antiquity of the Dress, Clan Colours or Tartans of the
Highlanders. By Lord Archibald Campbell. Illustrated with Nineteen
full-page Etchings. 4to, printed on hand-made pai)er, £,i, 3s.

CANTON. A Lost Epic, and other Poems. By William Canton.
Crown Svo, 5s.
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CARRICK. Koumiss ; or, Fermented Mare's Milk : and its Uses
in the Treatment and Cure of Pulmonary Consumption, and other Wasting
Diseases. With an Appendix on the best Methods ol Fermenting Cow's Milk.
By George L. Carrick, M.D., L.R.C.S.E. and L.R.C.P.E., Physician to the
British Embassy, St Petersburg, &c. Crown 8vo, los. 6d.

CARSTAIRS. British Work in India. By R. Carstairs. Cr. 8vo, 6s.

CAUVIN. A Treasury of the English and German Languages.
Compiled from the best Authors and Lexicographers in both Languages.
By Joseph Cauvin, LL.D. and Ph.D., of the University of Gottingen, &c.
Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

CAVE-BROWN. Lambeth Palace and its Associations. By J.

Cave-Brown, M.A., Vicar of Detling, Kent, and for many years Curate of Lam-
beth Parish Church. With an Introduction by the Archbishop of Canterbury.
Second Edition, containing an additional Cliapter on Medieval Life in the
Old Palaces. 8vo, with Illustrations, 21s.

CHARTERIS. Canonicity ; or, Early Testimonies to the Existence
and Use of the Books of the New Testament. Based on Kirchhoffer's 'Quel-

lensamnilung. ' Edited by A. H. Charteris, D.D., Professor of Biblical

Criticism in the University of Edinburgh. 8vo, i8s.

CHRISTISON. Lite of Sir Robert Christison, Bart., M.D., D.C.L.
Oxon., Professor of Medical Jurisprudence in the University of Edinburgh.
Edited by his Sons. In two vols. 8vo. Vol.1.—Autobiography. i6s. Vol.11.
—Memoirs. i6s.

CHRONICLES OF WESTERLY: A Provincial Sketch. By the
Author of ' Culmshire Folk,' ' John Orlebar,' &c. 3 vols, crown 8vo, 25s. 6d.

CHURCH SERVICE SOCIETY. A Book of Common Order :

Being Forms of Worship issued by the Church Service Society. Sixth Edi-
tion. Crown, 8vo, 6s. Also in 2 vols, crown Svo, 6s. 6d.

CLOUSTON. Popular Tales and Fictions : their Migrations and
Transformations. By W. A. Clouston, Editor of ' Arabian Poetry for Eng-
lish Readers,' &c. 2 vols, post Svo, roxburghe binding, 25s.

COCHRAN. A Handy Text-Book of Military Law. Compiled
chiefly to assist Officers preparing for Examination ; also for all Officers of
the Regular and Auxiliary Forces. Comprising also a Synopsis of part of

the Army Act. By Major F. Cochran, Hampshire Regiment Garrison In-

structor, North British District. Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

COLQUHOUN. The Moor and the Loch. Containing Minute
Instructions in all Highland Sports, with Wanderings over Crag and Corrie,

Flood and Fell. By John Colqxjhoun. Seventh Edition. With Illustra-

tions. 8vo, 21S.

COTTERILL. Suggested Reforms in Public Schools. By C. C.
Cotterill, M.A. Crown Svo, ^s. 6d.

CRANSTOUN. The Elegies of Albius Tibullus. Translated into
English Verse, with Life of the Poet, and Illustrative Notes. By James Cran-
STOUN, LL.D., Author of a Translation of ' Catullus.' Crown Svo, 6s. 6d.

The Elegies of Sextus Propertius. Translated into English
Verse, with Life of the Poet, and Illustrative Notes. Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

CRAWFORD. Saracinesca. By F. Marion Crawford, Author of
' Mr Isaacs,' * Dr Claudius,' ' Zoroaster,' &c. &c. Fifth Ed. Crown Svo, 6s.

CRAWFORD. The Doctrine of Holy Scripture respecting the
Atonement. By the late Thomas J. Crawford, D.D., Professor of Divinity in

the University of Edinburgh. Fifth Edition. Svo, 12s.

The Fatherhood of God, Considered in its General
and Special Aspects. Third Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Svo, 9s.

The Preaching of the Cross, and other Sermons. Svo, 7s. 6d.

The Mysteries of Christianity. Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

CRAWFORD. ' An Atonement of East London, and other Poems.
Bv Howard Crawford, M.A. Crown Svo, ;«.

GUSHING. The Blacksmith of Voe. By Paul Gushing, Author
of 'The Bull i' th' Thorn.' Clieap Edition. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Cut with his own Diamond. A Novel. 3 vols. cr. Svo, 25s. 6d.
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DAVIES. Norfolk Broads and Rivers ; or, The Waterways, Lagoons,
and Decoys of East Anglia By G Christopher Davies. Illustrated with
Seven full-pa8;e Plates. New and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Our Home in Aveyron. Sketches of Peasant Life in
Aveyron and the Lot. By G. Christopher Davies and Mrs Broughall.
Illustrated with full- page Illustrations. 8vo, is?. Cheap Edition, 7s. 6d.

DAYNE. Tribute to Satan. A Novel. By J. Belford Dayxe,
Author of ' In the Name of the Tzar.' Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

DE LA WARE. An Eastern Cruise in the 'Edeline.' By the
Countess De la Warr. In Illustrated Cover. 2s.

DESCARTES. The Method, Meditations, and Principles of Philo-
sophy of Descartes. Translated from the Original French and Latin. With a

New Introductory Essay, Historical and Critical, on the Cartesian Philosophy.
By Professor Veitch, LL.D., Glasgow University. Ninth Edition. 6s. 6d.

DICKSON. Gleanings from Japan. By W. G. Dickson, Author
of 'Japan: Being a Sketch of its History, Government, and OflBcers of the
Empire.' With Illustrations. Svo, i6s.

DOGS, OUR DOMESTICATED : Their Treatment in reference
to Food, Diseases, Habits, Punishment, Accomplishments. By 'Magenta.'
Grown Svo, 2s. 6d.

DOMESTIC EXPERIMENT, A. By the Author of 'Ideala: A
study from Life.' Crown Svo, 6s.

DR HERMIONE. By the Author of 'Lady Bluebeard,' 'Zit and
Xoe.' Crown Svo, 6s.

DU CANE. The Odyssey of Homer, Books I. -XII. Translated into
English Verse. By Sir Charles Du Cane, K.C.M.G. Svo, ios. 6d.

DUDGEON. History of the Edinburgh or Queen's Regiment
Light Infantry Militia, now 3rd Battalion The Royal Scots ; with an
Account of the Origin and Progress of the Militia, and a Brief Sketch of the
old Royal Scots. By Major R. C. Dudgeon, Adjutant 3rd Battalion The Royal
Scots. Post Svo, with Illustrations, los. 6d.

DUNCAN. Manual of the General Acts of Parliament relating to
the Salmon Fisheries of Scotland from 1828 to 1SS2. By J. Barker Duncan.
Crown Svo, ^s.

DUNSMORE. Manual of the Law of Scotland as to the Relations
between Agricultural Tenants and their Landlords, Servants, Merchants, and
Bowers. By W. Dunsmore. Svo, 7s. 6d.

DUPRE. Thoughts on Art, and Autobiographical Memoirs of
Giovanni Dupre. Translated from the Italian by E. M. Peruzzi, with the
permission of the Author. New Edition. With an Introduction by W. W.
Story. Crown Svo, los. 6d.

ELIOT. George Eliot's Life, Related in her Letters and Journals.
Arranged and Edited by her husband, J. W. Cross. With Portrait and other
Illustrations. Third Edition. 3 vols, post Svo, 42s.

George Eliot's Life. (Cabinet Edition.) With Portrait
and other Illustrations. • 3 vols, crown Svo, 15s.

George Eliot's Life. With Portrait and other Illustrations.
New Edition, in one volume. Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

Works of George Eliot (Cabinet Edition). Handsomely
printed in a new type, 21 volumes, crown Svo, price £5, 5s. The Volumes
are also sold separately, price 5s. each, viz. :

—

Romola. 2 vols.—Silas Marner, The Lifted Veil, Brother Jacob, i vol.—
Adam Bede. 2 vols.— Scenes of Clerical Life. 2 vols.—The Mill on the Floss.

2 vols.— Felix Holt. 2 vols.—Middlemarch. 3 vols.— Daniel Deronda. 3
vols.—The Spanish Gypsy, i vol.—Jul)al, and other Poems, Old and New.
I vol.—Tlieophrastu.s Such, i vol.— Essays, i vol.

- Novels by GeorCxE Eliot. Cheap Edition. Adam Bede. Il-

lustrated. 3s. 6d., cloth.—The Mill on tlicFlo.ss. Illustrated. 3s. 6d., cloth.

—Scenes of Clerical Life. Illustrated. 3s., cloth.—Silas Marner : the Weaver
of Raveloe. Illustrated. 2s. 6d., clntli.— Felix Holt, the Radical. Illus-

trated. 3s. 6d., cloth.—Romola. With Vignette. 3s. 6d., cloth.

- Middlemarch. Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.
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ELIOT. Daniel Deronda. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.
Essays. New Edition. Crown 8vo, 5s.

Impressions of Theophrastus Such. New Ed. Cr. 8vo, 5s.

The Spanish Gypsy. New Edition. Crown 8vo, 5s.

The Legend of Jubal, and other Poems, Old and New.
New Edition. Crown 8vo, 5s.

Wise, Witty, and Tender Sayings, in Prose and Verse.
Selected from the Works of George Eliot. Eighth Edition. Fcap. 8vo, 6s.

The George Eliot Birthday Book. Printed on fine paper,
with red border, and handsomely bound in cloth, gilt. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.
And in French morocco or Russia, 5s.

ESSAYS ON SOCIAL SUBJECTS. Originally published in the
' Saturday Review.' New Ed. First & Second Series. 2 vols. cr. 8vo, 6s. each.

EWALD. The Crown and its Advisers
; or. Queen, Ministers,

Lords and Commons. By Alexander Charles Ewald F S A Crown 8vo, 5s.

FAITHS OE THE WORLD, The. A Concise' History of the
Great Religious Systems of the World. Bv various Authors Crown 8vo, 5s.

FARRER. A Tour in Greece in 1880. By Richard Ridley
Farrer. With Twenty -seven full- page Illustrations by Lord Windsor.
Royal Svo, with a Map, 21s.

FERRIER. Philosophical Works of the late James F. Terrier,
B. A. Oxon. ,

Professor of Moral Philosophy and Political Economy, St Andrews.
New Edition. Edited by Sir Alex. Grant, Bart., D.C.L., and Professor
LUSHINGTON. 3 vols. CTOWU 8vo, 34S. 6d.

Institutes of Metaphysic. Third Edition. los. 6d.
Lectures on the Early Greek Philosophy. 3d Ed. los. 6d.

Philosophical Remains, including the Lectures on Early
Greek Philosophy. 2 vols., 24s.

FITZROY. Dogma and the Church of England. By A. I. FitzRoy.
Post Svo, 7s. 6d.

FLINT. The Philosophy of History in Europe. By Robert
Flint, D.D. , LL.D., Professor of Divinity, University of Edinburgh. 2 vols,
Svo. [New Edition in preparation.

Theism. Being the Baird Lecture for 1876. Eighth Edi-
tion. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Anti-Theistic Theories. Being the Baird Lecture for 1877.
Fourth Edition. Crown Svo, los. 6d.

Agnosticism. Being the Croall Lectures for 1887-88.
[In the press.

FORBES. Insulinde : Experiences of a Naturalist's Wife in the
Eastern Archipelago, By Mrs H. O. Forbes. Crown Svo, with a Map. 4s. 6d.

FOREIGN CLASSICS FOR ENGLISH READERS. Edited
by Mrs Oliphant. Price 2s. 6d. For List of Volumes published, see page 2,

FOSTER. The Fallen City, and Other Poems. By Will Foster.
Crown Svo, 6s,

FRANCILLON. Gods and Heroes ; or. The Kingdom of Jupiter.
By R. E. Francillon. With S Illustrations. Crown Svo, 5s.

FULLARTON. Merlin : A Dramatic Poem. By Ralph Macleod
Fullarton. Crown Svo, 5s.

GALT. Novels by John Galt. Fcap, Svo, boards, 2s. ; cloth, 2s. 6d.
Aimals of the Parish.—The Provost.—Sir Andrew Wylie.

—

The Entail.

GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND.
Prayers for Social and Family Worship. Prepared by a

Special Committee of the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland, En-
tirely New Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Fcap. Svo, red edges, 2s.

Prayers for Family Worship. A Selection from the com-
plete book. Fcap. Svo, red edges, price
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GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND.
^—^ Scottish Hymnal, with Appendix Incorporated. Pub-

lished for Use in Churches by Authority of the General Assembly, t. Large
type, cloth, red edges, 2s. 6d. ; French morocco, 4s. 2. Bourgeois type, limp
cloth, IS.; French morocco, 2s. 3. Nonpareil type, cloth, red edges, 6d.

;

French morocco, is. 4d. 4. Paper covers, 3d. 5. Sunday- Schooi Edition,

paper covers, id. No. i, bound with the Psalms and Parajihrases, French
morocco, 8s. No. 2, bound with the Psalms and Paraphrases, cloth, 2s.

;

French morocco, 3s.

GERARD. Reata: What's in a Name. By E. D. Gerabp.
Cheap Edition. Crown 8vo, 3S. 6d.

Beggar my Neighbour. Cheap Edition. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

The Waters of Hercules. Cheap Edition. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

GERARD. The Land beyond the Forest. Facts, Figures, and
Fancies from Transylvania. By E. Gerard. In Two Volumes. With Maps
and Illustrations. 25s.

Bis : Some Tales Retold. Crown 8vo, 6s.

A Secret Mission. 2 vols, crown 8vo, 17s.

GERARD. Lady Baby. By Dorothea Gerard, Author of
' Oithodox.' Cheap Edition. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Recha. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s.

GERARD. Stonyhurst Latin Grammar. By Rev. John Gerard.
[Ncu- Edition in prejxiro.tion.

GILL. Free Trade : an Inquiry into the Nature of its Operation.
By Richard Gill. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Free Trade under Protection. Crow^n 8vo, 7s. 6d.

GOETHE'S FAUST. Translated into English Verse by Sir Theo-
dore Martin, K.C.B. Part I. Second Edition, post 8vo, 6s. Ninth Edi-
tion, fcap., 3s. 6d. Part II. Second Edition, revised. Fcap. Svo, 6s.

GOETHE. Poems and Ballads of Goethe. Translated by Professor
Aytoun and Sir Theodore Martin, K.C.B. Third Edition, fcap. Svo, 6s.

GOODALL. Juxta Crucem. Studies of the Love that is over us.

By the late Rev. Charles Goodall, B.D., Minister ofBarr. With a Memoir
by Rev. Dr Strong, Glasgow, and Portrait. Crown Svo, 6s.

GORDON CUMMING. Two Happy Years in Ceylon. By C. F.
Gordon Gumming. With 15 full-page Illustrations and a Map. Fourth Edi-

tion. 2 vols. Svo, 30S.

At Home in Fiji. Fourth Edition, post Svo. With Illus-

trations and Map. 7s. 6d.

A Lady's Cruise in a French Man-of-War. New and
Cheaper Edition. Svo. With Illustrations and Map. 12s. 6d.

Fire-Fountains. The Kingdom of Hawaii: Its Volcanoes,
andtheHistory of its Missions. With Map and Illustrations. 2 vols. Svo, 25s.

Wanderings in China. New and Cheaper Edition. 8vo,
with Illustrations, 10s.

Granite Crags: The Yo-semite Region of California. Il-

lustrated with S Engravings. New and Cheaper Edition . Svo, Ss. 6d

GRAHAM. The Life and Work of Syed Ahmed Khan, C.S.I.
By Lieut. -Colonel G. F. I. Graham, B.S.C. Svo, 14s

GRAHA^^. IManual of the Elections (Scot.) (Corrupt and Illegal

Practices) Act, 1800. With Analysis, Relative Act of Sederunt, Appendix
containing the Corrupt Practices 'Acts of 1883 and 1885, and Copious Index.

By J. Edward Graham, Advocate. Svo, 4s. 6d.

GRANT. Bush-Life in Queensland. By A. C. Grant. New
Eilition. Crown Svo, 6s.

GRIFFITHS. Locked Up. By Major Arthur Griffiths,
Author of ' The Wrong Road,' ' Chronicles of Newgate,' «fec. With IllustratioBs

by C. J. Stantland, II I. Crown Svo, 2s. 6d.

GUTHRIE-SMITH. Crispus : A Drama. By H. Guthrie-Smith.
In one volume. Fcap. 4to, 5s.
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HAINES. Unless ! A Romance. By Randolph Haines. Crown
8vo, 6s.

HALDANE. Subtropical Cultivations and Climates. A Handy
Book for Planters, Colonists, and Settlers. By R. C. Haldane. PostSvo, 9s.

HALLETT. A Thousand Miles on an Elephant in the Shan States.
By Holt S. Hallett, M. Inst. C.E., F.R.G.S., M.R.A.S., Hon. Member Man-
chester and Tyneside Geographical Societies. 8vo, with Maps and numerous
Illustrations, 21s.

HAMERTON. Wenderholme : A Story of Lancashire and York-
shire Life. By Philip Gilbert Hamerton, Author of 'A Painter's Camp.' A
New Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s.

HAMILTON. Lectures on Metaphysics. By Sir William Hamil-
ton, Bart, Professor of Logic and Metaphysics in the University of Edinburgh.
Edited by the Rev. H. L. Mansel, B.D., LL.D., Dean of St Paul's ; and John
Veitch, M.A., LL.D., Professor of Logic and Rhetoric, Glasgow. Seventh
Edition. 2 vols. 8vo, 24s.

Lectures on Logic. Edited by the Same. Third Edition.
2 vols., 24s.

Discussions on Philosophy and Literature, Education and
University Reform. Third Edition, 8vo, 21s.

Memoir of Sir William Hamilton, Bart,, Professor of Logic
and Metaphysics in the University of Edinburgh. By Professor Veitch, of the
University of Glasgow. 8vo, with Portrait, i8s.

Sir William Hamilton : The Man and his Philosophy.
Two Lectures delivered before the Edinburgh Philosophical Institution,
January and February 1883. By the Same. Crown 8vo, 2s.

HAMLEY. The Operations of War Explained and Illustrated. By
General Sir Edward Bruce Hamley, K. C.B., K.C.M.G., M.P. Fifth Edition,
revised throughout. 4to, with numerous Illustrations, 30s.

National Defence
; Articles and Speeches. Post 8vo, 6s.

Shakespeare's Funeral, and other Papers. Post 8vo, 7s. 6d.
Thomas Carlyle : An Essay. Second Ed. Cr. 8vo', 2s. 6d.
On Outposts. Second Edition. 8vo, 2s.

Wellington's Career ; A Military and Political Summary.
Crown 8vo, 2s.

Lady Lee's Widowhood. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

Our Poor Relations. A Philozoic Essav. With Illus-
trations, chiefly by Ernest Griset Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 3s. 6d.

HAMLE7. Guilty, or Not Guilty ? A Tale. By Major-General
W. G. Hamley, late of the Royal Engineers. New Edition. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

HARRISON. The Scot in Ulster. The Story of the Scottish
Settlement in Ulster. By John Harrison, Author of ' Oure Tounis Col-
ledge.' Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

HASELL. Bible Partings. By E. J. Hasell. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Short Family Prayers. Cloth, is.

HAY. The Works of the Right Rev. Dr George Hay, Bishop of
Edinburgh. Edited under the Supervision of the Right Rev. Bishop Strain.
With Memoir and Portrait of the Author. 5 vols, crown 8vo, bound in extra
cloth, £[_, IS. The following Volumes may be had separately—viz. :

The Devout Christian Instructed in the Law of Christ from the Written Word, z
vols., 8s.—The Pious Christian Instructed in the Nature and Practice of the Principal
Exercises of Piety, t vol., 3s.

HEATLEY. The Horse-Owner's Safeguard. A Handy Medical
Guide for every Man who owns a Horse. By G. S. Heatley, M.R.C.V.S.
Crown 8vo, 5s.

The Stock-Owner's Guide. A Handy Medical Treatise for
everv Man who owns an Ox or a Cow. Crown 8vo, 4s. 6d.

HEDDERWICK. Lays of Middle Age ; and other Poems. By
James Hedderwick, LL.D. Price 3s. 6d.
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HEDDERWICK. Backward Glances ; or, Some Personal Recollec-
tions. With a Portrait. Post 8vo, 7s. 6d.

HEMA-NS. The Poetical Works of Mrs Hemans. Copyright Edi-
tions,— Royal 8vo, 5s.—The Same, with Engravings, cloth, gilt edges, 7s. 6d.
—Six Vols, in Three, fcap., 12s. 6d,

Select Poems of Mrs Hemans. Fcap., cloth, gilt edges, 3s.

HERKLESS. Cardinal Beaton Priest and Politician. By John
Herkless, Minister of Taunadice. With a Portrait. Post 8vo, 7s. 6d.

HOME PRAYERS. By Ministers of the Church ol Scotland and
Members of the Church Service Society. Second Edition. Fcap. Bvo, 3s.

HOMER. The Odyssey. Translated into English Verse in the
Spenserian Stanza. By Philip Stanhope Worrley. Third Edition, 2 vols,
fcap., I2S.

The Iliad. Translated by P. S. Worsley and Professor
CoNiNGTON. 2 vols. crown Bvo, 21S.

HUTCHINSON. Hints on the Game of Golf. By Horace G.
Hutchinson. Sixth Edition, Enlarged. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, is.

IDDESLEIGH. Lectures and Essays. By the late Earl of
Iddesleigh, G.C.B., D.C.L , &c. 8vo, 16s.

Life, Letters, and Diaries of Sir Stafford Northcote, First
Earl of Iddesleigh. By Andrew Lang. 'With Three Portraits and a View of
Pynes. Third Edition. 2 vols Post 8vo, 31s. 6d.

Popular Edition. In one volume. With two Plates. Post 8vo, 7s. 6d.

INDEX GEOGRAPHICUS : Being a List, alphabetically arranged,
of the Principal Places on the Globe, with the Countries and Subdivisions of
the Countries in which they are situated, and their Latitudes and Longitudes.
Imperial 8vo, pp. 676, 2ts.

JEAN JAMBON. Our Trip to Blunderland ; or, Grand Excursion
to Blundertown and Back. By Jean Jambon. With Sixty Illustrations
designed by Charles Doyle, engraved by Dalziel. Fourth Thousand.
Cloth, gilt edges, 6s. 6d. Cheap Edition, cloth, 3s. 6d. Boards, 2s. 6d.

JENNINGS. Mr Gladstone : A Study. By Louis J. Jennings,
M.P., Author of ' Republican Government in the United States,' 'The Croker
Memoirs,' &c. Popular Edition. Crown 8vo, is.

JERNINGHAM. Reminiscences of an Attache. By Hubert
E. H. Jerningham. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, ss .

Diane de Breteuille. A Love Story. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

JOHNSTON. The Chemistry of Common Life. By Professor
J. F. W. Johnston. New Edition, Revised, and brought down to date. By
Arthur Ukrbert Church, M.A. Oxon. ; Author of 'Food: its Sources,
Constituents, and Uses,' &c. "With Maps and 102 Engravings. Cr. Bvo, 7s. 6d.

Elements of Agricultural Chemistry and Geology. Re-
vised, and brought down to date. Bv Sir Charles A. Cameron, JI. D.,
P.R.C.S.I., &c. Sixteenth Edition. Fcap. Bvo, 6s. 6d.

Catechism of Agricultural Chemistry and Geology. Re-
vised by Sir C. A. Cameron. With numerous Illustrations

[New Edition in jireparation.

JOHNSTON. Patrick Hamilton : a Tragedy of the Reformation
in Scotland, 1528 By T P.Johnston. Crown 8vo, with Two Etchings. 5s.

KEBBEL. The Old and the New : English Country Life. The
Country Clergy—The Country Gentlemen—'The Farmers—the Peasantry—
The Eighteenih Century. By T. E Kehbel, M A, Author of 'Agricultural
Labourers,' 'Essays in History and Politics,' 'Life of Lord Beaconsfield.'
Crown Bvo, 5s.

KING. The Metamorphoses of Ovid. Translated in English Blank
Verse. By Henry King, M.A., Fellow of Wadham College, Oxford, and of

the Inner Teiiiide, Barristor-at-Law. Crown 8vo, los. 6d.

KINGLAKE. Hi.'^tory of the Invasion of the Crimea. By A. W.
Kinolake. CabinetEdition. revised. With an Index to the Complete Work.
Illustrated with Maps and Plans. Complete in 9 Vols., crown Bvo, at 6s. each.
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KINGLAKE. History of the Invasion of the Crimea. Demy 8vo.
Vol. VI. Winter Troubles. With a Map, i6s. Vols. VII. and VIII. From*
the Morrow of Inkerman to the Death of Lord Raglan. With an Index to
the Whole Work. With Maps and Plans. 28s.

Eothen. A New Edition, uniform with the Cabinet Edition
of the ' History of the Invasion of the Crimea,' price 6s.

KNEIPP. My Water-Cure. As Tested through more than Thirty
Years, aud Described for the Healing of Diseases and the Preservation of Health.
By Sebastian Kneipp, Parish Priest of Worishofen (Bavaria). With a Portrait
aud other Illustrations. Only Authorised English Translation. Translated from
the Thirtieth German Edition by A. de F. Crown 8vo, 5s.

KNOLLYS. The Elements of Field-Artillery. Designed for the
Use of Infantry and Cavalry Officers. By Henry Knollys, Captain Royal
Artillery ; Author of ' From Sedan to SaarbrUck,' Editor of ' Incidents in the
Sej)ov War,' &c. With Engravings. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

LAMINGTON. In the Days of the Dandies. By the late Lord
Lamington. Crown 8vo. Illustrated cover, is. ; cloth, is. 6d.

LAWLESS. Hurrish : a Study. By the Hon. Emily Lawless,
Author of 'A Chelsea Householder,' &c. Fourth Edition, crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

LAWSON. Spain of To-day : A Descriptive, Industrial, and Finan-
cial Survey of the Peninsula, with a full account of the Rio Tinto Mines. By
W. R. Lawson. Crown 8vo, 3s 6d.

LEES. A Handbook of the Sheriff and Justice of Peace Small
Debt Courts. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

LIGHTFOOT. Studies in Philosophy. By the Rev. J. Lightfoot,
M.A.,D.Sc., Vicar of Cross Stone, Todmorden. Crown 8vo, 4s. 6d.

LLOYD. Ireland under the Land League. A Narrative of Personal
Experiences. By Clifford LLoyd, Special Resident Magistrate. Post 8vo, 6s.

LOCKHART. Novels by Laurence W. M. Lockhart. 'See
Blackwoods' New Series of Three-and-Sixpenny Novels on page 5.

LORIMER. The Institutes of Law : A Treatise of the Principles
of Jurisprudence as determined by Nature. By the late James Lorimer
Professor of Public Law and of the Law of Nature and Nations in the Uni-
versity of Edinburgh. New Edition, revised and much enlarged. 8vo, i8s.

The Institutes of the Law of Nations. A Treatise of the
Jural Relation of Separate Political Communities. In 2 vols. 8vo. Volume
I., price i6s. Volume II., price 20s.

LOVE. Scottish Church Music. Its Composers and Sources. With
Musical Illustrations. By James Love. In i vol. post 8vo, 7s. 6d.

M'COMBIE. Cattle and Cattle-Breeders. By William M'Combie,
Tillyfour. New Edition, enlarged, with Memoir of the Author. By James
Macdonald, of the ' Farming World.' Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

MACRAE. A Handbook of Deer -Stalking. By Alexander
Macrae, late Forester to Lord Henry Bentinck. With Introduction by
Horatio Ross, Esq. Fcap. 8vo, with two Photographs from Life 3s 6d

M*CRIE. Works of the Rev. Thomas M'Crie, D.D. Uniform' Edi-
tion. Four vols, crown 8vo, 24s.

Life of John Knox. Containing Illustrations of the His-
tory of the Reformation in Scotland. Crown 8vo, 6s. Another Edition, 3s. 6d.

Life of Andrew Melville. Containing Illustrations of the
Ecclesiastical and Literary History of Scotland in the Sixteenth and Seven-
teenth Centuries. Crown 8vo, 6s.

History of the Progress and Suppression of the Reforma-
tion in Italy in the Sixteenth Century. Crown 8vo, 4s.

History of the Progress and Suppression of the Reforma-
tion in Spain in the Sixteenth Century. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Lectures on the Book of Esther. Fcap. 8vo, 5s.

MACDONALD. A Manual of the Criminal Law (Scotland) Pro-
cerlure Act, 1887. By Norman Doran Macdonald. Revised by the Lord
Justice-Clerk. Bvo, cloth, los. 6d.
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MACGREGOR. Life and Opinions of Major-General Sir Charles
MacGregor, K.C.B., C.S.I., CLE

,
Quartermaster-Geneial of ludia. From

his Letters aud Diaries. Edited by Lady iMacGregor. With Portraits and
Maps to illustrate Caiupaigus in which he was engaged. 2 vols. 8vo, 35s.

M'INTOSH. The Book ot the Garden. By Charles M'Intosh,
formerly Curator of the Royal Gardens of his Majesty the King of the Belgians,
and lately of those of his Grace the Duke of Buccleuch, K.G., at Dalkeith Pal-

ace. 2 vols, royal 8vo, with 1350 Engravings. £4, 7s. 6d. Vol. I. On the
Formation of Gardens and Construction of Garden Edifices. £2, los.

Vol. IL Practical Gardening. £1, 17s. 6d.

MACINTYKE. Hindii-Koh : Wanderings and Wild Sports on and
beyond the Himalayas. By Major-General Donald Macintyre, V.C, late
Prince of Wales' Own Goorkhas, F.R.G.S. Dedicated to H.R.H. The Prince of
Wales. New and Cheaper Edition, revised, with numerous Illustrations,
post 8vo, 7s. 6d.

MACKAY. A Sketch of the History of Fife and Kinross. A
Study of Scottish History and Character. By M. J. G. Mackay, Sheriff of
these Counties. Crown Svo, 6s.

MACKAY. A Manual of Modern Geography ; Mathematical, Phys-
ical, and Political. By the Rev. Alexander Mackay, LL.D., F.R.G.S. nth
Thousand, revised to the present time. Crown Svo, pp. 688. 7s. 6d.

Elements of Modern Geography. 55th Thousand, re-
vised to the present time. Crown Svo, pp. 300, 3s.

The Intermediate Geography. Intended as an Intermediate
Book between the Author's ' Outlines of Geography ' and ' Elements of Geo-
graphy.' Sixteenth Edition, revised. Crown 8vo, pp. 238, 2s.

Outlines of Modern Geography. i88t"h Thousand, revised
to the present time. i8mo, jip. 118, is.

First Steps in Geography. 105th Thousand. i8mo, pp.
56. Sewed, 4d. ; cloth, 6d.

Elements of Physiography and Physical Geography.
With Express Reference to the Instructions issued by the Science and Art
Department. 30th Thousand, revised. Crown 8vo, is. 6d.

Facts and Dates ; or, the Leading Events in Sacred and
Profane History, and the Principal Facts in the various Physical Sciences.

For Schools and Private Reference, New Edition. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

MACKAY. An Old Scots Brigade. Being the History of Mackay's
Regiment, now incorporated with the Royal Scots. With an Appendix con-
taining many Original Documents connected with the History of the Rej.i-

ment. By John Mackay (late) of Herriesdale. Crown 8vo, 5s.

MACKENZIE. Studies in Roman Law. With Comparative Views
of the Laws of France, England, and Scotland. By Lord Mackenzie, one of
the Judges of the Court of Session in Scotland. Sixth Edition, Edited by
John Kirkpatrick, Esq., M.A., LL.B., Advocate, Professor of History in

the Uaiversity of Edinburgh. Svo, 12s.

M^KERLIE. Gallowav : Ancient and Modern. An Account of the
Historic Celtic District. By P. H. M'Kerlie, F.S.A. Soot., F.R.G.S., &c.
Author of ' Lands aud their Owners in Galloway.' Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

M'PHERSON. Summer Sundays in a Strathmore Parish. By J.
Gordon M'Pherson, Ph.D., F.R.S.E., 3Iinister of Ruthven. Crown Svo, 5s.

Golf and Golfers, Past and Present. With an Introduction by
the Right Hon. A. J. Balfour, and a Portrait of the Author. Fcap. Svo, is, 6d,

MAIN. Three Hundred English Sonnets. Chosen aud Edited by
David M. Main. Fcap. Svo, 6s.

MAIR. A Digest of Laws and Decisions, Ecclesiastical and Civil,
relating to the Constitution, Practice, and Affairs of the Church of Scotland.
With Notes and Forms of Procedure, By the Rev, William Mair, D,D,,
Minister of the Parish of Earlston. Crown Svo. With Sui>plements, 8s.

MARMORNE. The Story is told by Adolphds Segrave, the
youngest of three Brothers. Third Edition, Crown Svo, 6s.

MARSHALL. French Home Life. By Frederic Marshall,
Author of ' Claire Brandon.' Second Edition. 5s.
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MARSHALL. It Happened Yesterday. A Novel. Crown 8vo 6sMAKSHMAN. History of India. From tlie Earliest Period to'the
Close of the India Company's Government ; with an Epitome of Subsequent
Events. By John Clark Marshman, C.S.I. Abridged from the Author's
larger work. Second Edition, revised. Crown 8vo, with Map, 6s 6d

MARTIN. Goethe's Faust. Part I. Translated by Sir Theodore
Martin, K.C.B^^ Second Ed., crown 8vo, 6s. Ninth Ed., fcap. 8vo .s 6d

Goethe's Faust. Part II. Translated into English Verse
Second Edition, revised. Fcap. Svo, 6s.

The Works of Horace. Translated into English Verse
with Life and Notes. 2 vols. New Edition, crown Svo 21s,

'

Poems and Ballads of Heinrich Heine. Done into Eng-
lish Verse. Second Edition. Printed on papier- wr^^e, crown Svo 8s

The Song of the Bell, and other Translations from Schiller
Goethe, Uhland, and Others. Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

'

Catullus. With Life and Notes. Second Ed., post Svo, 7s. 6d.
Aladdin : A Dramatic Poem. By Adam Oehlenschlae-

GER. Fcap. Svo, 5s.

Correggio : A Tragedy. By Oehlenschlaeger. With
Notes. Fcap. Svo, 3s.

King Rene's Daughter : A Danish Lyrical Drama. By
Henrik Hertz. Second Edition, fcap., 2s. 6d.

MARTIN. On some oi Shakespeare's Female Characters. In a
Series of Letters. By Helena Faucit, Lady Martin. Dedicated by per-
mission to Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen. New Edition, enlar^-ed
Svo, with Portrait by Lane, 7s. 6d.

°

MATHESON. Can the Old Faith Live with the New ? or the
Problem of Evolution and Revelation. By the Rev. George Matheson D.D
Third Edition. Crown Svo, 7s. 6d. > • •

The Psalmist and the Scientist ; or, Modern Value of the
Religious Sentiment. New and Cheaper Edition. Crown Svo, 5s.

Spiritual Development of St Paul. 3d Edition.' Cr. Svo, 5s.
Sacred Songs. New and Cheaper Edition. Cr. Svo, 2s.'6d!

MAURICE. The Balance of Military Power in Europe. An
Examination of the War Resources of Great Britain and the Continental States
By Colpnel Maurice, R.A., Professor of Military Art and History at the Royal
Staff College. Crown Svo, with a Map. 6s.

MAXWELL. Noontide Essays. By Sir Herbert E. Maxwell
Bart., M.P., F.S.A., &c., Author of 'Studies in the Topography of Galloway,* &c.
Post Svo. [Immediately'

MEREDYTH. The Brief for the Government, 1SS6-92. A Hand-
book for Conservative and Unionist Writers, Speakers, &c. Second Edition
By W. H. Meredyth. Crown Svo, 2s. 6d.

MICHEL. A Critical Inquiry into the Scottish Language. With
the view of Illustrating the Rise and Progress of Civilisation in Scotland. By
Francisque-Michel, F.S.A. Lond. and Scot., Correspondant de I'lnstitiit de
France, &c. 4to, printed on hand-made paper, and bound in Roxburgbe 66s.

MICHIE. The Larch : Being a Practical Treatise on its Culture
and General Management. By Christopher Y. Michie, Forester, Cullen House.
Crown Svo, with Illustrations. New and Cheaper Edition, enlarged, 5s.

The Practice of Forestry. Cr. Svo, with Illustrations.
'

6s
MIDDLETON. The Story of Alastair Bhan Comyn ; or, The

Tragedy of Dunphail. A Tale of Tradition and Romance. By the Lady
Middleton. Square Svo los. Cheaper Edition, 5s.

MILLER. Landscape Geology. A Plea for the Study of Geology by
Laiidsr-ape Painters. By Hugh Miller, of H.M. Geological'Survey Cr Svo 3s

MILNE- HOME. Mamma's Black Nurse Stories. West Indian
Folk-lore. By Mary Pamela Milne-Home. With six full-page tinted Illus-
trations. Small 4to, 5s.
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MINTO. A Manual of English Prose Literature, Biographical
and Critical : designed mainlj' to show Characteristics of Style. By W. Minto,
M.A., Professor of Logic in the University of Aberdeen. Third Edition,
revised. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Characteristics of English Poets, from Chaucer to Shirley.
New Edition, revised. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

MOIK. Life of Mansie Wauch, Tailor in Dalkeith. By D. M.
MoiR. With 8 Illustrations on Steel, by the late George Cruikshank.
Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d. Another Edition, fcap. 8vo, is. 6d.

MOMERIE. Defects of Modern Christianity, and other Sermons.
By Alfred Williams Momerie, M.A., D.Sc, LL.D. 4th Edition. Cr. 8vo, 5s.

The Basis of Religion. Being an Examination of Natural
Religion. Third Edition. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

The Origin of Evil, and other Sermons. Seventh Edition,
enlarged. Crown Svo, 5s.

- Personality. The Beginning and End of Metaphysics, and
a Necessary Assumption in all Positive Philosophy. Fourth Ed. Cr. Svo, 3s.

- Agnosticism. Third Edition, Revised. Crown Svo, 5s.

- Preaching and Hearing ; and other Sermons. Third
Edition, Enlarged. Crown 8vo, 5s.

- Belief in God. Third Edition. Crown 8vo, 3s.

- Inspiration ; and other Sermons. Second Ed. Cr. Svo, 5s.

Church and Creed. Second Edition. Crown Svo, 4s. 6d.

MONTAGUE. Campaigning in South Africa. Reminiscences of
an Officer in 1879. By Captain W. E. Montague, 94th Regiment, Author of
' Claude Meadowleigh,' &c. 8vo, los. 6d.

MONTALEMBERT. Memoir of Count de Montalembert. A
Chapter of Recent French History. By Mrs Oliphant, Author of the 'Liie
of Edward Irving,' &c. 2 vols, crown 8vo, £i, 4s.

MORISON. Sordello. An Outline Analysis of Mr Browning's
Poem. By Jeanie Morison, Author of 'The" Purpose of the Ages,' ' Ane
Booke of Ballades,' &c. Crown Svo, 3s.

Selections from Poems. Crown Svo, 4s. 6d.

There as Here. Crown Svo, 3s.
*^(.* A limited impression on handmade paper, bound in vellum. 7s. 6d.

" Of Fifine at the Fair," "Christmas Eve and Easter Day,"
and other of Mr Browning's Poems. Crown Svo, 3s.

MOZLEY. Essays from 'Blackwood.' By the late Anne Mozley,
Author of ' Essays on Social Subjects ' ; Editor of ' The Letters and Correspond-
ence of Cardinal Newman," 'Letters of the Rev. J. B. Mozley,' &c. With a
Memoir by her Sister, Fanny Mozley. Post Svo, 7s. 6d.

MUNRO. On Valuation of Property. By William Munro, M.A.,
Her Majesty's Assessor of Railways and Canals for Scotland. Second Edition.
Revised and enlarged. Svo, 3s. 6d.

MURDOCH. Manual of the Law of Insolvency and Bankruptcy :

Comprehending a Summary of the Law of Insolvency, Notour Bankruptcy,
Composition - contracts. Trust-deeds, Cessios, and Sequestrations; and the
Winding-up of Joint-Stock Companies in Scotland ; with Annotations on the
various Insolvency and Bankruptcy Statutes ; and with Forms of Procedure
applicable to these Subjects. By James Murdoch, Member of the Faculty of
Procurators in Glasgow. Fifth Edition, Revised and Enlarged, Svo, £1, los.MY TRIVIAL LIFE AND MISFORTUNE : A Gossip with
no Plot in Particular. By A Plain Woman. Cheap Ed., crown Svo, 38. 6d.

By the Same Author.
POOR NELLTE. New Edition. Crown Svo, 6s.

NAPIER. The Construction of the Wonderful Canon of Logar-
ithms. By John Napier of Merchiston. Translated, with Notes, and a
Catalogue of Napier's Works, by William Rae Macdonald. Small 4to, 15s.
A few large-paper copies on Whatvuin paper, 30s.
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NEAVES. Songs and Verses, Social and Scientific. By an Old
Contributor to * Maga.' By the Hon. Lord Neaves. Fifth Ed., fcap. 8vo, 4s.

The Greek Anthology. Being Vol, XX. of 'Ancient
Classics for English Readers.' Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

NICHOLSON. A Manual of Zoology, for the Use of Students.
With a General Introduction on the Principles of Zoology. By Henry Al-
LEYNE Nicholson, M.D., D.Sc, F.L.S., F.G.S., Regius Professor of Natural
History in the University of Aberdeen. Seventh Edition, rewritten and
enlarged. Post 8vo, pp. 956, with 555 Engravings on Wood, 18s.

Text-Book of Zoology, for the Use of Schools. Fourth Edi-
tion, enlarged. Crown 8vo, with 188 Engravings on Wood, 7s. 6d.

Introductory Text-Book of Zoology, for the Use of Junior
Glasses. Sixth Edition, revised and enlarged, with 166 Engravings, 3s.

Outlines of Natural History, for Beginners ; being Descrip-
tions of a Progressive Series of Zoological Types. Third Edition, with
Engravings, is. 6d.

A Manual of Palaeontology, for the Use of Students.
vVith a General Introduction on the Principles of Palaeontology. By Professor
H. Alleyne Nicholson and Richard Lydekker, B.A. Third Edition. Re-
wx'itten and greatly enlarged. 2 vols. 8vo, with Engravings, ;^ 3, 3s.

The Ancient Life-History of the Earth. An Outline of
the Principles and Leading Facts of Palseontological Science. Crown 8vo,
with 276 Engravings, los. 6d.

On the "Tabulate Corals "of the Palaeozoic Period, with
Critical Descriptions of Illustrative Species. Illustrated with 15 Litho-
graph Plates and numerous Engravings. Super-royal 8vo, 21s.

Synopsis of the Classification of the Animal King-
dom. Bvo , with 106 Illustrations, 6s.

On the Structure and Affinities of the Genus Monticuli-
pora and its Sub-Genera, with Critical Descriptions of Illustrative Species.
Illustrated with numerous Engravings on wood and lithographed Plates.
Super-royal 8vo, i8s.

N^ICHOLSON. Communion with Heaven, and other Sermons.
By the late Maxwell Nicholson, D.D., Minister of St Stephen's, Edinburgh.
Crown 8vo, 5s. 6d.

Best in Jesus. Sixth Edition. Fcap. 8vo, 4s. 6d.

NICHOLSON. A Treatise on Money, and Essays on Present
Monetary Problems. By Joseph Shield Nicholson, M. A. , D.Sc, Professor
of Commercial and Political Economy and Mercantile Law in the University
of Edinburgh. Svo, los. 6d.

Thoth. A Komance. Third Edition. Crown Svo, 4s. 6d.

A Dreamer of Dreams. A Modern Eomance. Second
Edition. Crown Svo, 6s.

NICOLSON AND MURE. A Handbook to the Local Govern-
ment (Scotland) Act, 1889. With Introduction, Explanatory Notes, and
Index. By J. Badenach Nicolson, Advocate, Counsel to the Scotch Educa-
tion Department, and W. J. Mure, Advocate, Legal Secretary to the Lord
Advocate for Scotland. Ninth Reprint. 8vo, 5s.

OLIPHANT. Masollam : a Problem of the Period. A Novel.
By Laurence Oliphant. 3 vols, post 8vo, 25s. 6d

Scientific Religion ; or, Higher Possibilities of Life anrl
Practice through the Operation of Natural Forces. Second Edition. Svo, i6s.

Altiora Peto. By Laurence Oliphant. Cheap Edition.
Crown Svo, boards, 2s. 6d.; cloth, 3s. 6d. Illustrated Edition. Crown Svo.
cloth, 6s.

Piccadilly. With Illustrations by Richard Doyle. New
Edition, 3s. 6d. Cheap Edition, boards. 2s. 6d.

Traits and Travesties ; Social and Political. Post Svo, los. 6fl.

Haifa : Life in Modern Palestine. 2d Edition. Svo, 7s. 6d.
Episodes in a Life of Adventure ; or, Moss from a Rolling

Stone. Fifth Edition. Post Svo, 6s.
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OLIPHANT. The Land of Gilead. With Excursions in the
Lebanon. With Illustrations and Maps. Demy 8vo, 21s.

Memoir of the Life of Laurence Oliphant, and of Alice
Oliphant, his Wife. By Mrs M. 0. W. Oliphant. Seventh Edition. In 2 vols,

post 8vo, with Portraits. 21s.

Popular Edition. Witli a New Preface. Post 8vo. With Portraits, 7s. 6d.

OLIPHANT. Katie Stewart. By Mrs Oliphant. 2s. 6d.

Two Stories of the Seen and the Unseen. The Open Door
— Old Lady Marj\ Paper Covers, is.

Sons and Daughters. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

OLIPHANT. Notes of a Pilgrimage to Jerusalem and the Holy
Land. By F. R. Oliphant. Crown Bvo, 3s. 6d.

ON SURREY HILLS. By "A Son of the Marshes." Second
Edition. Crown Bvo, 6s.

By the Same Author.
Annals of a Fishing Village. Edited by J. A. Owen.

Cheap Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s. With 7 fall-page Illustrations, 7s. 6d.

Within an Hour of London Town. Among Wild Birds and
their Haunts. Crown Bvo, 6s.

03SIAN. The Poems of Ossian in the Original Gaelic. With a
Literal Translation into English, and a Dissertation on the Authenticity of the

Poems. By the Rev. Archibald Clerk. 2 vols, imperial 8vo, £i, us. 6d.

OSWALD. By Fell and Fjord ; or, Scenes and Studies in Iceland.
By E. J. Oswald. Post 8vo, with Illustrations. 7s. 6d.

PAGE. Introductory Text-Book of Geology. By David Page,
LL.D., Professor of Geology in the Durham University of Physical Science
Newcastle, and Professor Lapworth of Mason Science College, Birmingham.
With Engravings and Glossarial Index. Twelfth Edition. Revised and En-
larged. 3s. 6d.

Advanced Text-Book of Geology, Descriptive and Indus-
trial. With Engravings, and Glossary of Scientific Terms. Sixth Edition, re-

vised and enlarged, 7s. 6d.

Introductory Text-Book of Physical Geography. With
Sketch-Maps andlllustrations. Editedby Professor Lapworth, LL.D.,F.G.S.,
&c., Mason Science College, Birmingham. 12th Edition. 2s . 6d.

Advanced Text -Book of Physical Geography. Third
Edition, Revised and Enlarged by Prof. Lapw-orth. With Engravings. 55

PATON. Spindrift. By Sir J. Noel Paton. Fcap., cloth, 5s.

Poems by a Painter. Fcap., cloth, 5s.

PATON. Body and Soul. A Romance in Transcendental Path-
ologv. By Frederick Noel Paton. Third Edition. Crown Svo, is.

PATRICK. The Apology of Origen in Reply to Celsus. A
Chapter in the History of Apologetics. By Rev. J. 'Patrick, B.D. In i

vol. crown Bvo. [In the x^ress.

PATTERSON. Essays in History and Art. By R. Hogarth
Patterson. Svo, 12s.

The New Golden Age, and Influence of the Precious
Metals upon the World. 2 vols. Svo, 31s. 6d.

PAUL. History of the Royal Company of Archers, the Queen's
Body-Guard for Scotland. By James Balfour Paul, Advocate of the Scottish
Bar. Crown 4to, with Portraits and other Illustrations. £2, 2s.

PEILE. Lawn Tennis as a Game of Skill. With latest revised
Laws as played by the Best Clubs. By Captain S. C. V. Peile, B.S.C. Cheaper
Edition, fcap. cloth, is.

PETTIGREW. The Handy Book of Bees, and their Profitable
Management. By A. Pettigrew. Fifth Edition, Enlarged, with Engrav-
ings. Crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

PHILIP. The Function of Labour in the Production of Wealth.
By Alexander Philip, LL.B., Edinburgh. Crown Svo, 3s. 6d.
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PHILOSOPHICAL CLASSICS FOR ENGLISH READERS.
Edited by William Knight, LL.D., Professor of Moral Philosophy, Uni-
versity of St Andrews. In crown 8vo volumes, with portraits, price 3s. 6d.

[For list 0/ Volumes p^iblished, see page 2.

POLLOK. The Course of Time : A Poem. By Robert Pollok,
A.M. Small fcap. 8vo, cloth gilt, 2s. 6d. Cottage Edition, 32mo, 8d. The
Same, cloth, gilt edges, is. 6d. Another Edition, with Illustrations by Birket
Foster and others, fcap., cloth, 3s. 6d., or with edges gilt, 4s.

PORT ROYAL LOGIC. Translated from the French ; with Intro-
duction, Notes, and Appendix. By Thomas Spenckr Baynes, LL.D., Pro-
fessor in the University of St Andrews. Tenth Edition, lamo, 4s.

POTTS AND DARNELL. Aditus Faciliores : An easy Latin Con-
struing Book, with Complete Vocabulary. By the late A. W. Potts, M.A.,
LL.D., and the Rev. C. Darnell, M.A,, Head-Master of Cargilfield Prepara-
tory School, Edinburgh. Tenth Edition, fcap. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Aditus Faciliores Graeci. An easy Greek Construing Book,
with Complete Vocabulary. Fourth Edition, fcap. 8vo, 3s.

POTTS. School Sermons. By the late Alexander Wm. Potts,
LL.D., First Head-Master of Fettes College. With a Memoir and Portrait.
Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

PRINGLE. The Live-Stock of the Farm. By Robert 0. Pringle.
Third Edition. Revised and Edited by James Macdonald. Cr. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

PUBLIC GENERAL STATUTES AFFECTING SCOTLAND
from i707toi847, with Chronological Table and Index. 3 vols, large 8vo, ^3, 3s.

PUBLIC GENERAL STATUTES AFFECTING SCOTLAND,
COLLECTION OF. Published Annually with General Index.

RADICAL CURE FOR IRELAND, The. A Letter to the People
of England and Scotland concerning a new Plantation. With 2 Maps. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

RAE. The Syrian Church in India. By George Milne Rae, M.A.,
Fellow of the University of Madras ; late Professor in the Madras Christian Col-
lege. With 6 full-page Illustrations. Post 8vo, los. 6d.

RAMSAY. Scotland and Scotsmen in the Eighteenth Century.
Edited from the MSS. of John Ramsay, Esq. of Ochtertyre, by Alexander
Allardyce, Author of 'Memoir of Admiral Lord Keith, K.B.,' &c. 2 vols.
8vo, 31S. 6d.

RANKIN. A Handbook of the Church of Scotland. By James
Rankin, D.D., Minister of Muthill; Author of 'Character Studies in the
Old Testament,' &c. An entirely New and much Enlarged Edition. Crown
8vo, with 2 Maps, 7s. 6d.

The Creed in Scotland. An Exposition of the Apostles'
Creed. With Extracts from Archbishop Hamilton's Catechism of 1552, John
Calvin's Catechism of 1556, and a Catena of Ancient Latin and other Hymns.
Post 8vo, 7S. 6d.

First Communion Lessons. 23d Edition. Paper Cover, 2d.

RECORDS OF THE TERCENTENARY FESTIVAL OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH. Celebrated in April 1884. Published
under the Sanction of the Senatus Academicus. Large 4to, £2, 12s. 6d.

ROBERTSON. The Early Religion of Israel. As set forth by
Biblical Writers and Modern Critical Historians. Being the Baird Lecture for

1888-89. By James Robertson, D.D., Professor of Oriental Languages in

the University of Glasgow. Crown 8vo, los. 6d.

ROBERTSON. Orellana, and other Poems. By J. Logie Robert-
son, m. a. Fcap. 8vo. Printed on hand-made paper. 6s.

ROBERTSON. Our Holiday Among the Hills. By James and
Janet Logie Robertson. Fcap. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

ROSCOE. Rambles with a Fishing-rod. By E.S. Roscoe. Crown
Svo, 4s. 6d.

ROSS. Old Scottish Regimental Colours. By Andrew Ross,
S.S.C, Hon. Secretary Old Scottish Regimental Colours Committee. Dedi-
cated by Special Permission to Her Majesty the Queen. Folio. £2, 12s. 6d.

RUSSELL. The Haigs of Bemersyde. A Family History. By
John Russell. Large Svo, with Illustrations. 21s.
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RUSSELL. Fragments fromMany Tables. Being the Recollections of
some Wise and Witty Men and Women. By Geo. Russell. Cr. 8vo, 4s. 6d.

RUTLAND. Notes of an Irish Tour in 1846. By the Duke of
Rutland, G.G.B. (Lord John Manners). New Edition. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

CorresiDondence between the Right Honble. William Pitt
and Charles Duke of Rutland, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, 1781-1787. With In-
troductory Note by John Duke of Rutland. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

RUTLAND. Gems of German Poetry. Translated by the Duchess
OF Rutland (Lady John Manners). . [Neiv Edition in preparation.

Impressions of Bad-Homburg. Comprising a Short Ac-
count of the Women's Associations of Germany under the Red Cross. Crown
8vo, IS. 6d.

Some Personal Recollections of the Later Years of the Earl
of Beaconsfield, E.G. Sixth Edition, 6d.

Employment of Women in the Public Service. 6d.
Some of the Advantages of Easily Accessible Reading and

Recreation Rooms, and Free Libraries. With Remarks on Starting and
Maintaining Them. Second Edition, crown 8vo, is.

A Sequel to Rich Men's Dwellings, and other Occasional
Papers, Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

Encouraging Experiences of Reading and Recreation Rooms,
Aims of Guilds, Nottingham Social Guild, Existing Institutions, &c., &c.
Crown 8vo, xs.

SCHILLER. Wallenstein. A Dramatic Poem. By Frederick
VON Schiller. Translated by C. G. A. Lockhart. Fcap. sVo, 7s. 6d.

SCOTCH LOCH FISHING. By ''Black Palmer." Crown 8vo,
interleaved with blank pages, 4s.

SCOUGAL. Prisons and their Inmates; or, Scenes from a Silent
World. By Francis Scougal. Crown Svo, boards, 2s.

SELLAR. Manual of the Education Acts for Scotland. By the
late Alexander Craig Sellar, M.P. Eighth Edition. Revised and in
great part rewritten by J. Edavard Graham, B.A. Oxon., Advocate.
With Rules for the conduct of Elections, with Notes and Cases. With a
Supplement, being the Acts of 1889 in so far as affecting the Education Acts.
8vo, 12S. 6d.

[Supplement to Sellar's Manual of the Education Acts. Svo, 2s.]

SETH. Scottish Philosophy. A Comparison of the Scottish and
German Answers to Hume. Balfour Philosophical Lectures, University of
Edinburgh. By Andrew Seth, M.A., Professor of Logic and Metaphysics
in Edinburgh University. Second Edition. Crown Svo, 5s.

Hegelianism an<l Personality. Balfour Philosophical Lec-
tures. Second Series. Crown 8vo, 5s.

SETH. Freedom as Ethical Postulate. By James Seth, M.A.,
George Munro Professor of Philosophy, Dalhousie College, Halifax, Canada.

SHADWELL. The Life of Colin Campbell, Lord Clyde. Illus-
trated by Extracts from his Diary and Correspondence. By Lieutenant-
General Shadwell. C.B. 2 vols. Svo. With Portrait, Maps, and Plans. ij6s.

SHAND. Half a Century ; or, Changes in Men and Manners. By
Alex. Innes Shand, Author of 'Against Time,' &c. Second Edition, Svo,
I2S. 6d.

Letters from the West of Ireland. Reprinted from the
'Times.' Crown 8vo. 58.

Kilcarra. A Novel. 3 vols, crown Svo, 25s. 6d.

SHARPE. Letters from and to Charles Kirkpatrick Sharpe.
Edited by Alexander Allardvce, Author of 'Memoir of Admiral Lord
Keith, K.B.,' &c. With a Memoir by the Rev. W. K. R. Bedford. In two
vols. 8vo. Illustrated with Etchings and other Engravinps. £2, 12s. 6d.

SIM. Margaret Sim's Cookery. With an Introduction by L. B.
Walford Author of ' Mr Smith : A Part of His Life,' &c. Crown Svo, 5s.
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SKELTON. Maitland of Lethington ; and the Scotland of Mary
Stuart. A History. By John Skklton, C.B.,LL.D., Author of 'The Essays
of Shirley.' Demy 8vo. 2 vols., 28s.

The Handbook of Public Health. A Complete Edition of
the Public Health and other Sanitary Acts relating to Scotland. Annotated,
and with the Kules, Instructions, and Decisions of the Board of Supervision

brought up to date with relative forms. 8vo, with Supplement, 8s. 6d.

Supplement to Skelton's Handbook. The Administration
of the Public Health Act in Counties. 8vo, cloth, is. 6d.

The Local Government (Scotland) Act in Relation to Public
Health. A Handy Guide for County and District Councillors, Medical Offi-

cers, Sanitary Inspectors, and Members of Parochial Boards. Second Edition.

With a new Preface on appointment of Sanitary Officers. Crown 3vo, 2s.

SMITH. For God and Humanity. A Romance of Mount Carmel. By
Haskett Smith, Author of ' The Divine Epiphany,' <fcc. 3 vols, i^ost Bvo, 25s. 6d.

SMITH. Thorndale ; or, The Contiict of Opinions. By William
Smith, Author of 'A Discourse on Ethics, '&c. New Edition. Cr. 8vo, los. 6d.

Gravenhurst ; or, Thoughts on Good and Evil. Second
Edition, with Memoir of the Author. Crown Bvo, 8s.

The Story of William and Lucy Smith. Edited by
George Merriam. Large post Bvo, 12s. 6d.

SMITH. Memoir of the Families of M'Combie and Thoms,
originally M'Intosh and M'Thomas. Compiled from History and Tradition.

By William M'Combie Smith. With Illustrations. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

SMITH. Greek Testament Lessons for Colleges, Schools, and
Private Students, consisting chiefly of the Sermon on the Mount and the

Parables of our Lord. With Notes and Essays. By the Kev. J. Hunter
Smith, M A., King Edward's School, Birmingham. Crown Bvo, 6s.

SMITH. Writings by the Way. By John Campbell Smith,
M. A., Sheriff-Substitute. Crown 8vo, 9s.

SMITH. The Secretary for Scotland. Being a Statement of the

Powers and Duties of the new Scottish Office. With a Short Historical

Introduction and numerous references to important Administrative Docu-

ments. By W. C. Smith, LL.B., Advocate. 8vo, 6s.

SORLEY. The Ethics of Naturalism. Being the Shaw Fellowship
Lectures, 18S4. BvW. R. Sorley, M. A., Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge,

Professor of Logic and Philosophy in University College of South Wales.

Crown 8vo, 6s. , . ,

SPEEDY. Sport in the Highlands and Lowlands of Scotland with
Rod and Gun. By Tom Speedy. Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged. With
IllustrationsbvLieut.-Gen.HopeCrealocke,C.B.,C.M.G., and others. 8vo,i5S.

SPROTT. The Worship and Offices of the Church of Scotland.
Bv George W. Sprott, D.D., Minister of North Berwick. Crown 8vo, 6s.

STAFFORD. How I Spent my Twentieth Year. Being a Record
of a Tour Round the World, 1886-87. By the Marchioness of Stafford.
With Illustrations. Third Edition, crown 8vo, Ss. 6d.

STARFORTH. Villa Residences and Farm Architecture : A Series

of Designs. By John Starforth, Architect. 102 Engravings. Second Edi-

tion, medium 4to, £1, 17s. 6d.

STATISTICAL ACCOUNT OF SCOTLAND. Complete, with
Index, 15 vols. Bvo, £\&, i6s.

Each County sold separately, with Title, Index, and Map, neatly bound in cloth.

STEPHENS' BOOK OF THE FARM. Illustrated with numer-
ous Portraits of Animals and Engravings of Implements, and Plans of Farm
Buildings. Fourth Edition. Revised, and in great part rewritten by James
Macdonald, of the ' Farming World,' &c. Complete in Six Divisional Vol-

umes, bound in cloth, each ics. 6d., or handsomely bound, in 3 volumes, with

leather back and gilt top, £2>i 3S- -^

The Book of Farm Implements and Machines. By
J. Slight and R. Scott Burn, Engineers. Edited by Henry Stephens. Large

STEVENSON.' British Fungi. (Hymenomycetes.) By Rev. John
Stevenson, Author of ' Mycologia Scotia,' Hon. Sec. Cryptogamic Society of

Scotland. Vols. I. and II., Dost Bvo, with Illustrations, price 12s. 6d. each.
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STEWART. Advice to Purchasers of Horses. By John Stewart,
V.S. New Edition, zs. 6d.

Stable Economy. A Treatise on the Management of
Horses in relation to Stabling, Grooming, Feeding, Watering, and Working.
Seventli Edition, fcap. 8vo, 6s. 6d.

" e-' &>

STEWART. A Hebrew Grammar, with the Pronunciation, Syl-
labic Division and Tone of the Words, and Quantity of the Vowels. By Rev.
Duncan Stewart, D.D. Fourth Edition. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

STEWART. Boethius : An Essay. . By Hugh Eraser Stewart,
-M.A., Trinity College, Cambridge. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

STODDART. Angling Songs. By Thomas Tod Stoddart. New
siTn-R vrnKrVu*^ ^ Memoir by Anna M. Stoddart. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.biURMU^ IH. Etymological and Pronouncing Dictionary of the

English Language. Including a very Copious Selection of Scientific Terms,
^or Use m Schools and Colleges, and as a Book of General Reference. By the
Rev James Stormonth. The Pronunciation carefully Revised by the Rev.
P. H. Phelp, M.A. Cantab. Tenth Edition, Revised throughout. Crown
8vo, pp. 800. 7S. 6d.

Dictionary of the English Language, Pronouncing,
Etymological, and Explanatory. Revised by the Rev. P. H. Phelp. Library
Edition. Iinperial 8vo, handsomely bound in half morocco, 31s. 6d.
The School Etymological Dictionary and Word-Book.

Fourth Edition. Fcap. 8vo, pp. 254. 2s.

STORY. Nero ; A Historical Play. By W. W. Story, Author of
' Roba di Roma.' Fcap. 8vo, 6s.

Vallombrosa. Post 8vo, 5s.

Poems. 2 vols, fcap., 7s. 6d.

Eiammetta. A Summer Idyl. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.
Conversations in a Studio. "2 vols, crown 8vo, 12s. 6d.
Excursions in Art and Letters. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

STRICKLAND. Life of Agnes Strickland. By her Sister.
Post 8vo, with Portrait engraved on Steel, 12s. 6d.

STURGIS. John-a- Dreams. A Tale. By Julian Sturgis.
New Edition, crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Little Comedies, Old and New. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.
SUTHERLAND. Handbook of Hardy Herbaceous and Alpine

Flowers, for general Garden Decoration. Containing Descriptions of up-
wards of 1000 Species of Ornamental Hardy Perennial and Alpine Plants

;

along with Concise and Plain Instructions for their Propagation and Culture.
By William Sutherland, Landscape Gardener; formerly Manager of the
Herbaceous Department at Kew. Crown 8vo, 7s, 6d.

TAYLOR. The Story of My Life. By the late Colonel Meadows
Taylor, Author of 'The Confessions of a Thug,' &c. &c. Edited by his
Daughter. New and cheaper Edition, being the Fourth. Crown 8vo, 6s.

TELLET. Pastor and Prelate. A Storv of Clerical Life. By Roy
Tellet, Author of ' The Outcasts,' &e. 3 vols, crown Svo, 25s. 6d.

THOLUCK. Hours of Christian Devotion. Translated from the
German of A. Tholuck, D. D. , Professor of Theology in the University of Halle.
By the Rev. Robert Menzies, D. D. With a Preface written for this Transla-
tion by the Author. Second Edition, crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

THOMSON. Handy Book of the Flower-Garden : being Practical
Directions for the Propagation, Culture, and Arrangement of Plants in Flower-
Gardens all the year round. With Engraved Plans. By David Thomson,
Gardener to his Grace the Duke of Buccleuch, K.T. , at Drumlanrig Fourth
and Cheaper Rdition, crown Svo, 5s.

The Handy Book of Fruit-Culture under Glass: being
a series of Elaborate Practical Treatises on the Cultivation and Forcing of

Pines, Vines, Peaches, Figs, Melons. Strawberries, and Cucumbers. With En-
gravings of Hothouses, &c. Second Ed. Cr. Svo, 7s. 6d.
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THOMSON. A Practical Treatise on the Cultivation of the Grape
Vine. By William Thomson, Tweed Vineyards. Tenth Edition, 8vo, 5s.

THOMSON. Cookery for the Sick and Convalescent. With
Directions for the Preparation of Poultices, Fomentations, &c. By Barbara
Thomson. Fcap. 8vo, is. 6d.

THORNTON. Opposites. A Series of Essays on the Unpopular
Sides of Popular Questions. By Lewis Thornton. 8vo, 12s. 6d.

TOM CRINGLE'S LOG. A New Edition, with Illustrations.
Crown Bvo, cloth gilt, 5s. Cheap Edition, 2s.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE HIGHLAND AND AGRICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY OF SCOTLAND. Published annually, price 5s.

TULLOCH. Rational Theology and Christian Philosophy in Eng-
land in the Seventeenth Century. By John Tulloch, D.D., Principal of St
Mary's College in the University of St Andrews ; and one of her Majesty's
Chaplains in Ordinary in Scotland. Second Edition. 2 vols. Bvo, i6s.

• Modern Theories in Philosophy and Religion. Svo, 15s.

Luther, and other Leaders of the Reformation. Third
Edition, enlarged. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Memoir of Principal Tulloch, D.D., LL.D. By Mrs
Oliphant, Author of 'Life of Edward Irving.' Third and Cheaper Edition.
8vo, with Portrait. 7s. 6d.

TWEEDIE. The Arabian Horse : his Country and People. With
Porti'aits of Typical or Famous Arabians, and numerous other Illustrations

;

also a Map of the Country of the Arabian Horse, and a descriptive Glossary of
Arabic words and proper names. By Colonel W. Tweedie, C.S.I., Bengal Staff
Corps, H.B.M.'s Consul-General, Baghdad. [In the press.

VEITCH. Institutes of Logic. By John Veitch, LL.D., Pro-
fessor of Logic and Rhetoric in the University of Glasgow. Post 8vo, 12s. 6d.

The Feeling for Nature in Scottish Poetry. From the Ear-
liest Times to the Present Day. 2 vols. fcap. Bvo, in roxburghe binding. 15s.

Merlin and Other Poems. Fcap. 8vo. 4s. 6d.

Knowing and Being. Essays in Philosophy. First Series.
Crown 8vo, os.

VIRGIL. The ^neid of Virgil. Translated in English Blank
Verse byG. K. Rickards.M.A. ,andLordRAVENSwoRTH. 2 vols. fcap. Bvo.ios.

WALFORD. Four Biographies from ' Blackwood '
: Jane Taylor,

Hannah More, Elizabeth Fry, Mary Somerville. By L. B. Walford. Crown
Bvo, 5s.

WARREN'S (SAMUEL) WORKS:—
Diary of a Late Physician. Cloth, 2s. 6d. ; boards, 2s.

Ten Thousand A-Year. Cloth, 3s. 6d. ; boards, 2s. 6d.

Now and Then. The Lily and the Bee. Intellectual and Moral
Development of the Present Age. 4s. 6d.

Essays : Critical, Imaginative, and Juridical. 5s.

WARREN. The Five Books of the Psalms. With Marginal Notes.
By Rev. Samuel L. Warren, Rector of Esher, Surrey; late Fellow, Dean,
and Divinity Lecturer, Wadham College, Oxford. Crown 8vo, 5s.

WEBSTER. The Angler and the Loop-Rod. By David Webster.
Crown Bvo, with Illustrations, 7s. 6d.

WELLINGTON. Wellington Prize Essays on " the System of Field
Manoeuvres best adapted for enabling our Troops to meet a Continental Army.'
Edited by General Sir Edward Bruce Hamley, K.C.B.,K.C.M.G. 8vo, 12s. 6d.

WENLEY. Socrates and Christ : A Study in the Philosophy of
Religion. By R. M. Wenley, M.A., Lecturer on Mental and Moral Philoso-
phy in Queen Margaret College, Glasgow; Examiner in Philosophy in the
University of Glasgow. Crown 8vo, 6s.
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WERNER. A Visit to Stanley's Rear-Guard at Major Bartte-
lot's Camp on the Aruhwiini, With an Account of River-Life on the Congo.
By J. R. Werner, F.R.Gr.S., Engineer, late in the Service of the Etat Inde-
pendant du Congo. With Maps, Portraits, and other Illustrations. 8vo. 16s

WESTMINSTER ASSEMBLY. xMinutes of the Westminster As-
sembly, while engaged in preparing their Directory for Church Government,
Confession of Faith, and Catechisms (November 1644 to March 1649). Edited
by the Rev. Professor Alex. T. Mitchell, of St Andrews, and the Rev. John
Struthers, LL.D. With a Historical and Critical Introduction by Professor
Mitchell. 8vo, 15s.

WHITE. The Eighteen Christian Centuries. By the Rev. James
White. Seventh Edition, post 8vo, with Index, 6s.

History of France, from the Earliest Times. Sixth Thou-
sand, post 8vo, with Index, 6s.

WHITE. Archseological Sketches in Scotland—Kintyre and Knap-
dale. By Colonel T. P. White, R.E., of the Ordnance Survey. With numerous
Illustrations. 2 vols, folio, £4, 4s. Vol. I., Kintyre, sold separately, £2. 2s.

The Ordnance Survey of the United Kingdom. A Popular
Account. Crown 8vo, 5s.

WICKS. Golden Lives. The Story of a Woman's Courage. By
Frederick Wicks. Cheap Edition, with 120 Illustrations. Illustrated
Boards. Svo, 2s. 6d.

WILLIAMSON. The Horticultural Exhibitors' Handbook. A
Treatise on Cultivating, Exhibiting, and Judj^ing Plants, Flowers, Fruits, and
Vegetables. By W. Williamson, Gardener. Revised by Malcolm Dunn, Gar-
dener to His Grace the Duke of Buccleuch and Queensberry, Dalkeith Park.
Crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

WILLIAMSON. Poems of Nature and Life. By David R.
Williamson, Minister of Kirkmaiden. Fcap. Svo, 3s.

WILLS AND GREENE. Drawing-room Dramas for Children. By
W. G. Wills and the Hon. Mrs Greene. Crown Svo, 6s.

WILSON. Works of Professor Wilson. Edited by his Son-in-Law,
Professor Ferrier. 12 vols, crown Svo, £2, 8s.

Christopher in his Sporting-Jacket. 2 vols., 8s.

Isle of Palms, City of the Plague, and other Poems. 4s.

Lights and Shadows of Scottish Life, and other Tales. 4s.

. Essays, Critical and Imaginative. 4 vols., 168.

The Noctes Ambrosianse. 4 vols., 163. [Svo, 4s.

Homer and his Translators, and the Greek Drama. Crown
WINGATE. Lily Neil. A Poem. By David Wingate. Crown

Svo, 4s. 6d.

WORDSWORTH. The Historical Plays of Shakspeare. With
Introductions and Notes. By Charles Wordsworth, D.C.L., Bishop of S.

Andrews. 3 vols, post Svo, cloth, each price 7s. 6d., or handsomely bound in

half-ealf, each jtrice gs. gd.

WORSLEY. Poems and Translations. By Philip Stanhope
WoRSLEY, M.A. Edited by Edward WoRSLEY. 2d Ed., enlarged. Foap. Svo, 6s.

YATE. England and Russia Face to Face in Asia. A Record of
Travel with the Afghan Boundary Commission. By Captain A. C. Yate,
Bombay Staff Corps. Svo, with Maps and Illustrations, 21s.

YATE. Northern Afghanistan ; or, Letters from the Afghan
Boundary Commission. Ry Major C. E. Tate, C.S.I. , C.M.G. Bombay Staff

Corps, F.R.G.S. Svo, with Maps. iSs.

YOUNG. A Story of Active Service in Foreign Lands. Compiled
from letters sent homo from South Africa, India, and China, 1856-1882. By
Surgeon-General A. Graham Young, Author of 'Crimean Cracks.' Crown
Svo, Illustrated, 7s. 6d.

YULE. Fortification : for the Use of Officers in the Army, and
Readers of Military History. By Col. Tulk, Bengal Engineers. Svo, with
numerous Illustrations, ids. 6d.
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